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An automated instrument based on a single-board microcomputer

was developed for use in voltammetric analyses. Operator input of

numerous experiment parameters allows any type of voltammetric

analysis to be implemented and multiple scans to be run unattended.

A three operational amplifier potentiostat is used to control

the cell voltage and convert the cell current to a voltage signal. A

16-bit digital-to-analog converter allows the computer to determine

the cell voltage. A 12-bit analog-to-digital converter converts the

signal to digital form for the computer to manipul ate, store and dis-

play. The potentiostat is isolated electrically from the computer

through the use of opto-isolators.

The computer is interfaced to solid state switches, 3-way

valves and pumps for control of electrode rotation, outgassing of 02.

filling of the cell with a buffer solution, and evacuation of cell

solution. Injection of spike solutions and rapid washing of the cell

is also under computer control. Data manipulation handled by the



microcomputer includes waveform generation, data acquisition,

automatic background acquisition and subtraction, polynomial fitting

of the baseline, and peak potential and peak current calculations.

Instrument parameters were optimized in the differential pulse

anodic stripping voltarmietry mode with a rotating thin mercury film

electrode on a glassy carbon disc support. With this system the

heavy metals, Zn, Cd, Pb and Cu, were quantitated at 1 lig/L levels

with five minute deposition periods and at 0.1 g / L levels with

thirty minute deposition.

Metal speciation studies were carried out to evaluate the auto-

mation abilities of the instrument and to observe and demonstrate

important probl ems in metal speci ati on studies with ASV. Pseudo-

pol arography was used to confirm that EDTA formed a quasi-labile

complex with Cu. Humic acid was adsorbed by the mercury electrode

and reduced the response to metals. The ASV determinable Zn, Cd, Pb

and Cu concentrations in a river water sample were found to be 4.0,

0.32, 0.15 and 0.40 ug/L, respectively. Some complexation capacity

was observed as was adsorption of organics onto the electrode.
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A Microcomputer Automated Anodic Stripping Voltammetric
Analyzer for Trace Metal Speciation

INTRODUCTION

This project involves the combination of trace metal speciation,

anodic stripping voltammetry and microcomputers. Speciation is the

study of the chemical forms in which a particular element exists in a

sample. With heavy metals, speciation is primarily concerned with

metal-ligand interactions as defined by the total concentration or

activities of all metals CM], ligands CL] and metal complexes NO,

conditional stability constants (a) and dissociation rate constants

(kf). In recent years, it has been realized that the chemical form

of a heavy metal generally dictates its impact on the biosphere and

environmental system in which it exists. Therefore, trace heavy

metals, depending on their form and concentration, can be highly

toxic and/or essential metabolities.

Trace heavy metals such as Zn, Pb, Cd, Cu, Bi, Sb, Sn, Ti and As

usually exist at concentrations below 10 pg/L in environmental water

samples. Therefore, only the most sensitive analytical techniques

can directly determine total CM]. To determine the fraction of the

metal in a particular chemical form (i.e. a speciation study), the

technique must not only be sensitive enough, but sensitive only to

that chemical form. Although techniques such as atomic spectroscopy,

mass spectrometry and neutron activation have the sensitivity to
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determine trace and ultra-trace [M], they do not satisfy the latter

requirement.

To use the above techniques for speciation studies the chemical

forms must be separated with a technique such as chromatography

before detection. Alternatively, one can employ an electrochemical

technique that is sensitive only to rAll and not to [ML]. The only

electrochemical technique which can determine metals at trace and

ultratrace concentrations is anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV).

ASV is the combination of an electrochemical plating process and

a voltammetric analysis. The plating step serves to preconcentrate

reducible metal onto an electrode. This is followed by reoxidizing

or stripping the metal back into the solution using an anodic voltam-

metric scan. The cell current (i) is monitored and the height of the

current peak (i p) produced is proportional to the rAl in solution.

Although many types of electrodes can be used, the most popular

electrode is some form of a mercury electrode. Any of the vol tam-

metric sweep methods can be used. The most popular methods are

linear sweep (LSASV) and the differential pulse (DPASV). A potentio-

stat is required for control of cell potential and measurement of i.

The [ML] is calculated as the difference between the [M] as

measured with ASV and the total [M] with another technique. Alter-

natively, the complexes can be destroyed with acid or other means and

followed by an ASV determination of the total metal. Several other

speciation techniques involving ASV are available which depend on
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ASV's ability to measure only uncomplexed metal in solution at trace

and ultratrace concentration levels.

Several problems exist at present with current ASV speciation

techniques. ASV's speciation ability depends on not reducing com-

plexed metal when plating. However, the plating process creates at

the electrode surface a depletion region of thickness (6) in which

[M] is lower than in the bulk solution. If the metal complexes have

fast dissociation kinetics, they dissociate while in the depletion

region to maintain equilibrium between complexed and uncomplexed

species. These type of complexes are called labile complexes. ASV

detects the metal released by dissociation and therefore cannot

distinguish between uncomplexed metal and labile metal complexes.

Hence ASV does not detect non-labile complexes, those with dissocia-

tion kinetics slow compared to the time scale of the experiment.

Those complexes with intermediate kinetics are called quasi-labile.

In this case, ASV detects part of the metal that is complexed.

The direct reduction of the metal complexes is another problem

with ASV speciation studies. If the plating potential (EDEP) is too

negative the complex is detected by ASV.

Finally, in natural aquatic systems, many different inorganic

and organic compounds exist. Some of the large organic molecules are

known to adsorb onto the sensing electrode where they can either

block the electrode or change the actual reduction process.

Many of the ASV speciation techniques require that one sample be

analyzed under a large range of conditions (i.e. different values of
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experimental parameters). Since the ASV technique is itself somewhat

complicated, these speciation studies can be quite labor intensive.

Automation is needed and this is an area where a dedicated microcom-

puter excels. A microcomputer can be used to perform most of the

functions previously performed manual ly by the operator. Thus a

whole sequence of experiments involving different values of experi-

mental parameters can be run unattended with microcomputer control

and data acquistion. The computing abilities of the microcomputer

can be utilized to replace complex and expensive analog waveform

generators and signal extraction electronics. The computer can mani-

pulate raw data, perform calculations and present the data in more

useful forms (e.g. plots) thus saving considerable post-analysis

time.

In this project, a microcomputer automated ASV instrument was

designed and constructed. A single board microcomputer was dedicated

to this purpose and interfaced to a potentiostat/cell system. Next,

the characteristics of the instrument were evaluated and compared to

a popular commerical ASV instrument. Numerous instrumental variables

were optimized. Final ly, the system, termed the PSYM, was used to

study and demonstrate the various problems associated with ASV spe-

ciation techniques.

Previous work done in this area of research is reviewed as the

first section of this report. Considerable detail is presented about

ASV speciation techniques and their problems as this area needs an

adequate summation. This is followed by a description of the PSYM
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instrument, (e.g. the potentiostat, the cell system, the interface

electronics, the computer system and the software). The results of

the PSYM evaluation are next presented, followed by a discussion of

the speciation studies. The report is concluded with suggestions on

further research using the PSYM instrument.
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HISTORICAL

Introduction

ASV is an established technique, well reviewed in the literature

(1-13). The capabilities of ASV, along with other instrumental

analysis techniques, have improved over the past 15 years because of

the advent of integrated circuits. ASV has become an accepted tech-

nique because of its high sensitivity for several important trace

metals and the availability of relatively inexpensive, commercial

instrumentation.

By far the most common electrochemical instrument for ASV analy-

sis is the Princeton Applied Research Corporation (PARC) 174A Volta-

metric Analyzer. An estimated 80% of the ASV articles available used

the PARC 174A. However, the PARC 174A was introduced in 1973, before

the advent of the microcomputer. Since then, the use of the micro-

computer has been reviewed for electrochemical applications and de-

monstrated considerable advantages over the analog PARC 174A (9-15).

These include greater automation, flexibility, lower cost and much

greater data handling capabilities.

Interest in ASV has increased with the concern for environmental

issues during the 1970's. It became clear that trace metal specia-

tion or the determination of specific chemical forms of an element is

critical in many situations. The importance of the study of trace

metal speciation has been discussed by many authors.
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In general, the chemical form in which a trace metal exists in

the environment plays as much a role in that metal's toxicity, mobil-

ity and biological significance as the nature of the element itself.

The study of trace metal speciation has attracted a good many inves-

tigators from fields of biology, chemistry, soils and environmental

sciences and health fields. In an industrial society, it has become

of prime concern.

ASV emerged as one of the techniques that could determine var-

ious metal species and at environmental levels, (i.e. 10 pg/L to 1

ng/L) and its applications in the area have been reviewed (17-29).

However, the interpretation of the data ASV provides about trace

metal speciation and lability has been questioned. Direct reduction

of metal complexes and blockage of the working electrode by surfact-

ants can obscure the interpretation of data.

In this historical section, ASV instrumentation is first re-

viewed. The types of electrodes, the potentiostat, waveform gene-

rator and signal processor circuits are discussed. Next, the incor-

poration of computers into ASV experiments is reviewed. The applica-

tion of mainframe, mini- and microcomputers in ASV experiments for

waveform generation, data acquistion, signal processing and auto-

mation are discussed. Various trace metal speciation techniques are

presented. Finally, the use of ASV for speciation studies is re-

viewed. Techniques such as pseudopolarography, pH change and com-

plexation titrations along with the inherent problems of these tech-

niques are discussed.
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ASV Instrumentation

The three major components of a computerized ASV instrument are

the cel 1/electrodes, the potentiostat and the computer. The cell

components are covered well in the reviews.

A mercury working electrode is usually employed. Either the

Hanging Mercury Drop Electrode (HMDE) or the rotating glassy carbon

disc Thin Mercury Film Electrode (TMFE) is usually recommended.

The HMDE has a low residual current, provides better reproduc-

ibility, is easy to automate in its most recent form (the Static

Dropping Mercury Electrode, SDME) and exhibits fewer problems with

intermetallic compound formation and with adsorption of organics that

foul the response. The TMFE is more sensitive and has more reproduc-

ible flow characteristics. It is recommended that the HMDE be used

for [M] above 10 pg/L while the TMFE be used below this level.

The potentiostat has been in existence for forty to fifty years.

Modern electronics (e.g. transistors and operational amplifiers)

allowed the simplification of the potentiostat circuit down to as few

as three IC chips (29-43). A complete instrument requires a waveform

generator (Linear Sweep (LS), Normal Pulse (NP), Differential Pulse

(DP), Cyclic) and a signal processor in addition to the potentiostat.

The waveform generator can be analog (4-39) or digital, as described

in later sections. The signal processor also can be totally analog

or primarily digital after the point that the working electrode

current is converted to a voltage. For voltammetry involving pulse

waveforms such as NP voltammetry (NPV) and DP voltammetry (DPV) (36-
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45) where signal processing is more complex, a digital signal pro-

cessor can be used to more advantage.

The field of pattern recognition has been applied to voltammetry

where mainframe (46) and minicomputers (47) use their enormous com-

putational abilities to fit peak shapes to various theoretical equa-

tions yielding information on the electrochemical reaction transfer

coefficient ( ), adsorption phenomena, etc. Background correction,

either by fitting the baseline or by subtracting a stored background

scan is another area in voltammetry where mainframe (48) and mini-

computers (49-52) excel. Expense of the mainframe computer plus the

advancement in ability of minicomputers has resulted in most applica-

tions being done with a minicomputer, especially those involving a

large amount of numerical processing such as digital filtering

(53,54), peak resolution (54,55) and digital simulation (56,57).

With the increasing advancement in computer ability, even the micro-

computer is capable of significant numerical power. For example,

Bond and Grabaric (58) reported the use of microcomputer to store

individual metal peaks, to analyze a multicomponent mixture, then to

subtract the previously stored peaks to resolve the mixture.

Although automation with only analog electronics has been done

for voltammetric systems (42,59), automation with computers offers

more flexibility. Automation of ASV instrumentation became common

with the availability of relatively inexpensive minicomputers (51,60-

62). In 1974, Dessy, et. al. (63) described a hypotheoretical micro-

computer automated DPASV instrument consisting of a microcomputer, a
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digital to analog converter (DAC), an analog to digital converter

(ADC) and a.software flowchart. In 1982, Buchahan and Sol eta (64)

described a microcomputer automated flow system for square wave ASV

(SWASV) using matrix exchange. An SDME was used with the computer

controlling the forming of the drops and also filling and emptying of

the cell using solenoid valves.

Minicomputers have been used to replace some of the functions of

the analog voltammetric instrument. Minicomputer waveform generators

(61,65,66) and signal processors (51,65-57) have been described.

However, these types of applications are where the microcomputer

excels. In 1980, Barrett, et. al , (68) reported on a microcomputer

controlled instrument for staircase voltammetry and pulse polaro-

graphy. The computer is based on the 6502 microprocessor and uses a

10-bit DAC connected to a PARC 173 potentiostat to generate the

waveform and a PARC 176 to measure i. A voltage related to i was

converted to digital form with a 10-bit ADC. Bond and Norris (69)

described a 6502 basic KIM-1 microcomputer waveform generator. A 16-

bit DAC was used to output cyclic vol tammetric, staircase vol tam-

metric and DP waveforms under software control. In 1991, Anderson and

Bond (70) used a 6800 based microcomputer and 2 12-bit DAC's to

generate a staircase waveform with a superimposed AC signal for

digital AC polarography experiments. The AC current signal was

monitored via a 12-bit ADC to acquire i and the computer was used to

process the first and second harmonic currents.
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In 1981, vonWandruszka and Maraschin (71) used the 5502 based

Apple II microcomputer interfaced to a voltammetric instrument for

control of start/stop scan, scan direction, scan range and data

acquistion. This control was used to automate multiple-cycle voltam-

metry.

Data acquistion and signal processing are the most popular

applications of microcomputers to voltammetry. In 1979, Edmonds (72)

reported on an Intel 9080A based microcomputer interfaced to a PARC

174A to provide ensemble averaging, background subtraction and scan-

ning boxcar integration digital filtering of the acquired data.

Evans and Hanck (73) used an Intel 8080 based Altair 9900 micro-

computer interfaced to a PARC 174A as a signal processor for deriva-

tive NPV experiments.

In 1982, P. He, et. al. (74) reported on a 3090 or Z90 based

instrument programmed to perform a variety of voltammetric experi-

ments including DPASV. Automation was via an SDME and an outgassing

system. Price, et. al., (75) described the interfacing of a TRS -80

microcomputer to a PARC 174A. In 1933, Anderson and Bond (76) used

their microcomputer controlled instrument for square wave voltammetry

to demonstrate that the same square wave data can be used by the

computer to also generate AC, LS and pulse voltammograms.

Speciation Techniques

Numerous techniques have been developed for speciation (19,21-

23,27,77) and some of the major techniques are reviewed here. Normal
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voltammetry lacks the detectability needed for most environmental

work (73,79-99). Ion selective potentiometric techniques, like ASV,

are sensitive to only the free or labile metal ions, but like normal

voltammetry they are rarely sensitive enough (79,90-92).

Many speciation techniques use a prior separation step followed

by a sensitive trace metal analysis technique which can be ASV.

Filtration and ultrafiltration are commonly combined with ASV (93-

103). The same is true for ion-exchange chromatography (101-113),

gel filtration chromatography (102,114-116) electrophoresis (117) and

solvent extraction (112,113).

Other techniques of limited applicability to speciation studies

include coprecipitation (18,19), spectrophotometry (91), volatile

metal atomic absorption spectroscopy (120), competitive titrations

(121,122) bioassys (96,113,123,124) and radiotracers (109).

An alternate approach is to use a computer model to calculate

the speciation information. This approach is still restricted by

insufficient knowledge about the ligands and their R's and kf's

for interactions with particular metals (92,124-126).

The effect of complexation of trace metals on ASV signals has

been used to advantage in many situations. Complexation has been

used to mask or shift interference peaks or even to increase sensi-

tivity (104,127-144) enabling an analysis not otherwise possible.

Speciation With ASV

ASV is used in trace metal speciation studies because of its
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sensitivity to only those metal complexes that dissociate fast enough

to be reduced as the free metal during the time span of the experi-

ment and of its ability to quantify several environmentally important

metals at trace and ultra-trace levels.

In ASV, usually a minimum amount of sample pre-treatment is

required. For ASV, as with all electrochemical techniques, a minimum

ionic strength must be maintained to avoid electrical migration of

analyte ions. In seawater samples, this is no problem as sufficient

ionic strength already exists. For freshwater samples, a base elec-

trolyte must be added and the level of trace metal contaminants in

this electrolyte usually sets the detection limit for ASV.

The species comprising a buffer/electrolyte added can disturb

the speciation information sought, particularly if the solution pH is

not buffered (105,145). Several studies have demonstrated the ace-

tate buffer offers the best compromise of buffering ability and lack

of serious complexing ability (146,147).

Contamination from other sources can be reduced by using clean

room conditions, acid washing of all glassware, and Teflon cells as

is common with any trace element technique. A problem unique to ASV

is interference with Cu determinations by Cl- leaking from the ref-

erence electrode (145).

When using a TMFE for most sensitive work, one must chose

between an in-situ TMFE (Hg deposited simultaneously with analyte

ions) and a pre-plated TMFE. The in-situ TMFE is easier to use and

more stable than the pre-plated TMFE. However the addition of Hg
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ions to the sample solution to form the in-situ TMFE can change the

speciation due to displacement of metal ions from their ligands by Hg

ions (105,146,143-150).

Other sample modifications generally used for routine ASV analy-

sis of total metal can also be used with speciation techniques. ASV

analysis before and after sample filtration to remove particulates

has been used to determine ASV labile metal adsorbed onto particu-

lates. Acid digestion has been used to determine acid-exchangeable

complexes. Destruction of organic matter through UV-irradiation

(97,101,103,108-110,112,113,149,151-157) or ozone oxidation (158) has

been used with ASV to determine organic complexation.

Kinetic and Lability Considerations

Although the labile metal complex is, in general, defined as an

ASV detectable complex, kinetics play the major role in quantifying

this definition. Therefore, the role of kinetics as it relates to

ASV techniques is presented.

The assumption in most theories for ASV speciation of reversible

charge transfer during reduction and oxidation is often overlooked by

experimentalists. ASV theory points out that slow charge transfer

kinetics result in broadened stripping peaks, shifted Ep's (A Ep) and

lower ip's. Since many ASV speciation techniques rely on 0 Ep or Dip

to determine metal speciation, knowledge of reversibility isimpor-

tant.
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Changes in solution conditions can affect both reversibility and

speciation so that it is important to establish if reversibility is

maintained under different conditions. Toman, et. al., (159) used

the peak width at half its height (b1/2) as the criterion for rever-

sible oxidation of Cd and Pb into a complexing medium. The measured

b1/2 indicated a reversible reaction by agreeing with the theoretical

prediction. Shuman and Cromer (160) developed theory for pseudo-

polarography which takes into account reversibility so that the shape

of pseudopolarograms could determine whether an ASV electrodeposition

process is reversible.

Some investigators use the results of cyclic voltammetry to draw

conclusions about ASV reversibility. Petrie and Baier (161) studied

inorganic Pb complexes and determined that the quasi-reversible be-

havior (the gray area between reversible and non-reversible) of PbSO4

and PbCO3 and the non-reversible behavior of Pb(OH)x resulted in

lower than expected ASV peak heights. Shuman and Michael (162)

studied Cu(CO3)x complexes with cyclic voltammetry. They concluded

that, because of the slow electron transfer of the reduction, AEp's

or A ip's with gross changes in solution composition (e.g. pH and

alkalinity) could not be used to indicate changes in metal specia-

tion.

Zirino and Kounaves (163) noted that the electrodeposition cur-

rent (ir) may not be constant but decrease with time as the mercury

electrode becomes an amalgam electrode with reduced metal. This
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requires the use of an average reduction current, ir, when con-

sidering requires ASV theory.

The lability of complexes has been defined more or less success-

fully with theory. Van Leeuwen (97) defined three lability classes,

labile, quasi-labile and non-labile, in terms of kf, S , EL], and

t1/2, the effective electrolysis time for polarography. Davison

(164) developed a diffusion layer approach where the kinetic con-

trol led current, ik, is a function, once again of S , kf and EL].

This theory was modified for ASV, where the ratio of the diffusion

limited stripping signal (id) to the kinetic limited stripping

signal, (id/ik), is a function of a , kf, [L] and 6.

Turner and Whitfield (165) developed a more comprehensive theory

for ASV of multi-ligand systems at both the TMFE and the HMDE which

also gives (id/ik) as a function of $'s, kf's, CL]'s and 6. They

compared their theoretical calculations to the ASV signal obtained

for Pb in seawater and got qualitative agreement. Toman, et. al.,

(159) derived the theory of convolution voltammetry for ASV. They

considered lability for the stripping process only, to predict AEp

for speciation studies.

Several investigators have used more operational or empirical

definitions of lability. Batley and Florence (109) used a combina-

tion of ASV, UV-irradiation and ion-exchange chromatography to clas-

sify Cd, Pb and Cu species in seawater into seven operationally

defined catagories: small organic and inorganic species with fast

dissociation kinetics, (i.e. labile), large organic species with fast
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kinetics, large inorganic species with fast kinetics, small organic

species with moderately fast kinetics, small inorganic species with

moderate kinetics, large organic species with moderate kinetics plus

large or small organic species with slow kinetics and, finally, the

inorganic counterpart of the last category. Sugai and Healy (115)

used gel filtration chromatography instead of ion exchange chromato-

graphy to arrive at similiar classifications for Cu and Pb in sea-

water. Figura and McDuffie (107) also combined ASV and ion-exchange

chromatography to study Cd, Cu, Pd and Zn in the presence of NTA,

EDTA, glycine and humic acid (HA). They proposed (106) the catego-

ries very labile, very + moderate labile, slowly labile and inert and

applied this classification to four fresh water samples.

Several researchers have obtained speciation information by

titrating a sample with metal, assuming the metal complex is non-

labile and so not ASV active, and monitoring the ASV signal after

each addition. This technique has been questioned because of the

issue of complex kinetics. Tuschall and Brezonik (166) evaluated the

Cu ASV complexometric titration technique for EDTA and reported

severe discrepancy with other literature sources and attributed the

problem to dissociation of the complex during the time scale of

measurement by ASV, as did Bhat and Weber (167).

Ruzic and Nikolic (168) derived the theory for the effect of

kinetics on titration curves and demonstrated that characteristic

deviations from the ideal titration curve are expected for certain

values of kf and [L]. Hanck and Dillard (169) proposed lowering the
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solution temperature during titration to slow the kinetics to reduce

the error introduced by fast kinetics.

An alternate correction technique is to use the titration data

itself to estimate the kinetic current and to correct for it mathe-

matically. This was done in different ways with various amounts of

success by Shuman and Woodward (170), Shuman and Cromer (171), Bhat,

et. al. (172) and Bhat and Weber (173). The kf's were calculated

from the titration data to provide an experimental technique for

measuring the kf's of various metal complexes.

Shuman and Michael (152,174) described another technique for

measuring kf's of metal complexes using a rotating TMFE and varying

the rotation rate (w) between separate analyses of the same sample.

Plotting signal versus w1/2 allows calculation of kf.

The term labile general ly refers to the condition kf > 1 s-1.

However, complexation reactions can be much slower such that changes

made to the sample, such as through a pH change, may not affect the

complexation for a matter of days. Skogerboe, et. al, (105) indi-

cated this problem affected one of the lability classification

schemes (109) and that care must be taken that equilibrium has been

achieved. Corsin, et. al., (175) noted that even a technique as

simple as standard addition can be thrown in error if equilibrium is

still being approached during the analysis.

Many investigators, concerned with this problem, have used timed

multiple scans to follow attainment of equilibrium. Allen, et. al.,

(175) studied freshwater samples, where equilibrium of Pb complexes
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after acid spikes was attained in 10 minutes. Raspor, et. al.,

(177,178) studied the artificial ligands, NTA and EDTA, complexing

Zn, Pb and Cd and estimated kf values by following the ASV signal

with time. Batley and Florence (109) followed the attainment of

equilibrium after spiking seawater samples with metal ions. Similiar

experiments e (109) followed the attainment of equilibrium after

spiking seawater samples with metal ions. Similiar experiments were

lone for metal and acid spikes in seawater by Duinker and Kramer

(179), Florence and Batley (155) and Playsic, et. al. (180).

Studies Involving pH Changes

The most common type of speciation experiment using ASV is an

acid spike study. Here a voltammogram is taken before and after the

lowering of the pH of an environmental sample. Ideally, the differ-

ence in detected metal concentration should correspond to the amount

of acid-exchangeable metal complex.

Several authors have published theories on various aspects of

acid-exchangeable complexes. Zirino and Yamamoto (125) developed a

theoretical model of pH-dependent inorganic complexes of Cd, Zn, Cu

and Pb in seawater. Turner and Whitfield (131) applied a theory to

Pb in seawater which describes the ASV signal as a function of pH and

concentration of several inorganic ligands. It takes into account

the kf's of the complexes. Benjamin and Leckie (182) developed a pH-

dependent model of metal-ligand adsorption onto particulates.
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The applications of acid-exchangeable complex studies are numer-

ous. The simplest are those studies where acid is used to digest

totally all metal complexes and therefore total metal is measured.

This is compared with analysis done at natural pH with the difference

being non-labile complexed metal. This has been done for freshwater

ligands (108,147) and for saltwater samples (109,110,183).

Instead of total acid-digestion, with its greater problems of

contamination, volatilization of metal and increasing analysis time,

many authors prefer to simply adjust the pH to a somewhat lower value

to determine acid-exchangeable metal complexes. The assumption is

that the second pH is low enough to give an accurate value for acid-

exchangeable complexes.

Two kinds of information can be gained from two-point pH studies

as opposed to total digestion studies. The Ail) on lowering pH is

invariably positive. Such observations have been made for Cu, Pb and

Cd, (83,94,112,184) for Pb and Cd (152), for Pb (185) and for Zn

(112) in seawater, for Cu and Pb in fresh water, (176) and for Cu,

Pb, Cd and Zn (112). Laboratory studies of various metals with

fulvic acid (FA) have shown the same tendencies (105,173).

A second type of information to be gained from changing the pH

is SEp. In general, a labile complexed metal is more difficult to

reduce and the Ep shifts to more cathodic or negative values. If,

upon adding acid to a complexing medium, the Ep shifts to more anodic

values, this indicates a change in complexation to an easier to

reduce complex, such as the aquo-complex. Such shifts have been
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noted with Pb, Cd and Zn (157) and with Pb (185) and Cd (152) in

seawater using two-point pH studies.

Two-point pH studies are inherently inaccurate due to their

inability to follow quantitatively the changes in the ASV variables,

ip and Ep, with pH. Multi-point pH studies are required. Again most

studies note an increase in ip with decreasing pH. This is true for

Cu, Pb, Cd and Zn (156,179,186), for Cu, Pb and Cd (111), for Cu and

Pb (115,197), for Pb (100), Zn (188), for Hg (189) in seawater and

for Cu (151,154) and Pb (146) in freshwater. The same trend was

observed with Cu, Cd, Pb, Ti and Bi in the presence of Ca+2 and HA

(190), with Cu, Pb and Cd in KNO3 (145), with Cu in NaHCO3 and KNO3

(161), and with Cd in HA (150, 191).

Although increasing ip with decreasing pH is the trend it is not

the rule. Decreasing ip with decreasing pH has been observed for Cd

(111,187), for Zn (156,179) and Sn (192) in seawater and for Cd in

KNO3 (145) and in HA (150).

The effect on pH changes on Ep has been studied to determine

stability constants of labile metal complexes. Positive AEp's with

decreasing pH were observed for Cu and Cd (186) and Pb (59) in

seawater. For Cu, Cd, Pb, Bi and Ti, Ep shifted to positive voltages

with decreasing pH in the presense of Ca }2 and HA (190). This trend

was also observed for Cu, Cd and Pb in KNO3 (145), for Cu and Pb in

KNO3 (84), for Cd in HA (191), for Zn in NaC1 (193) and Sn in sea-

water. Analysis of peak shifts can be complicated, however, espe-

cially when a single metal peak splits into two peaks. This has been
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observed for Pb and Zn in seawater (136).

Adsorption Considerations

Adsorption, the collection of a dissolved substance on a sur-

face, is a term covering several different processes in environmental

ASV. Contamination results for desorption of metal ions from con-

tainer walls, cell walls and cell components into the sample. This

can cause significant error in trace and ultra-trace analysis. After

acid leaching and pre-rinsing of containers, Batley and Gardner (101)

found little change in metal concentrations for samples stored at 4

C for 90 days.

Adsorption of metals onto containers is also a source of serious

error if the proper precautions are not taken. Baier (100) analyzed

stored frozen samples to determine metal content and then the acid

washings from the containers for Pb. Assuming that the acid desorbed

the Pb adsorbed onto the container wall from the sample, the amount

of adsorbed Pb with this type of storage was observed to be only 2-3%

of the total Pb.

A very serious problem in ASV studies of environmental samples

is the adsorption of dissolved species onto the surface of the mer-

cury electrode. These species, in general organic in nature, may

block the electrode surface, produce their own peaks and/or complex

the analyte metal ions themselves. Observations of adsorption ef-

fects on electrodes are numerous. The most common observation is

reduction of calibration sensitivity (i.e. decreased ip). This phe-
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nomenon was observed in biological samples not completely digested

(194), in the presense of specific organics, tiron, catechol or

gallic acid (132), FA (85,174) and n-octanol (195), in seawater

(94,152,155) and in fresh water samples (146). Researchers have

attempted to compensate for the change in calibration sensitivity by

using a single standard addition for each sample containing organics

that could be adsorbed. However, single standard addition is not

always adequate because absorption has been observed to cause non-

linear signal versus concentration curves (154,158,172,173). The

calibration sensitivity for some metals is actually enhanced by

adsorption onto electrodes. This has been observed for organic-Sn

complexes (132,133,192). Reproducibility of the analysis also suf-

fers if the adsorption of the organic onto the electrode is not the

same for each measurement (146).

Adsorbed organics on mercury electrodes can be el ectroacti ve.

Whether the peak is a tensammetric one, caused by potential dependent

adsorption/desorption, or a redox peak, it can obscure the anal yte

signal (95,149,194-196). Peak shape can be affected by adsorbed

organics indicating that the organic is affecting the electron trans-

fer process of the metal redox reaction and causing irreversible

behavior (86,154,194).

Although organic adsorption can be a serious problem, particu-

larly in environment speciation studies where large amounts of sur-

face active organics can exist in a sample, little theoretical work

is available to describe this phenomenon for ASV. Adsorption effects
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have been studied for voltammetry. Wopschall and Shain (197) devel-

oped a theory for LSV and cyclic voltammetry in the presence of

adsorbed reactants and/or products. Equations are presented which

indicate how ip, Ep and peak shape vary with scan rate and the

concentration of the organic reactant. Jacobsen and Lindseth (199)

studied tensammetric peaks in DPV caused by neutral, cationic and

anionic sufactants. These peaks cause significant interference in

metal determinations. Greter, et. al. (90) and Buffle and Greter

(79) used LS, NP, DP and AC polarography to study and develop a

theoretical model for reduction of Pb-HA complexes through an adsorp-

tion mechanism.

A theory developed by Lukaszewski and Pawlak (199), for ASV

interference by a electrochemically inactive organic substance pre-

dicts the ip when the adsorbed organic acts only at the deposition

stage. Theoretical plots of ip vs. the deposition time (PLATE) were

developed for two limiting cases and an intermediate one and were

used to evaluate the results of experiments carried out on solutions

of Pb, Cu and Cd in the presence of various polyethylene glycol s.

The theory explained the results only for some solutions.

The assumption of the surfactant acting only at the deposition

stage comes from a study by Lukaszewski, et. al. (200). The results

of adding either amine-based or ammonium salt-based surfactants to

the solution after deposition were compared to those scans obtained

either in the absence or the presence of the surfactant during the

whole measuring cycle.
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The effects of organic adsorption on ASV have been studied

systematical ly for a number of surfactants. Triton-X-100, a non-

ionic surfactant, reduces Cd and Cu ip's, positive shifts Ep's and

splits peaks. The effects, although reduced, are also observed

during just the stripping step (187,201). Triton-X also reduces ip

for Pb in seawater (187) and produced false copper complexing capaci-

ties of seawater (180).

Humic materials (FA and HA) added to seawater increased the Cu

ASV signal and the effect was fairly independent of pH. These organ-

ics reduce ip for Pb above pH 4 and for Cd below pH 5 (187). The ASV

Cu Ep shifted anodic as ip decreased with increasing [FA] (79).

Sodium dodecyl sulfate, an anionic surfactant, reduced ip for Cu and

Cd in seawater but not for Pb (187).

Cysteine in the presence of Cu produced a second sharper and

higher peak more anodic than the uncomplexed Cu peak (128). Studies

with cyclic voltammetry suggested a mechanism where first Cu(Hg) is

oxidized to form a Cu(II)-cysteine complex adsorbed on the mercury

electrode followed by a Cu catalyzed oxidation of Hg to form Hg(II)-

cysteine at a more positive potential.

Amines affected the stripping peaks of Cu, Pb, and Cd in sea-

water only minimal ly from pH 1 to pH 9 with ip slightly increasing

(187). In the presence of amines, at pH 13, the ip for In(III)

decreased (200). In general, in different electrolytes, at different

pH's, amines reduce Tl, Pb and Cd peaks only at relatively high
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concentrations but reduce Sn and In peaks at lower concentrations

(202).

Organic ammonium salts decrease Cd, In and Sn ip's unless in

oxalic acid solution where In and Sn are negatively charged complexes

and are attracted to the positive charge of the ammonium ion which

increases ip (200). Ti and Pb were mostly unaffected (202).

The ligand 2,2' bipyridyl, in two fold excess, produces split Cu

peaks but has no visible adsorption effects on Cd and Pb (145).

Large organics, such as gelatin or enzymes, decrease Cd peaks while

shifting Ep positive, but they split Cu peaks and sometimes increase

ip (201). Polysaccharides produce similiar effects except at low pH.

Several authors have reported attempts to alleviate problems

caused by organic adsorption onto the mercury electrode. Batley and

Florence (203) added Triton-X-100 as a nonelectroactive adsorbent to

eliminate an interfering adsorption peak in seawater samples. Zur and

Ariel (150) recommended the insitu plated TMFE for analysis in HA

because the continuously renewed film helps avoid electrode blockage.

Martins and Johansson (196) used medium exchange in a flow system to

flush out the surfactant.

Finally, some authors have used electrode blocking by surfac-

tants to resolve two metal peaks. Ciszewski and Lukaszewski (143)

used an organic ammonium salt to block Pb reduction in a Pb salt

digest so that Ti could be determined.

Adsorption does not always cause interference effects. In spec-

iation studies, adsorption effects can indicate useful information.
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Adsorption onto particulates naturally occurring in the sample can

play as important a role in trace metal availability as does complex-

ation. Theory developed for pariticulate adsorption predicts ad-

sorption as a function of metal-like or ligand-like complexes (182).

Several methods have been used for trace metal-particulate spec-

iation. The most common technique is filtering through 0.45 um

filter paper and then determining the amount of metal retained on or

passing through the filter paper. This technique was used for sea-

water (93,152,204,205) and freshwater (103,151,206). Particulates

were analyzed from seabed (100) and roadside (207) locations to

discover their extraction of metal from their environment. Some

authors assume that only the metals from particulates are released

when pH is decreased from 8 to 6 and report this fraction as the

particulate adsorbed metals (188).

Adsorption onto naturally occurring surfaces suspended in solu-

tion is not limited to particules larger than 0.45 4m. Colloids are

smaller than 0.45 um but large enough to have surface adsorption

effects. Ruzic developed a theory describing the effects of ad-

sorption of metals onto colloids in a titration experiment (208).

Resuspension has been used to observe colloidal adsorption

(152), but more commonly size exclusion chromatography is used. Here

the colloid is too big to penetrate a resin bead so that an adsorbed

metal is carried through the column where it can be measured

(101,108-112,155).
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Titration Techniques

A somewhat more complicated and time consuming ASV speciation

technique is that of titration, either of metal by ligand or ligand

by metal. Although more complex than most acid-exchangable studies,

titrations general ly yield much more information about the metal -

ligand, metal-electrode and ligand-electrode reactions in the sample.

Because the information provided is more detailed, such as kf's

and/or B's, the impact of the problems of non-ideal kinetics, or-

ganic adsorption onto the electrode and direct reduction of metal

complexes is more severe. Titration of a metal or metals with a

1 igand with monitoring of ip is usual ly done to show trends or ef-

fects of metal complexation. No effect on ip indicates no complex-

ation or completely labile complexation. Such cases have been demon-

strated for Tl titrated with a cationic surfactant (143), for Cu with

thiocyanate (137), for Zn, Cd, Pb and Cu by Cl (179), for T1 with HA

in the presence of Cal-2 ions, for Pb and Cd with citric acid or for

Cu, Pb and Cd with glycine (145), for Tl, Pb and Cd with cationic

surfactants (202), for Cu with a non-ionic surfactant, for Pb and Cd

with a cationic surfactant and for Pb with HA (197).

Increases in ip with increasing [L] have been reported and

usually attributed to electrode absorption mechanisms. This was the

case for Cu (197) and Sn and In (202) with cationic surfactants and

for Cu with cysteine (128).

Most titrations demonstrate a decrease in ip with increasing

[L], due to non-labile complexation, adsorption and blocking of the
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electrode or irreversible complex reduction. Decreases in ip were

reported for Cd, Sn and In with certain cationic surfactants (202),

for In, Cu, Pb and Cd with an anionic surfactant and Pb and Cd with a

non-ionic surfactant (209), for Cu with Cl- and Cu, Pb and Cd with

EDTA, NTA and bipyridyl (195), for Bi, Cu Ti, Pb and Cd with HA

(190), for Pb by a cationic surfactant (143) for Cu with Si (113),

for Cd by HA (191,150), for Pb with EDTA (144), for Pb and Cu with

CO3-2 and HA and Cu with glycine (86). Several authors have used the

shape of the ip versus [L] curve to estimate Vs for Cd-NTA (83),

Pb-NTA (210) and Zn-NTA and Zn-EDTA (177).

More information can be gained from an ASV titration in which Ep

is monitored also. Positive AEp's with increasing [L] can indicate

that an organic-electrode adsorption is occuring (79,86,143,145,

187,202). Negative A Ep's can indicate complexation is occurring

even though the ip stays constant with increasing [L] (146,150,

153,179,191). Plots of these shifts vs [L] or plots of psuedopolaro-

graphic half-wave potential (E1/2) shifts vs [L] can be used to

calculate 13 , a or ligand number (j) (59,60,33,86,137).

Titration of ligand in an environmental sample or in an arti-

ficial medium, by a trace metal is the more common type of titration.

This type of titration is used to determine the complexing capacity

of a sample plus the value of the metal with the natural complex-

ing ligand. Another quite popular ligand by metal titration is

multiple standard addition. This technique is used to quantitate

the amount of natural ly occurring metal. Despite the popularity,
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however, both of these titration techniques have serious problems in

environmental analysis.

Titrations of ligands with metals are commonly used to establish

linearity between ip and [M]. Establishment of a new analytical

technique requires a demonstration of a linear calibration curve,

particularly in the case of ASV when the technique involves the use

of a complexing agent or a surfactant. Examples are analysis of Tl

in Pb salts by using a masking surfactant (143), development of the

in-situ TMFE (211), resolution of the Cu peak using SCN- media (137)

and enchancement of Cu sensitivity using cysteine media (128). A

linear calibration curve is also required for proper use of the

standard additions technique (100). Because of naturally occurring

surfactants in environmental samples, several authors have demon-

strated non-linear calibration curves using titrations (103,150,

155,158,187).

It is possible to correct for non-linear behavior due to the

finite solubility of metal in the mercury electrode by decreasing

PLATE in a known fashion to maintain an approximately constant amount

of metal in the electrode with each standard addition (151). Non-

linear calibration curves in complexing media can be caused by slow

complexation kinetics after standard addition (115,176). If resolu-

tion is a problem (i.e. the ip is a function of the concentration of

two species in solution), the method of double standard additions has

been used to quantitate, using ASV, methyl- and inorganic Hg, which

give identical stripping peaks.
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Theoretical aspects of complexation titrations have been dealt

with (168,170,167,175,208). Complexation capacity titrations have

been applied to seawater (94,96,113,179,180,212), freshwater

(99,102,103,116,123,146,151,154) and synthetic water samples where

the kf's and R's of selected complexes are known (107,112,158,

166,169,172,173,190,191,213).

Several problems are encountered in using ASV complexation tit-

rations. Determination of AEp's can be a problem particularly if a

peak splits (103,171). Ideally, complexes should be completely inert

or non-labile to be titrated. Intermediate kinetics cause errors in

the determined a values. Methods have been developed to deal with

this problem (112,146,154,166,167,169-173,191). A small kf is a

problem because it can take hours to days for equilibration after

each addition of titrant.

Organic surfactants adsorbing onto the mercury electrode has

been observed as a problem in complexation titrations as well as

other techniques (150,154,158,172,174,180). The effect on the titra-

tion curves of adsorption of metals onto particulates can cause

titration data to be interpreted incorrectly if not considered or to

characterize adsorption effects (103,113,146,151,155,180,213). Fi-

nally, the EDEP plays an often overlooked but important role in

complexation titrations. If the potential is set too negative,

direct reduction of complexes is quite possible (94,166,167,175). A

break in a titration curve can be caused by intermetallic compound

formation instead of metal complexation (212).
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Pseudopolarography

The term pseudopolarography refers to the technique of conduc-

ting a series of ASV experiments on the same sample in which EDEP is

varied for each experiment. If the ip's of the metals determined in

the sample are plotted versus EDEP, the resulting curve has the

characteristic shape of a polarographic wave. As in polarography,

the shape of the wave and shifts in E1/2 can be used to obtain

valuable information about 13's, electrode reaction kinetics and

adsorption phenomena. With pseudopolarography, however, the well

developed theory of polarography can be brought to bear on the very

low concentrations of metals normally found in environmental samples

because of the sensitivity of ASV. The following section reviews

both the theory and the applications of pseudopolarography.

The theory of pseudopolarography starts with the theory of

polarography. J. J. Lingane (98) published an article specifically

dealing with the effects of complexation on the E1/2 of a reducing

metal in polarography.

Lingane developed an equation which relates the shift in the

E1/2 (AE1/2) of a polarographic wave to R , 6 and to [L]. The theory

assumes reversibility and that [L] is in excess. Also given is an

equation relating potential to a ratio of i and diffusion-limited i

(id). The equation is used to test for reversibility. Since disso-

ciation kinetics are assumed to be fast enough to maintain equilib-

rium conditions at the electrode surface, quasi-or non-labile com-

plexes are not accounted for with this theory.
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The theory was later expanded to consider consecutive 2.'s and

mixed ligand complexes. The problem of non-excess ligand was ad-

dressed and an equation derived giving the accuracy of a 0 Ein meas-

urement as a function of the ligand excess. The problem of kinetic

currents was investigated. An equation was derived for AE112 which

was identical to that of labile complexes but with an additional

term. Non- or quasi-lability decreased AE1/2 and id. Completely

non-labile complexes give no wave until directly reduced at a charac-

teristic E1/2. An expression relating iE112 to [L] and 3 for the

reduction of complexes entirely controlled by kinetics was derived.

The text by D. R. Crow (89) gives a review and discussion of these

issues.

The theory of pseudopolarography was first developed in 1977

(163). Zirino and Kounaves derived equations relating the EDEP to

the ip of an uncomplexed metal in an LSASV experiment. A plot of ip

versus EDEP was shown to produce a polarographic wave-like curve with

a characteristic E1/2 and id. The E112 was related to PLATE and

stirring rate. The assumptions were 1) the use of Tr, since i decays

with time, 2) an HMDE, 3) a reversible electrode reaction, 4) no

complexation and, 5) PLATE > 25 s. Similar equations were derived

for two types of TMFE's.

In 1979, Shuman and Cromer (160) derived more general equations

which take into account the heterogeneous rate constant of the

electrode reaction, i.e. reversibility. Theoretical curves show the

dependence of E1/2 on ln (PLATE), on the radius of the HMDE, and on
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log ((id - ip)/ip), all at various degrees of reversibility.

Also in 1979, Brown and Kowalski (214) derived equations for

6E1/2 in pseudopolarograms due to metal complexation. The equations

were completely analogous to those of normal polarography, where

AEin is a function of R, [L] and j. Assumptions were that PLATE is

greater than 20 s and that complexes are labile. Equations were

developed for multicomplex systems with reversible or irreversible

electrode reactions. The o E1 /2 equation was derived only for rever-

sible reactions. Quasi - lability was considered.

Kounaves and Zirino (60) derived analogous equations for AE1/2

due to metal complexation for pseudopolarography at an HMDE. They

did not consider irreversible reductions, quasi-lability nor multi-

complex systems. Also in 1979, an even more rigorous derivation of

reduction of metals at various electrodes was used to arrive at

equations analogous to Brown's and Kounaves' but for multi-ligand

systems. Turner and Whitfield (165) considered kinetically limited

ip's so that both ik and S appear in the equation, analogous to

normal polarography. The equation is given for the rotating disc

TMFE, the stationary TMFE and the HMDE. Assumptions include an

excess Di, a Nernst diffusion layer, a reversible electrode reac-

tion, no electrode adsorption and a non-kinetically controlled strip-

ping process.

The applications of pesudopolarography can be roughly divided

into four groups. The first group of applications are where the

authors wish to prove the theory with an example. Zirino and Kou-
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naves (163) used LSASV at an HMDE for Cd and KC1 to demonstrate their

theoretical derivation. They showed that plots of EDEP versus log

((id - ip)/ip) were linear with slopes of 30 + 1 mV as would be ex-

pected for a reversible electrode reaction. Plots of E1/2 versus log

PLATE were linear to justify the assumption of a negligable concen-

tration gradient within the drop. Finally, an activity coefficient

for Cd was calculated with the E1/2 data. Shuman (160) used Tl to

confirm his theory. Using two types of HMDE's with different radii,

he demonstrated the effect of radius on the EDEP versus log ((id -

ip)/ip) plot which was predicted by his theory.

Kounaves and Zirino (60) used Cd-ethylenediamine (en) to test

their theory of E1/2 shifts. The derived equations were used to

solve for j and 3 by making a plot of E1/2 versus [L] which had an

upper and lower slope. The upper slope was used with the equations.

Both values agreed well with literature. The slope of the pseudopo-

1 arographic wave, 27 + 1 mV, indicated the reversibility of the

system al lowing the use of the equations. The same was true for a

pseudopolarograph of Cd-en complexes in seawater. However, the shift

was less than for Cd in 0.1 M KNO3. This reflected the competitive

complexation of Cd by Cl- in seawater. The plot of E1/2 versus [L]

again showed two slopes but was curved at the intersection, indica-

ting competitive complexation.

Brown and Kowalsky (19) studied Cd and Pb chloride complexes to

test their derivation. EDEP versus log ((id - ip)/ip) plots had

slopes demonstrating reversible behavior while E1/2 shifts allowed
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calculations of j and 3 values which agreed well with literature

values. Cd and Pb complexations with carbonate were studied and gave

slightly irreversible slopes. However the j and 3 values still

agreed with literature. Cd and Pb complexes with glycine were stud-

ied but showed no observable AEI/2. However this does agree with

literature which reports no complexation of Cd or Pb with glycine.

The j value of an As-hydroxide complex was determined via pseudo-

polarography although the 3 value could not be calculated due to no

known E1/2 for the "free" metal. Finally, Pb in geothermal water was

studied. A AE1/2 consistent with PbC1+ was observed.

Turner and Whitfield (191) applied their previously derived

general method for calculating pseudopolarograms to Pb in artificial

seawater. Complexes were classified as labile (ik/id > 0.99), quasi-

labile ((0.99 > ik/id) > (1-1-y)-1)(i is a side reaction coefficient

for complexation), and non-labile (ik/id < (11y)-1) complexes. The

results for Pb-inorganic complexes showed that the speciation model

does not accurately describe the effect of a particular complex on

the ik/id due to the kinetic considerations at the electrode. Some

complexes which in concentration are a minor fraction of the total Pb

contributes a larger part of i. A series of curves at different

(S showed the effect of (5 on partially labile complexes. The organic

ligands studied in the artifical seawater matrix were classified as

labile or partially labile (citric acid, HA) and non-labile (NTA,

EDTA). The effect of HA at pH 6-10 on ik/id and E1/2 was presented.

At higher pH (>8), hydroxides and carbonates compete successfully
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with HA. Another species plot for EDTA vs. pH at different 6 showed

the maximum amount of labile species around pH 3 where partially

labile inorganic species compete with non-labile EDTA complex.

A second group of application articles in which pseudopolaro-

graphy is used are those where the authors wish to use the theory of

pseudopolarography to demonstrate their application. Seitz, et. al.,

(141) used pseudopolarography of Tl at a tubular mercury-covered

graphite electrode of their devising. They studied two mercury

surfaces, a freshly prepared surface and a deteriorated surface

(several weeks use). The fresh surface produced a pseudopolarogram

with shape agreeing with the theoretical prediction of a reversible

reaction. At the deteriorated surface, however, the shape indicated

a significant overvoltage for Ti deposition as ip continued to be a

function of EDEP well past E1 /2.

A third class of pseudopolarography applications consists of

varying the EDEP for the purpose of determining the optimum EDEP.

This type of study is, in a literal sense, not pseudopolarography but

provides information that is important for other pseudopolarographic

studies.

Mizulke, et. al., (215) ran a four point pseudopolarogram on Cu

in a medium exchange experiment, plating from 10 M HF + 1 M HNO3 and

stripping into 0.1 M HC104. The result using a bare glassy carbon

electrode (GCE) produced a wave-like shape which started at -0.2 V

(vs. a saturated calomel electrode, SCE) but did not reach a plateau
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by -1.0 V. Such atypical behavior would be expected when not using a

mercury electrode.

Branica, et. al., (194) obtained pseudopolarograms on Cd with an

in-situ deposited TMFE and demonstrated an hysteresis effect. The

first curve, run with stepwise increasing negative EDEP, had a more

negative E1/2 than the second which was run with stepwise decreasing

negative EDEP. This A E1/2 with no change in shape was thought to

be due to not wiping the GCE between runs so that the second curve

was run with a thicker TMFE. This result does agree with theory

(160). A pseudopolarogram done at pH 2 failed to reach the diffusion

limited plateau. This effect was attributed to a suppression of Cd

reduction due to hydrogen ion reduction at the bare GCE. They sug-

gest thick pre-plated TMFE's would insure a mercury surface and help

eliminate this problem.

Florence and Batley (155) observed a decrease in Cu ip when EDEP

was more negative than -1.0 V. Other pseudopolarograms done in 0.5 M

NaC1 or acidified seawater instead of pH 4.9 seawater did not show

this behavior. Neither did one run at an HMDE instead of a TMFE.

If organic matter in the seawater was first destroyed with UV radia-

tion, the loss in sensitivity was not as significant. This loss in

Cu sensitivity at more negative potentials was attributed both to

organic surfactants being reduced onto the electrode and to deposi-

tion of Ni and formation of a Cu-Ni intermetallic compound.

Desimoni, et. al., (130) did pseudopolarograms of Pb and Sn in

citrate media with a TMFE. Pb showed a well defined wave with a flat
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diffusion plateau. Sn, however, gave a maximum ip, at EDEP = -1.4 V

(vs. SCE). The sharp decrease in signal at more negative potentials

was attributed a desorption effect (i.e. the Sn- citrate complex

adsorbs onto the TMFE as a first step in the reduction process with

the adsortion being dependent on EDEP and reversing at potentials

more negative than -1.4 V).

Figura and McDuffle (106) ran pseudopolarograms of Cu, Pb, Cd

and Zn in pH 6.3 acetate buffer (0.1 M) in order to find out the

minimum EDEP for maximum signal (EDEP(min.)). They then tested a

river sample for labile metal complexes both at the EDEP(min.) and at

EDEP = -1.2 V (vs. SCE). In all cases but Zn (where EDEP(min.) = -

1.2 V), the more negative EDEP gave higher peak heights than EDEP

(min.). This indicated the presence of directly reduced metal com-

plexes which could inflate the values for labile metal complexes.

Jagner and Kryger (185) ran psedopolarograms for Cd and Cu in

seawater using an in-situ plated TMFE. In neither case was a dif-

fusion limited plateau reached up to EDEP = -1.30 V (vs. SCE).

Lazar, et. al., (212) used two EDEP's (-1.4 V and -0.7 V vs. SCE) to

demonstrate that the break point observed when titrating seawater

with Cu and a TMFE could actually be caused by intermetallic compound

formation with Zn at EDEP = -1.4 V instead of being due to exceeding

the complexation capacity.

Tuschal 1 and Brezonik (166) used pseudopolarograms of Cu, Cu-

EDTA, Cu-NTA and Cu-EDTA + Ca+2 to determine the proper EDEP's in a

Cu-EDTA complexing capacity experiment. Cu-NTA had an E1/2 of -0.2 V
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(vs SCE) while the value for Cu-EDTA was -0.55 V which was shifted

positive on addition of Ca+2. Florence (112) did a pseudopolarogram

on septic tank water for Cu with a TMFE. No diffusion plateau was

observed up to EDEP = -1.4 V (vs. Ag/AgC1). This was attributed to

direct reduction of metal complexes. Playsic, et. al., (180) used an

in-situ plated TMFE in seawater to do pseudopolarograms of Cu at four

pH's. Two stripping peaks were observed. The more cathodic peak (-

0.3 V vs. Ag/AgC1) showed typical wave shapes at the three more basic

pH's and was used for subsequent studies.

Kenis and Zirino (192) used a pseudopolarogram of bis-(Tri-n-

butyltin) oxide (TBTO) in seawater at a HMDE to determine the optimum

EDEP. The peak current decreased sharply on either side of EDEP = -

1.48 V (vs. SCE). Lack of a diffusion plateau was attributed to an

adsorption mechanism for the ASV of TBTO instead of reduction/oxida-

tion of Sn.

Florence, et. al., (113) measured Cu at EDEP = -0.5 V and -1.3 V

(vs Ag/AgC1) in seawater with 20 different complexing agents. In

many cases higher signals were found for EDEP = -1.3 V indicating

directly reducible complexes. Ciszewski and Lukaszewski (202) ran

pseudopolarographs of Tl, Pb, Cd, In and Sn in both acetic and oxalic

acid media using an HMDE. The most suitable EDEP's were selected.

All metals but Sn showed a diffusion limited wave shape, although the

In plateau exhibited a broad, shallow minimum. This minimum straight-

ened out when cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTMA), a cationic sur-

factant was added. Ciszewski and Lukaszewski (143) also ran pseudo-
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polarography of Ti in the presense and the absense of tetrabutylam-

monium chloride (TBAC), a surfactant. The results showed no effect

of TBAC on the HMDE.

A fourth classification of pseudopolarographic applications deal

with the speciation information that can be gained with pseudopolaro-

graphy. Nurnberg, et. al., (83) used pseudopolarography of Cd to

determine the AE1/2's due to C052 at a TMFE. The AEI/2 versus [C05

2] data indicated that two carbonate complexes were formed. The

values determined for the carbonate complexes and literature Q values

for the hydroxo-and chloro complexes for Cd were used to predict

theoretically the E1/2 versus pH for seawater. This dependence was

then confirmed with further pseudopolarographic studies.

Figura and McDuffie (107) used pseudopolarograms to characterize

solutions of Pb and Cd complexed with NTA. Three different samples

of NTA, from two chemical supply companies plus a purified sample

were tested. For both Pb and Cd, the results were similar. The

unpurified samples showed two waves, one at EDEP = -0.75 V (vs. SCE)

as predicted by literature as the non-reversible direct reduction of

NTA complex and one around EDEP = -1.6 V. The second wave was taken

as an impurity as it was not observed in the purified sample. This

complex had either a higher Q than the NTA complex or was more

irreversibly reduced. Pseudopolarograms were also obtained for Cu,

Cu-NTA and Cu-EDTA. In Tris buffer (pH 7.3) and in acetate buffer

(pH 6.1), the results were similiar. Cu-NTA gave a reversible wave

with E1/2 = -0.21 V and a nerstian AEI/2, while Cu-EDTA had an
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irreversible wave with E1/2 = -0.4 V. The "free" Cu wave was shifted

-0.14 V more negative in Tris-buffer compared to the acetate buffer

because of the complexing ability of the Tris buffer.

Sipos, et. al., (59) used psuedopolarography for the determina-

tion of the Pb carbonate system. Ten-point (single-run) pseudo-

polarograms were used to monitor A E1/2 's due to increasing

[MaHCO3]. The DeFord and Hume method for multi 1 igand complexes of

single ligands was used with the AE1/2 data to find 3 and j. There-

fore, the assumption was made that the theory for polarography can be

used for pseudopolarography at an TMFE. Because the results did not

an disagree significantly with LSV results at higher [Pb] the assump-

tion was confirmed. Shuman (175) did a pseudopolarogram of Cu-EDTA

and plotted EDEP versus log (ip/(id - ip)) which indicated subtantial

irreversibility.

Studies Involving AEp's

When a reduced metal , dissolved in the mercury electrode, is

oxidized to produce the ASV signal, it's Ep can be shifted depending

on the complexing agents available in the solution. The following

section reviews the theory of these shifts.

In 1971, Davis and Christian (183) used the simple polarographic

equation for E1/2 shifts as a function of [L]. They simply replaced

E1/2 with Ep.

In 1973, Bradford (152) derived an equation which related the Ep

of Zn to the [OH-]. He started with the Roe-Toni equation for Ep and
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assummed that the rate of formation of a Zn-OH complex was much

faster than those of different order complexes in solution. His

equation predicted two regions, a pH independent region and a pH

dependent one. The j number is obtained from the slope of the pH

dependent region while a is obtained from the intercept.

In 1981, Toman, et. al., (159) derived equations for convolution

potential voltammetry. This is a numerical technique using convolu-

tion integrals, which improve the shape of an LSV or ASV peak, to

make the measurement of Ep more accurate. The equations were derived

for both LSV and LSASV and take into account complexes of different

lability. For labile complexes the Ep is a function of [L] complete-

ly analogous to the more familiar Lingane equation.

Also in 1981, Buffle (216) derived equations for the surface

concentrations of the oxidized metal ion during the stripping process

in various anodic stripping techniques. His calculations show, that

the surface CM] could be between one and two orders of magnitude

greater than the bulk [M]. Because of this, there exists the possi-

bility that al is no longer in excess of the [M] which invalidates

the use of the Lingane equation for AEp.

Many articles have reported AEp's with change in medium. Ariel,

et. al., (141) tabulated different Ep values for Cu in nine different

media when determining the best medium for a medium exchange experi-

ment. Zirino and Healy (186) reported different Ep's for five fresh

water samples from different locations. Zn and Pb showed the most

variation while Cd and Cu less. The shifts were attributed to com-
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plexing agents at each locality. O'Shea and Mancy (191) monitored

the Ep of Cd, Cu and Ti as HA was added to solutions of three dif-

ferent pH's. Both Cd and Cu had three different initial Ep's for the

pH values indicating inorganic complexation while Ep for Ti did not

shift. During the titrations all metal Ep values shifted cathod-

ically but the ip for Cd and Cu decreased indicating nonlabile com-

plexes for Cd and Cu while Ti formed labile complexes.

Florence and Batley (155) reported on the Ep of Cu in different

media with KNO3 giving the most anodic Ep (i.e. the least complexed).

Acetate and citrate buffers shifted the Ep approximately 50-50 mV.

The effect of Cl" on the Ep of Cu, determined by titration, showed

substantial complexation.

Clem and Hodgson (158) observed a greater AEp for Pb than for

Cd when going from a pH 4.7 acetate buffer to a pH 8.7 bicarbonate

buffer. These cathodic AEp's resulted in less resolution between the

two peaks so that the acetate buffer was chosen for further studies.

Desimoni, et. al., (130) observed that the resolution of the Pb and

Sn peaks differed between citrate buffer and a Cl- medium. Varying

the pH affected the separation of the two Sn peaks observed.

Wilson, et. al., (79) titrated Cd and Pb with FA and observed no

change in Ep for Cd while the Ep for Pb shifted cathodical ly sug-

gesting a labile complex for Pb which could be analyzed by the

Lingane equation. Titration of Cu caused the rise of an anodic peak.

This was attributed to adsorption and reduction of the CuFA complex.
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Caution was urged for using AEp's fora calculations when the ad-

sorption of organics on mercury can effect the Ep values observed.

Laxen and Harrison (103) reported on AEp's for metals in sewage

effuent. Cd showed no change in Ep before and after UV irradiation

while Ep for Pb shifted during a complexing capacity experiment

indicating a labile Pb complex. Caution was urged, however, in

interpreting AEp's due to interference from organics. In a river

sample taken up-stream from the sewage plant, Cd exhibited consider-

able labile organic behavior. A titration done after UV irradiation

showed no observable AEp while one done before destruction of or-

ganics demonstrated considerable shift from -650 mV (vs SCE) to -575

mV after addition of 160 ug/L of "free" Cd. A 160 mV shift is

observed for Pb and for Cu. In the river sample below the sewage

plant, no AEp was reported for Cd while the shift in Pb Ep was

similar to that in the upstream sample. Smaller shifts were observed

for Cu. These shifts, along with other data, were attributed to

complexation by humic materials.

Cisecwski and Lukaszewki (202) reported the effects of cationic

surfactants on the Ep values of Ti, Pb, Cd, In and Sn. Each metal

was titrated with four different surfactants in 0.1 M HC1 , in 0.1 M

HAc and in 0.05 M oxalic acid. Only Cd and Sn exhibited anodic

shifts. Duinker and Kramer (189) monitored the effects on Ep of

increasing [C1-1 as part of a seawater study. The data indicated the

formation of Cl- complexes of Cd and Cu, and to a lesser extent for

Pb. No shift was observed for Zn. A similar study was done for pH.
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In seawater, Zn and Pb showed a cathodic shift at pH higher than

about 5, for Cu a gradual shift occurred from pH 3 onwards, indica-

ting formation, in the stripping process, of labile complexes for Zn,

Pb and possibly Cu. Cd gave no observable shift with pH. O'Shea

and Mancy (190) qualitatively studied the effect on the Ep for Bi,

Cd, Cu, Pb and Ti of pH and [HA] at various Ca+2 concentrations to

simulate water hardness. Hardness metals had no effect on inorganic

complexation but did effect HA interactions.

Schonberger and Pickering (145) observed the changes in Ep for

Cd, Pb and Cu with pH and complexing agents. In acetate media, they

found that low pH (<4.5) decreases acetate complexation especially

for Cu. For pH above 7, the Ep for Cu shifted more cathodic and soon

developed a second peak indicating a complex explanation. Cl- was

also shown to affect the Ep and peak shape for Cu. EDTA and NTA

complexes proved to be non-labile if measured at the correct EDEP.

Citric acid caused AEp's only for Cu at pH 8.9.

Even though there are problems in using AEp's to determine

13 values, many authors have demonstrated the application to in-

organic metal complexes. Zirino and Healy (157) did a two point

titration of seawater with CO2 and monitored the Ep values of Zn, Cd

and Pb. Zn and Pb were observed to undergo a AEp of about 30 mV,

while Cd showed no pH dependency. This result was in rough agreement

with a computer model which used 13 's to estimate inorganic metal

complexes in seawater.
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Davis and Christian (217) used the method to determine a 's of

Zn, Cd and Pb-(Ammonium 1-pyrrolidinecarbodithioate, APDC) complexes.

Since metal-APDC complexes are only slightly soluble, this was done

by first plating in a solution of metal and 0.2 M KNO3 followed by a

spike of APDC before stripping. Values of j and a were found using

the Lingane method of measuring Ep versus [APDC]. Approximate calcu-

lations of the surface concentration of the metals and the [APDC]

indicate that the 5 values were actually solubility product values

due to precipitation. For reproducibility, a AEp of 100 mV is

desirable. A table was given showing the maximum 8's necessary to

achieve a 100 mV AEp under various conditions of [L], j and number of

electons transfered (n).

Bradford (193) demonstrated the use of his equations for Ep

versus [OH-] of Zn. Two regions in the Ep versus pH curve were

observed as predicted. These are a flat region where Ep is not a

function of pH and a sloped region which gives a j value of 2. The

intercept gives a 5 value for Zn(OH)2, which agrees roughly with two

other sources while disagreeing with two works that were in question.

Ernst, et. al., (86) studied the dependence of Ep on the ligands

OH- and C052 for the metals Pb, Cu, Cd and Zn. The plot of Ep for Pb

versus [C052] gives a value of 1 and log IS was 6.3. The plot of Cu Ep

versus [C032] showed two linear regions with different non-zero

slopes indicating two complexes. The Ep for Cd was found to be

invariant with pH while Zn had a AEp only above pH 9 which corre-

sponded to an unidentified complex. Similiar experiments were car-
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ried out for organic ligands. No AEp's were observed for glycine

and Cd, Pb or Zn which indicates that glycine could not compete with

OH- or CO2 5 for these metals. AEp's were observed for Cu-glycine

but the peaks were broad, indicating irreversibility. The j andi3

values agreed with literature if data points at high glycine concen-

tration were left out where possible diglycine complexes are formed.

The four metals were also titrated with HA. In no case were the

peaks reversible. This problem was attributed to adsorption onto the

electrode and/or to non-lability for the complex. Bilinski, et. al.,

(84) also studied inorganic complexation of Zn, Cd, Pb and Cu with Ep

versus pH plots. The 3's were found in multiple complex systems by

drawing tangents to the data curve with the slopes corresponding to

the theoretical values. For Pb, the AEp versus pH plot was a

curve. The two tangents drawn had a slope of 29.5 mV for Pb0H+ and a

slope of 59.1 mV for Pb(OH)2. In this way, 3 values were calculated

from intercepts of the tangents of the following species: Pb0H+,

Pb(OH)2, PbCO3, Pb(CO3)- 2, CuCO3, Cu(CO3)2-2, CdCO3 and ZnCO3. The

results were compared with literature and found to be in general

agreement.

Mann and Deutscher (137) titrated Cu with thiocyanate while

monitoring the Ep. Calculation gave an n value of 1.14 consistent

with the reduction of a Cu(SCN)° complex.
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INSTRUMENTAL

Overview

In this section, the instrumentation constructed is described.

The automated PSYM is a unique assemblage of commercial and in-house

components designed for numerous types of voltammetric studies in-

cluding trace metal speciation by anodic stripping voltammetry.

The general block diagram shown in Figure 1 indicates that the

instrument consists of a computer system, interface electronics,

analog control and processing electronics, the electrochemical cell

system, and the display devices. The computer system includes a

microcomputer and associated peripherals, the terminal and the cas-

sette recorder, while the interfacing electronics consist of an ADC,

two DAC's, opto-isolators (On and solid state switches. The analog

control and processing is handled by a potentiostat circuit. The

cell system includes the cell, the electrodes and the outgassing and

solution handling hardware, while the display devices include an

oscilloscope, a strip chart recorder and a digital voltmeter (DVM).

The computer system and its software through input-output (I/O)

lines, interacts with the potentiostat and electrochemical cell sys-

tem via the interface electronics as shown in Figure 2. The optical-

ly isolated I/O lines are interfaced to the potentiostat and the

ADC12 and DAC16. The DAC16 controls the voltage the potentiostat

applies to the cell, while the ADC12 acquires the i data as monitored
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by the potentiostat. The other I/O lines are interfaced to the

DAC12, the control box, an injector for automated addition of solu-

tions, a valve that controls washing of the cell and the recorder.

The output of the DAC12 controls the speed of a rotator attached to

the working electrode and display on the recorder. The control box

handles outgassing, the delivery and removal of solutions from the

cell with a pump and vacuum system, and also whether the rotator is

on or off.

The design philosophy for the instrument involved a compromise

between simplicity, flexibility and automation. This led to the

effort of minimizing the amount of hardware by performing most elec-

trical circuit and computational functions with software programming

rather than with hardware. This provides a higher degree of flexibi-

lity and automation without overly increasing the complexity.

Software is much easier to change than hardware and through the use

of debugging programs, software is easier to fix and it stays fixed.

One of the greatest interfacing problems was in coupling the

relatively noisy digital environment of the computer system to the

very noisy, sensitive analog electronics of the potentiostat. Noise

reduction was achieved by electrical decoupling of the circuitry of

the two sections. This was accomplished by physically and electri-

cally isolating the two sections from each other, using grounded

metal boxes, building separate, filtered power supplies for each

module, placing isolation transformers between their power supplies

and the single wall plug-in and using Ors and isolation devices
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between the computer I/O lines and the potentiostat, ADC12 and DAC16.

This reduced the cross-talk noise below the noise level associated

with the electrochemical cell and its electrodes.

The electronics are located within a standard vector cage rack

mount as shown in Figure 3. The computer terminal and the electro-

chemical cell apparatus are located on opposite sides of the rack.

Within the rack mount are two Vector cages above the strip chart re-

corder. The lower Vector cage contains the circuit boards comprising

the potentiostat, the ADC12, DAC16 and OI modules. For noise isola-

tion, this Vector cage is electrically insulated from the rack mount

using Plexiglas separators. The upper Vector cage contains the

computer power supply and the DAC12 used for outputting voltages to

the strip chart recorder. The computer cage, with the computer

inside, rests on top of the upper Vector cage. The computer controls

the cell system to the right of the rack through rotation of the

working electrode, filling and emptying the cell, injection of sam-

ples into the cell and outgassing of the samples.

Individual power supplies were used for each module to reduce

noise in the instrument. These minipower supplies have the per-

formance characteristics detailed in Appendix I. RF choke beads are

placed in series on the output voltage lines to filter RF noise.

Each minipower supply resides in its own standard Vector cage box

that fits into the Vector cage along side its respective circuit

module.
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Potentiostat

The potentiostat circuit module is the heart of the instrument

and its function is to maintain the required voltage between the

reference and working electrodes no matter how much current is flow-

ing. It also converts the current flowing through the working elec-

trode to a voltage.

The circuit diagram of the potentiostat module is shown in

Figure 4. The basic circuit is the standard three electrode circuit

consisting of three OA's and is now found in most electrochemistry

textbooks. The OA's are National Semiconductor's LM11's and were

chosen because of their low offset voltage (100 pV) and low bias

current (25 pA). These characteristics eliminate the need for extr-

aneous trimpots and so simplify the circuitry.

All of the resistors are precision 1% resistors. Single 2 pF

capacitors are connected across the feedback loops of all OA's to

reduce oscillation. Almost the entire backplane of the circuit board

itself functions as a ground shield.

To provide overload protection for 0A1, two computer controlled

transistor driven reed relay switches are installed. Because the

cell and its electrodes are part of the feedback loop of 0A1, OA1

limits out when solution is removed from the cell. The switch RR1

causes a bypass feedback loop to be inserted when triggered by a

logic 1 level (+5 V) on computer I/O line APB5. A logic 1 level on

computer line APB7 disconnects the cell feedback loop via switch RR2.
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Figure 4. Circuit Diagram of Potentiostat. R1-8 = 10 l(D.

R9 & 10 = 4.7 0, R11-13 = 22 0, R14 = 100 kc,
R15 & 16 = 1 MD, R17 = 100 D, Ci-3 = 1500 pF,
C4 & 5 = 1 pF, C6-8 = 2 pF, C9-I2 = 0.0I
C13 = 0.001 pF, C14 = 100 pF, RRI & 2 = reed
relay, OA 1-3 - LM11, T1 & 2 = 2N3904,
MI = multiplexer AD7501, V = +5 V, V

s
-

-1- 15 V, - VS = -15 V.
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Figure 4. Circuit Diagram of Potentiostat.
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This prevents noise spikes, associated with disconnecting the cell,

from damaging 0A1.

The third OA (0A3) converts the current flowing through the

working electrode to a voltage with a gain in V/A determined by the

resistor in its feedback loop. An eight channel analog multiplexer

al lows the computer to chose via three I/O lines (APB2, APB3 and

APB4) one of eight different feedback resistors ranging from 0.01 -

10 M. Details are found in Appendix II.

An RC time constant of 0.1 ms was chosen to provide full re-

sponse to a change in current within 0.5 ms. The internal resistance

(170 ) of the multiplexer is insignificant in comparison with the

feedback resistors.

Five manual switches are provided for further selection options

including insertion of a dummy cell resistor in place of the cell.

These switches are located as an eight dip switch package glued onto

the back panel of the lower Vector rack, details of which are found

in Appendix II. To monitor the potentiostat, a DVM (Fluke 8020A

Multimeter) is connected between the reference and working electrodes

to measure the cell voltage and an oscilloscope is connected between

the output of 0A3 and ground to observe the pulse i from the working

electrode.

Cell System

All of the electrochemical reactions occur in the sample cell.

The cell consists of a body to hold the sample solution, three elec-
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trodes and a cell top. The three electrodes are, of course, the

working, the reference and the counter electrodes. The cell top

serves to hold the electrodes and to reduce contamination of the

sample. Other parts of the cell system are the automated outgassing

apparatus, the automated buffer addition system, the automated injec-

tor system and the automated vacuum hardware.

If the potentiostat is the heart of the instrument then the

working electrode is its arm. The instrument can use any of the

available types of working electrodes. For the application to spec-

iation studies, the rotating disc TMFE was chosen for both its higher

sensitivity and for the control of the solution stirring that it

affords. Other electrodes used with the PSYM were the Dropping

Mercury Electrode (DME), the HMDE and the stationary TMFE.

An in-house RDE was manufactured here and is shown in Figure 5.

It consists of a Teflon rod housing which holds both a rod of glassy

carbon (GC) and a stainless steel rod connected to a rotor. One end

of the glassy carbon rod serves as the support for the TMFE. The GC

rod is the type GC-A EB-6 from Tokai Manufacturing Company, Tokyo,

Japan ordered through IMC Industry Group, New York City. It has low

electrical resistance and electrochemical inertness which are necess-

ary for a good TMFE support.

The 1.5 in rod was cut in half and then immersed in a hard,

water and acid resistant epoxy (Tapoxy, Tap Hardware) within a 0.5

inch i.d. mold. This protected the sides of the rod from being

exposed to solution. When set, the mold was cut away and both ends
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of the rod were polished with coarse emory paper until bare, smooth

GC material was exposed. The rod was then pressed into the end of

the previously machined Teflon holder. Enough mercury was placed

inside the Teflon rod from the other end to ensure adequate elec-

trical contact. The stainless steel rod was then inserted into the

other end. Silicone glue was necessary to make the steel rod stay

inside the Teflon rod. A line of silicone glue was first spread

along one side of the steel rod before it was inserted into the

Teflon rod. When inserting the steel rod, care was taken to not

spread the glue all the way around the rod to allow easy insertion.

This al lowed air and excess mercury out around the dry side of the

steel rod. The excess mercury that squeezed out was aspirated into a

receiving flask. Once the steel rod was fully inserted, it was com-

pletely rotated in order to seal the working electrode. Excess glue

was wiped away and the electrode was allowed to set for 24 hours.

Final polishing was done after the working electrode was coupled to

the rotator and is done using 400 grit paper, then 600 grit paper and

finally diamond paste.

The rotator assembly is a two module DC Servo Control System

made by Servo-Tek Products Company (Panarama City, CA). The rotator

itself consists of a permanent magnet DC motor and a temperature-

compensated tachometer generator. It sits directly above the working

electrode and is coupled to the stainless steel rod as shown in

Figure 6. The second module, cal led the RDE control chassis, con-

tains the power supply plus the operational amplifier circuitry that
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sets both the speed of the rotator according to the value of a

computer control led input voltage from the DAC12 (Figure 2) and

monitors that speed using the tachometer in a feedback loop. The RDE

support is fabricated out of aluminum for strength and Plexiglas for

electrical isolation (Figure 6). A Del ron rod chuck couples the

rotator shaft to the stainless steel rod of the electrode and pro-

vides electrical isolation. The steel rod fits through two bearings

in the lower horizontal support. Electrical contact to the steel rod

is made using a carbon brush pressed against the side of the rod by a

steel spring. Holes are drilled in the Plexiglas stage for contact

screws for the wire back to the potentiostat. Resistance between the

working electrode wire and the surface of the GC is typically around

10 Q.

The reference electrode is a Ag/AgC1 microelectrode (MI -402)

made by Microelectrodes, Inc. It is simpler than an SCE, flexible

and small (2 mm o.d., Figure 7), so it takes up less room in the

cell. It is filled with a solution of 3 M KC1. Two clips mounted on

the side of the Plexiglas stage of the RDE support, hold the upper

plastic body of the reference electrode in place. Again, a contact

screw in the Plexiglas stage is provided for electrical contact to a

wire leading back to the potentiostat. The combination of the clip

and the contact screw allow the reference electrode to be easily re-

moved from the cell assembly and stored in a KC1 solution when not in

use.
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The counter electrode is a twisted platinum wire (0.005 in o.d.)

tightly coiled at the solution end to increase the surface area for

solution contact. The other end is connected to another contact

screw in the RDE support Plexiglas stage and so to a wire. This

wire, along with the wires for the working and the reference elec-

trodes, travels back to the potentiostat through a three wire

shielded cable.

The reference and counter electrodes are isolated from direct

contact with the sample solution with half cells. This was done

using a combination of Teflon tubing and heat-shrinkable Teflon

tubing for the bodies of the half cells and Vycor frits (0.15 in)

(Princeton Applied Research #G0070) for solution contact (Figure 7).

The leakage rate of the filling solution (3 M acetate buffer) into

the cell is minimal. The half cell for the counter electrode is

oversized in order to allow gas bubbles formed during electrolysis to

escape out of the top before they grow large enough to cause loss of

electrical contact between the electrode and the filling solution.

This was found to be a problem with a smaller half cell.

The cell top was machined out of Teflon and pressure fits into a

ring holder (Figure 7). This holder clamps to a standard laboratory

stand. The RDE aluminum support also clamps to this same lab stand,

above the cell top. During experiments, the cell top is positioned

up against the bottom of the RDE support with the RDE, itself, fitt-

ing through the large center hole in the cell top. The half cells

pressure fit into holes in the cell top and align with the approp-
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riate electrode secured to the RDE support close to its contact

screw.

The body of the cell was machined out of a three inch diameter

Teflon rod (Figure 7). It holds approximately 100 mL of solution

with the electrodes in place but also allows as little as 25 mL to be

analyzed. The conical shape of the bottom al lows easier vacuum

emptying of the cell and can also keep a small magnetic stirring bar

from wandering, if such an item is required for an experiment. The

entire cell body, with solution, pressure fits into the cell top.

This allows for easy removal of the cell for manual changing of the

solution and service of the electrodes.

Outgassing of oxygen from the sample solutions is necessary and

is performed using prepurified nitrogen from a cylinder which can

contain as much as 2 ppm 02 as a contaminant. Early experiments

indicated that this much oxygen is a serious interference at the sen-

sitivites used. Therefore a vanadium chloride (- 0.17 M)/amalgamated

zinc solution was placed in a gas scrubbing bottle and the nitrogen

was bubbled through it before going to the cell as shown in Figure 8.

Volatile components of the acetate buffer in the sample solution

can also be outgassed with this technique. To reduce this possibili-

ty, a second scrubbing bottle is inserted in the nitrogen line be-

tween the vanadium scrubber and the cell and is filled with a solu-

tion of 6 mM acetate buffer. This also prevents any volatile compo-

nents of the vanadium solution from reaching the cell. A flow meter

is inserted in the nitrogen line as are two three-way stopcocks. The
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stopcocks allow for depressurizing the system when it is not in use

(Figure 8).

The interface between the end of the nitrogen line and the

sample solution is a glass/Teflon outgasser tube (Figure 8). It is

modeled after the glass outgasser made by PARC. It allows the nitro-

gen to be either bubbled through the solution using a Teflon tube or

blown above the solution during the experiment. The outgasser is

pressure fit into a hole in the cell top. The nitrogen flow is

controlled either manually with a three-way stopcock or via the

computer (Figures 2 and 8) with the control box as discussed in the

interface device section.

The PSYM instrument has several means of solution handling. To

introduce into the cell bulk amounts of solution, a flow pump (Lab

Pump Jr. Model RH-SY, Fluid Metering, Inc.) is used as shown in

Figure 2. The control box is used by the computer to switch the pump

on for timed intervals during which the pump delivers solution to the

cell through Teflon tubing at a constant rate of approximately 30

mL/min. The precision in delivering 100 mL was measured to be 0.6%

relative standard deviation. The solution comes out of a 1 L flask

equipped with an outgassing tube for pre-outgassing of solution

(Figure 8). The flow pump system is dedicated for use with an ace-

tate buffer solution which was the major blank solution used in the

project.

To deliver small quantities or spikes of solution to the cell

automatically, an air driven syringe (Precision Liquid Dispenser II,
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Hamilton) is used as shown in Figure 2. House air (60 psi) is

switched between the two ports of a piston to drive a 1 mL syringe.

Two solenoid 3-way valves and a solid state switch allow the computer

to control the injection. The syringe fills with solution from a 250

mL Teflon reservoir bottle and then injects the measured volume into

the cell via Teflon tubing. The precision of the volume delivered

was measured to be 0.5% relative standard deviation. Typically the

syringe is used to spike the buffer solution in the cell with metal

ions.

Evacuation of the cell under computer control is accomplished

with the control box. The vacuum flask is attached to the cell via a

0.5 in i.d. Teflon tubing which allows for complete evacuation of

100 mL of cell solution in less than 30 s. A three-way stopcock is

placed so as to bypass the control box if manual vacuuming is desired

with a pipet (Figure 9).

Finally, an automated cell rinsing system was assembled to allow

quick delivery of 100 mL of a wash solution in less than one minute

as shown in Figure 2. This is done by applying no more than 5 psi on

top of the wash solution contained in a 2 L separatory funnel. This

pressure pushes the solution through the small holes of an air pres-

sure driven, computer actuated 3-way slider valve (219) to the cell

through Teflon tubing.

For several studies, the cell system was used with a PARC 174A

polarographic analyzer along with a PARC HMDE (# K0020) or a PARC GCE

(# G0021). Occasionally a glass PARC polarographic cell bottom (#
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KGO) was used instead of the Teflon cell. When the PARC 174A was

used with the PSYM cell system, it will be referred to as the PARC

system.

Interface Devices

The DAC16 circuit module (Figure 10) allows the computer to

control the potentiostat and hence the voltage applied across the

cell (Figure 2). There are basically two parts to the circuit. The

first is the DAC chip and a DAC71 (Burr-Brown) was employed. It has

a voltage output so that an external amplifier is not required. The

sixteen bit input provides a resolution, when operating in its preset

+ 10 V range, of 0.305 mV per bit. This resolution is easily suffi-

cient for most electrochemical experiments and eliminates the need

for a step-down amplifier to reduce the range or to increase the

resolution. A + 10 V range is more than adequate for most exper-

iments.

The second part of the circuit consists of four quad latches

(74LS75). The latches serve to hold the information on the 16 opti-

cally isolated I/O lines from reaching the DAC71 until the computer

has finished properly configuring the lines. When the computer wants

the information on the lines sent to the DAC71, it strobes the con-

trol line CPBO (i.e. the computer sends a logic 1 pulse with a width

of at least 20 ns to the enable pins of all four latches). The DAC71

responds by displaying the corresponding voltage at its output within

10 us maximum of the strobe pulse.
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The latches are required because the computer has only an 9 bit

data buss. Without latches the DAC71 would try to respond to a

change corresponding to only half of its inputs before the computer

could send the other half of the information. This would result in a

rather noisy DAC output. The latches also help protect the DAC71

from noise spikes on the logic lines. Latches are much cheaper to

replace than DAC's.

The ADC12 changes the voltage signal from the potentiostat (0A3)

to a proportional number and outputs this number to the computer

(Figure 2) via I/O lines. The voltage signal and digitized output

are proportional to the cell current. The ADC chip is the AD574 12-

bit successive-approximation ADC (Analog Devices). Operating in its

normal + 10 V range, the 12 bits give a resolution of 4.88 mV/bit.

This gives a range of current sensitivities, depending on the current

gain selected, of from 0.488 nA/bit to 0.48 pA bit.

The ADC12 module is wired to send its data out on 8 data lines.

The computer uses the ADC mode control line to send the eight most

significant bits of conversion and then the four least significant

data bits. The computer uses a start conversion line to initiate a

conversion. Because the end-of-conversion line is not wired up, it

must wait at least 35 us to make sure the conversion is complete

before reading the data lines. Due to the finite travel time of a

signal from the computer, through the OI digital interfacing module

to the ADC12, a 20 us delay is necessary when the mode control line

is switched before reading any data.
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The ADC12 board itself, was designed by D. Marino (21B). How-

ever, it was designed for general purposes and some of its flexibil-

ity and complexity was unnecessary for this application. Therefore,

the range select switch and the analog multiplexer were not installed

on the board. The analog output (from the potentiostat) was con-

nected directly to the + 10 V range input pin of the ADC. The

calibration variable resistors were all hard-wired for the + 10 V

range (Appendix III).

The DAC12 is used to output voltages to a Heath (Model SR-255

A/B) servo recorder to display voltammograms. It is housed in its

own small box situated in the upper Vector cage with its own minipower

supply along side the computer system power supply. The original

design of the DAC12 circuit board was a joint project of D. Marino

(219) and the author. On board, along with the DAC chip (DACBO-CB1-V

by Burr-Brown), are three 74LS75 latches which serve the same purpose

as described for the DAC16 module (Figure 10). The DAC12 board and

eight pin dip switch for selecting the range desired for the DAC12

output are described in Appendix IV. Generally, the 0 - 10 V range

is used in this application which results in a 2.44 mV/bit resolution.

Perhaps the most important aspect of noise reduction is isolat-

ing the ground signals of the noisy environment of the computer from

the noisy environment of the potentiostat. However, because of the

necessary signal connections between the two units, this isolation is

not a simple task. Since light signals are not susceptible to ground

loops, circuits using 0I's were used to accomplish the objective.
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The OI circuit boards were designed and built in-house. Each

board has a total of 12 TI155 OI chips with both input and output

buffers (74LS368). Two boards fit into a single OI module box and

there are two modules used in the instrument. They are situated phy-

sically in the lower Vector cage. Electronically, 17 OI chips are

used by the DAC16 module, 5 by the potentiostat, and 11 by the ADC

12. The computer I/O lines are input to the 01's for the DAC16 and

potentiostat lines and connected to the OI outputs for the ADC12

digital lines. The 12 OI lines on each board are divided into two

groups, each group with its own power and ground lines for each side.

This allows for separation of the digital lines of the user modules

from each other.

The highest frequency 0 to 5 V pulse train that could pass

through the circuit for the TI 155 was found to be 400 kHz. For a

TI111 OI chip, it was 120 kHz. Although 50% duty cycle pulse trains

of 400 kHz are passed by this circuit, the output pulse has less than

a 50% duty cycle. The pulse width decreases at higher frequencies

until, at about 400 kHz, the pulses no longer reach +5 V.

The control box allows the computer to control the switching of

120 VAC power and the nitrogen gas or vacuum lines (Figure 11). The

gas flow is controlled with micro-miniature three-way solenoid ope-

rated air valves manufactured by Skinner (Catalog MB-76). The valve

switches the input gas flow from one outlet to the other upon appli-

cation of 120 VAC across its actuator wires. The maximum operating

pressure is 150 psi and the response time is approximately 19 ms.
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The computer switches 120 VAC with Mini -Micro Cube Solid State

Relays made by Grayhill (#7052-04-B-04-F). These relays are capable

of switching on and off a 140 VAC load at 4A and are activated by a

computer I/O line. The response time to a change in state is 9 ms.

Four solid state relays are contained within the control box.

Two are dedicated to two solenoid valves also within the box. The

other two control 120 VAC to power plugs mounted on the back of the

box. On the front of the box are mounted bulkhead tubing connectors

for the solenoid valves and female banana plugs for I/O lines from

the computer. Relay 1 controls power to the RDE rotator power supply

to allow the computer to start and stop solution stirring. Solenoid

valve 1 switches the nitrogen from blowing through the sample solu-

tion to blowing over the solution. Solenoid valve 2 connects or

disconnects the house vacuum from the vacuum flask. Relay 2 turns

the flow pump on and off.

Computer System

Overview

The microcomputer is the brain of the instrument. The system is

designed to obtain the maximum amount of computer control and flexi-

bility with a minimum of expense. The computer controls the poten-

tiostat, the RDE rotator, the nitrogen flow, filling and emptying of

the cel l , a strip chart recorder and a tape cassette. The operator

communicates with the system through a terminal. The modular design
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allows signals to be easily monitored and provides for easy access

and flexibility.

The computer system consists of the computer, a terminal (either

a CRT or a TTY), a cassette recorder, a strip chart recorder, a

control box and a Vector cage containing the computer power supply

and the DAC12 module. Control of the chart recorder is through a

remote control connector in its back which al lows the computer to

raise and lower the pen and start and stop the chart drive. Remote

control of the cassette recorder is provided with hardware and soft-

ware on the computer. In many cases, this control is inconvenient,

for example, when rewinding the tapes, so a switch located on the

computer cage is provided to al low the operator to disconnect the

remote line. The control of the other components is described in the

following sections.

Microcomputer

The SYM-1.1 microcomputer resides on a single board and is based

on the 6502 microprocessor. A system monitor, residing in 4K of ROM

allows for communication with an on-board pressure-sensitive 28-key

dual-function keyboard and a 6-digit LED display. The microcomputer

also has 4K of RAM, an 8K BASIC in ROM, and both RS-232 and 20-mA

current loop terminal interfaces with the necessary control software.

Input, output and control capability of the audio cassette tape

recorder is also provided on board. Seventy-one general purpose I/O
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and control lines are available through the use of three on-board

6522 I/O chips.

One of the more significant aspects of the SYM for this applica-

tion is its flexibility. Both hardware and software jumpers at

various key locations within the microcomputer system enable the SYM

to be configured for a specific application with a minimum of effort.

The relatively large number of general purpose I/O lines are also

particularly helpful for laboratory control applications.

Expansion of both the memory and the I/O capabilities of the

computer required the addition of a motherboard cal led the Little

Buffered Mother (LBM) made by Seawell Marketing Inc. It has four

slotted 44-pin female edge connector sockets which al low plug-in

boards access to the SYM's buffered expansion buss. In addition, the

LBM has 4K of RAM, which, taken together with SYM's RAM, fill the

lowest 9K block of memory addresses. The LBM also contains voltage

regulators used to power the SYM and itself. The SYM's application

and expansion busses are brought out to 44 pin male edge connectors

on the sides of the LBM.

An additional 32K of RAM is plugged into the motherboard in the

form of two 16K boards called the SEA-16/16 by Seawell Marketing,

Inc. Each board is divided into two separately addressable 8K

blocks. The addresses are selected by the positions of toggle

switches located on board (Appendix V). Each board has its own 5 V

regulator.
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Additional I/O capability was achieved through the use of an in-

house I/O board. The board contains two 6522 I/O chips giving the

board 32 I/O lines and 8 control lines. There are also two interrupt

timers per chip. The chips can be moved anywhere in memory, taking

up 1K of addressable memory space. The addresses are selected

through the use of two 8-pin dip switches on-board (Appendix V).

An EPROM read only board was constructed to provide room for

EPROM chips. These memory chips provide relatively permanent storage

for user programs, reduce the time to bring up the system after power

down and free RAM memory for data storage. A commercial EPROM pro-

grammer board (Prommer Board, Seawel 1 Marketing) is used to "burn"

the programs on the EPROM chips before insertion into the READ Only

Board. A UV EPROM Eraser is used to erase the EPROM before re-

"burning".

The read only board can be populated with up to eight 2K 2716

EPROM chips yielding a capacity of 16K EPROM. The chips are add-

ressed in two 9K blocks which can be selected via two on-board 8-key

piano switches. The address lines are buffered with Tri-state buf-

fers (74LS369). The data lines are buffered in the EPROM's them-

selves. On-board regulation is provided. Details are found in

Appendix V.

The computer system consisting of the SYM, the mother board and

the plug-in memory (RAM and EPROM) and I/O boards is completely

enclosed in an aluminum case. The case was designed and built in-

house to provide protection from the elements, to shield the RF noise
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produced by the computer and to provide easy access to the computer

boards. The case has three "immovable" sides and three hinged sides.

One of the "immovable" walls is the floor, on which sits the SYM

board so that its keyboard can easily be used. The back wall is also

"immovable" and serves as a support for the motherboard. The SYM

board then plugs into the motherboard at a right angle. The other

plug-in boards are situated above and parallel to the SYM board. The

last "immovable" wall, the left side, supports all the cables and

plugs necessary for "communication" with the outside world. These

include six 25-pin Amphenol female D sockets for the I/O lines, five

power and ground cords and a small box fan and power cord. The right

side, the top and the front all swing out and away to completely

expose the computer system inside when repair is necessary. The I/O

connections are detailed in Appendix VI.

Computer Software

Overview

Without software program, the PSYM instrument is like an unani-

mated body, no thoughts. The software residing inside the computer

memory is designed specifically to allow the PSYM to perform numerous

electrochemical experiments.

The software provides flexibility because it is easily changed.

The two languages, BASIC and Assembly language (ASMB), are employed.

BASIC resides inside two chips on the SYM board itself and changing

BASIC programs is a simple matter of reading them into memory from
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cassette tape, changing them with BASIC commands and storing them

back onto tape. The Seawell assembler/editor resides on an in-house

development system in the laboratory and allows for easy ASMB program

development. Again programs are stored on cassette tape for each

transfer between computer systems.

The user (PSYM) software developed is flexible because it allows

extensive input of operator determined parameters. With user selec-

tion of different specific values for parameters, the PSYM instrument

can implement about every kind of electrochemical voltammetry avail-

able today. Table I gives the default parameter values that the

program starts up with. These values program the software for DPASV.

The values of-any parameter are changed from the default values by

entering the parameter command followed by the new value. Table I

also gives the parameter settings for programming an LSV experiment.

For most of the programming BASIC is used instead of ASMB be-

cause it is interactive and easier to use. Also, mathematical rou-

tines are already resident inside it which eliminates the need for

writing floating point triple precision multiplication and division

routines in assembly language. Therefore, only double precision

addition and subtraction, taking around seven lines, are done in ASMB

while higher math such as the linear regression fitting routine is

done in BASIC.
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TABLE I.

Name

BASIC Parameter Commands and Values for DPASV and LSV.

Function Value
DPASV LSV

PLATE Deposition time 60 s 0 s

BOS Beginning of scan voltage -1.15 V 0.1 V

DLAY Delay interval after current sample 1 ms 0 s

FREQ Pulse frequency 16 Hz 327 Hz

HYTE Pulse height 125 mV 0 mV

EOS End of scan voltage +0.3 V -1.3 V

WIDTH Pulse width 15 ms 0 ms

RF Current gain resistor 200 K 200 K

ITYM Length of sample interval 1 ms 1 ms

STEP Step height 7 mV -0.305 mV

TGAS Outgassing time 60 s 60 s

EGAS Outgassing voltage 0.1 V 0.1 V

TPRE Preconditioning time 0 s 0 s

EPRE Preconditioning voltage 0.1 V 0.1 V

STIL Still time 10 s 10 s

TPOST Postconditioning time 0 s 0 s

EPOST Postconditioning voltage 0.1 V 0.1 V

FLAG BASIC flag 220 64

EDEP Deposition voltage -1.3 V 0.1 V

RPM RDE rpm 2000 rpm 1 rpm

OFSET Data offset 410 0

RUNS Number of experimental runs 1 1

ZONE Width of peak, for peak routine 200 mV 200 mV

ASMB is used, in experimental control and data acquisition

applications where speed is critical. In a test loop doing exactly

the same function (i.e. turning an I/O line from high to low and back

to high) the ASMB routine is about 1000 times faster than the BASIC

routine. Therefore, all functions that do not involve operator

interaction or higher mathematics and which require response time on

the order of microseconds are done in ASMB. These functions include

the generation of the polarographic waveform, timing of all of the
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phases of the experiment, acquisition, storing and plotting of the

data, subtracting the background, performing a five-point running

average, taking derivatives and locating peaks.

Because operator interaction is done through a BASIC program,

the operational description immediately following deals mainly with

how the operator uses BASIC to run an experiment. This is followed

by a technical section that indicates how the computer does what the

operator tells it to do. A system memory map is given in Figure 12.

See Appendix VII for the program listings.

Operational Description

The BASIC routines are used primarily for the input of experi-

mental parameters, the execution of operator instructions and mathe-

matical manipulations. Input from the operator is handled through

the use of a linked library format. After entry and initialization,

program execution resides in the PSYM monitor. The PSYM monitor

accepts input from the operator in the form of commands. Table II

shows the possible operational commands the monitor accepts. Each

time a parameter on operational command is received, the monitor

looks through its library of routines until it finds the correct one.

Then it executes that routine. If the monitor can not find that

command, it asks for another by printing its prompt character, "!".

Some of the commands ask for more input. For example, the parameter

commands (Table I) ask for new parameter values. The PSYM starts up
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with default parameter values (Table I) which can be changed by the

operator.

TABLE II. PSYM Monitor Operational Commandsa

Commands Function

GCE Rotates RDE, for polishing glassy carbon.

TMF Sets default parameter values for forming of
TMFE onto glassy carbon of RDE.

ASV Reset parameters to DPASV default values.

GO Runs electrochemical experiment.

OFF Disconnect potentiostat from cell.

LS Set BASIC FLAG for LS scan.

DP Set BASIC FLAG for DP scan.

DATA Generate DPASV like data in sample file.

CHART Plot Sample file.

PEAK Subtract background, find peaks, polyfit
baseline, calculate ip and output values.

FLOW Turn flowpump on to deliver given amount of
buffer to cell.

NJEC Cycle air to syringe once for a single
injection of spike solution.

EJEC Cycle 10 times to rinse injector and lines.

VAC Evacuate cell of solution.

WASH Fill cell with -100 mL of wash solution.

AUTO Rapid input of parameter values followed by
three automated runs including new TMFE's.

FIT Toggle POLYFIT routine.

BACK Toggle BASE routine.

PLOT Toggle CHART routine.

aBASIC parameters are changed by entering the name and then the value

There are four primary operational commands. GCE is for pol-

ishing the glassy carbon. TMF sets default values for depositing a

thin mercury film onto the glassy carbon. To reset the parameters

to their default values, the ASV command is given. The GO command

executes a voltammetric experiment with the type of experiment deter-
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mined by the parameter values. The primary commands are necessary

for doing the experiment unless, of course, a different electrode is

used. Then only GO is needed if the default values are what is

wanted.

Twelve secondary operational commands are provided. The OFF

command disconnects the polarograph from the electrode from the

computer. This command should be used before the cell-electrode

contacts are broken. The LS command is used when a linear sweep

experiment is desired. The DP command is used to get back to default

differential pulse mode. The DATA command is used to generate syn-

thetic data for program development. It first asks how sharp you

want the peaks to be and then generates a data file. To view the

data file, the CHART command is used. To test the peak locator

routine, the PEAK command is used. Entering FLOW results in the

prompt, ML, which when answered delivers the given number of mL of

buffer solution to the cell by switching on the flow pump for a

calculated number of seconds. NJEC and EJEC commands are used to

spike the cell solution with a given spike solution and to flush the

Hamilton injector system, respectively. VAC causes the cell vacuum

system to be switched on, evacuating the cell. Finally, WASH causes

-100 mL of WASH solution to be fed into the cell in less than one

minute.

The command AUTO allows direct entry of the parameter values

without typing each name. However, this does require knowledge of

the order of the parameters (Table I). After inputting values the
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PSYM runs three identical experiments, stopping between each for

plating a new TMFE. When the PSYM stops, it is only necessary to

wipe of the old TMFE and spike the cell solution with Hg plating

solution. Pushing return causes the PSYM to plate the new TMFE, to

wash the cell and to add test solutions, and finally to run a voltam-

metric experiment.

Table III lists the ASMB routines. Some of the BASIC opera-

tional commands are interpreted and immediately call ASMB routines.

These ASMB routines do all of the work.

To facilitate entry to the correct ASMB routine from BASIC, an

ENTRY routine resides at the first memory location of the ASMB rou-

tines. Each BASIC callable ASMB routine has its own number as indi-

cated in Table III. The call function in the BASIC routine uses a

specific call number and then goes to the ENTRY routine. The ENTRY

routine looks up the address of the routine in a table using the call

number and goes to that routine for execution. This al lows for

changes to be made in the ASMB routines without having to change

BASIC call functions to point to new addresses.

The BASIC call function (USR) is the key to the integration of

the machine and its machine-oriented ASMB and the operator-oriented

BASIC language. Because of the power and flexibility of the SYM's

operating system, BASIC for the SYM has a more powerful USR function

than most single board microcomputer's BASIC. Its real power lies in

how it passes parameters to the ASMB routines. Within the parenthe-

sis following the USR mnemonic are, first, the address of the ENTRY
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TABLE III. ASMB Routinesa

Name Functions

ENTRY Use BASIC call # in Y reg to find ASMB
routine and time to executie.

ASVOS (0) Run electrochemical experiment.
ZERO (1) Zero strip chart recorder.

CHART (2) Plot data file on strip chart recorder.
GCE (4) Spins RDE at 1000 rpm for given number of s.

OFF (5) Switch cell out of potentiostat control.
RPM (7) Set RDE rpm by outputting voltage from

DAC12.

OFSET (8) Pull ASMB offset parameter from computer
stack and store in SET.

PEAK (9) Locate peaks in sample file and fill peak
file.

BASE (10) Background subtraction.
INTRPT Interrupt service routine which outputs

voltage scan and col 1 ects, stores and plot
currents.

DELAY Provides and -50 us delay period.
IDATA Collects, reconfigures and sums ADC12 data.

STORE Stores byte in pointer A file.
PLOT Plots point on strip chart recorder.

STAKPL Pull ASVOS parameters from computer stack
and store in ASMB stack.

SUBR Subtract two data points and add offset.
NOVA Add offset to data point.

BASDAC Convert ASMB parameter to value suitable for
DAC16.

MINCLK A 10 s per tick clock.

SECCLK A 39.2 ms per tick clock.

MSCLK A is clock.

AAA,BBB,CCC Decision making subroutines for PEAK.
DDD,EEE,FFF
LOC,TEST1,TEST2
LOC2
PLUS Increment pointer A by two.

ADD Calculate five point average.

START Initialize ports, storage locations and
interrupt vector.

a Call numbers of BASIC callable routines given in ( ).
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ASMB routine, fol lowed by up to 29 variables. The values of these

variables are converted to binary in double precision and stored on

the computer stack, except the last one, when the USR function is

executed. The value of the last parameter is stored in two computer

registers just before the computer starts executing ENTRY. The ENTRY

routine then picks up the BASIC call number from these registers.

Technical Description

The main ASMB routines are the ASV operating system (ASVOS) for

doing voltammetry experiments, the software clocks (MSCLK, SECCLK,

MINCLK) for most timing applications, the background subtractor

(BASE), the peak locator (PEAK) for determining the locations of

current peaks in the data file, and the chart plotter (CHART). The

rest of the ASMB routines are service routines. A more detailed

technical description of the main routines follows.

ASVOS is called by the BASIC GO command. Before the GO command,

the BASIC PSYM monitor manipulates the 23 different parameters in-

volved in the various possible experiments. The default or new para-

meter values are loaded into a two dimensional parameter file. Here

the parameter file is set up so that one dimension (row) is the

number of parameters and the other dimension (column) is the run

number. This allows a separate set of parameter values to be defined

for up to 30 runs before starting the experiment. The default value

for the number of runs is one and if more runs are desired this value

must be changed. Anytime the value of RUNS is changed, then the
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parameters in column 1 are copied in all other new columns. This

option is used for multiple repetitions of the same experiment (i.e.

parameter values do not change between experiments). For a series of

runs in which the value of one or more parameters is different for

each run, such as a series of EDEP values in a pseudopolarography

experiment, the parameter names to be changed are cal 1 ed, the runs

number of question marks is answered with the appropriate series of

values for each parameter.

Upon entering the GO routine in the PSYM monitor, the routine

sets temporary storage variables to the values of the parameters for

the first run. These BASIC parameter values are then altered to

appropriate forms that are passed to ASVOS. A USR statement passes

this information in hexadecimal form to the computer stack and then

passes control to the ASVOS routine.

After initialization of ports, ASVOS pulls the ASVOS parameters

off the computer stack and stores them on its own, more stable and

accessible stack. A FLAG parameter passed from BASIC is tested

throughout the routine to determine what specific operations to

perform as indicated in Table IV. AT this point the FLAG parameter

is tested to determine where in memory the data are to be stored.

This is followed by more parameter initialization where the parameter

values that will be used as cell voltages during the run are altered

so that the DAC16 will understand them. Because the timing for the

waveform generation is done primarily by counters, all timer counter

registers must be initialized to zero except the first one used.
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Next, the ASVOS routine tests for the direction of the scan by com-

paring the beginning- and end-of-scan parameter values and setting an

ASMB flag if the direction is cathodic.

TABLE IV. BASIC FLAG Parameter

Bit # Function

7 Set for DP, reset for LS.
5 Set for sample scans, reset for background.
5 Not used.
4 Set for background on, reset for background

off, (BACK).

3 Set for PEAK on, reset for PEAK off, (FIT).

2 Set for CHART on, reset for CHART off,
(PEAK).

1 Not used.

0 Not used.

After initialization, the ASVOS routine performs its function

and then passes control back to the PSYM monitor. The function the

ASVOS routine performs depends on the parameter values selected.

This function can be either plating of the TMFE, after a TMF command,

or a vol tammetric experiment, after an ASV command. In the later

case, the GO routine sets the temporary storage variables to the

BASIC parameters of the next run (i.e. if RUNS > 2) and execution of

this run is started. This continues until all the programmed runs

are complete and control is once again in the hands of the PSYM

monitor.

If the operation is plating of a new TMFE (after an AUTO command

or TMF followed by GO), a Hg plating solution is placed in the cell.
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Figure 13. Timing for Plating of a TMFE.
E, cell potential; t, time.
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ASVOS performs the sequence of operations shown in Figure 13.

An outgassing voltage is applied to the electrodes while nitro-

gen is bubbled through the sample. The rotator is turned on to a

preselected speed and a MINCLK routine is cal led to time the out-

gassing period according to the value of the outgassing interval

parameter. The MINCLK routine waits approximately 10 s for each

count sent to it. After return from the MINCLK routine, the N2 is

switched to above the solution, the preconditioning potential is

applied and again MINCLK is called to clock the preconditioning time

according to its parameter value. Return from MINCLK causes the

ASVOS routine to set the deposition voltage with MINCLK timing the

deposition time interval. At the end of the plating time, the rota-

tor is turned off, the routine times for an interval specified by a

still time parameter with MINCLK and then starts an interrupt master

clock. This clock times the stripping scan, but for the TMFE

plating, the stripping scan is set for a 10 V/s rate giving a very

short stripping time. The post-conditioning interval then insures

that all contaminant metals are stripped out of the TMFE.

For a DPASV experiment. The sequence of events control led by

ASVOS is shown in Figure 14. The solution to be analyzed is placed

in the cell. After outgassing, metal deposition, and still periods,

stripping with data acquistion occurs and is followed by a post-

conditioning period. The sample voltammogram is plotted as it is

being acquired.
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When the ASVOS routine is finished with the sample scan control

is passed back to the BASIC GO routine. The GO routine then con-

figures the parameters for a background scan and turns control over

to the ASVOS routine. The background scan is an identical voltam-

metric scan done with no deposition and produces only a scan of the

residual current that is plotted also during acquisition. After the

background scan is complete the GO routine cal ls the PEAK locator

routine to subtract the baseline and to determine and display the

peak locations and heights. The GO routine finishes a run by calling

the CHART routine to plot the results of the background subtraction

and peak location routines.

Figure 15, indicates the waveform applied to the cell for a

DPASV run during stripping. This can related to a BASIC DPASV ex-

periment in the following way. The values of BOS and EOS determine

the range of voltages over which the scan is made (Figure 14). The

values of STEP and HYTE determine the pulse height while WIDTH deter-

mines the pulse width. The scan rate is determined by the product of

STEP and the pulse frequency (value of FREQ). Data acquistion

occurs for each pulse cycle both before the pulse and during the

pulse. The duration of the time interval of data acquistion is

determined by ITYM. The placement of the interval is determined by

the values of the parameters FREQ, DLAY, ITYM and WIDTH. The details

of the timing is now described in more detail.

The interrupt master clock is a timer in one of the 6522's run

in the free running interrupt mode, whereupon timing out an interrupt
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is generated and the timer is reset and counts down once again. The

master clock is set to generate an interrupt sixteen times every 60

Hz cycle (once every 1.042 ms). Upon the master clock interrupt, the

computer starts program execution at an INTerRuPT service routine.

The INTRPT subroutine returns back to the ASMB routine completing

execution and reenabling the interrupt. Since the master clock has

been timing during the INTRPT subroutine, execution of the functions

of the subroutine is synchronized with the master clock.

Immediately after starting the master clock, the ASVOS routine

enters a waiting loop. The loop repeatedly tests a single bit in the

ASMB flag. While in the wait loop, the master clock generates inter-

rupts, program execution goes to the INTRPT subroutine, the INTRPT

subroutine generates a portion of the voltammetric scan waveform,

checks to see if the scan is completed, sets the bit in the ASMB flag

if it has and returns to the ASVOS wait loop. If the ASMB flag is

set, the loop is exited, the master clock is disabled and execution

proceeds.

Because the INTRPT subroutine plots the data taken during the

scan on the strip chart recorder, the ASVOS routine drops the chart

pen and starts the chart before the scan. Upon leaving the wait

loop, then, the ASVOS routine must stop the chart and lift the pen.

This is fol lowed by a post conditioning period where a post condi-

tioning voltage is applied, determined by the value of BASIC para-

meter EPOST, for a certain time period, determined by the value of

the BASIC parameter TPOST, sent to the MINCLK routine. At the end of
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this period, the ASVOS determines if the just completed scan was a

sample scan or a background scan. If it is a sample scan, the

contents of pointer A are stored in the end of file storage location

(Eg16)*
Pointer A was moved each time a data point was stored by the

INTRPT subroutine and so ends up pointing to the end of the data

file. Finally, the pen of the chart recorder is set to zero and the

ASMB routine returns control to the BASIC routine.

The function of the INTRPT subroutine is to generate the scan

waveform, take the current data points, plot them on the chart re-

corder and store the data points in memory. These duties are syn-

chronized through the master interrupt clock and six counter regis-

ters (Figure 15). Each counter counts the number of passes through

the INTRPT subroutine, (i.e. number of interrupts, for a specific

portion of the waveform). Each counter is loaded with its own ASMB

parameter. The specific portion of the waveform that is being timed,

(i.e. the portion being applied to the cell), is known because only

its counter has a non-zero number in it. The rest of the counters are

set to zero until needed.

Upon entry into the INTRPT subroutine, the interrupt is dis-

abled. Next, the six counters are checked until one is found that

has a non-zero number. At the beginning of the scan, (i.e. first

entry), the first register checked, REG1, has been set to zero.

Therefore, the subroutine checks the second counter, REGII. REGII

has previously been set to its BASIC parameter value by the ASMB

routine. Therefore, this counter is decremented and checked to see
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if the interval is finished, (i.e. REGI1 is zero). If the interval

is not finished, the program exits INTRPT and goes back to the ASMB

wait loop until another interrupt is generated by the master clock.

This is continued until REGII times out and the interval is finished.

At this point, when the INTRPT subroutine decrements REGII and finds

it to be zero, the next interval is started, (i.e. the first data

sample interval in the non-pulse part of the waveform).

The counter for the first data sampling interval is DATCTL.

After zeroing REGII, DATCTL is set with the value of its BASIC para-

meter. Also, a data storage register (SUM) is zeroed. Next, the

first data point is read using a subroutine called IDATA. This

subroutine strobes the ADC12, reads the 12-bits of data generated by

the conversion and converts the twelve bits to the hexadecimal form.

The IDATA routine also sums the data word into the SUM storage regis-

ter.

Upon returning from IDATA, the INTRPT subroutine completes its

execution for this cycle and returns to the ASMB wait loop. The next

time into the INTRPT subroutine, REGII is found to be zero but DATCTL

is non-zero. DATCTL is decremented and again tested. Another non-

zero value generates another call to IDATA. Therefore, another

reading of the current is performed and summed with the previous

ones. Control is then returned to the ASMB wait loop. This contin-

ues until DATCTL is zeroed. At this point, the end of the first data

sampling interval, the SUM value is stored in another storage regis-

ter, CURENT, so that SUM can be used for the second data sampling
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interval. Also, the counter, REGV is set to the value of the BASIC

parameter DLAY for the next interval, the first delay interval.

The next pass through the INTRPT subroutine starts decrementing

REGV to zero. After enough passes have been made to zero REGV, the

first delay interval is over. INTRPT then subtracts both the PULSE

and STEP parameters from the DAC16 number. This both steps the

baseline cell voltage and applies the pulse. The subroutine also

sets the pulse width counter, REGIII, with the value of the BASIC

parameter G. If, however, the parameter is zero, it skips to the

second data sampling interval. If the parameter is non-zero, then

REGIII is counted down with the master clock as before.

When REGIII is zeroed, the second data sampling interval is

executed as was the first with DATCTH as the counter. Upon DATCTH

reaching zero, the value of the end of scan (EOS) voltage parameter

is compared to the present voltage. If the present voltage is

greater than the EOS and the ASMB flag says that it is an anodic scan

then the end scan bit of the ASMB flag is set, the wait loop deter-

mines this and the scan is ended. The same happens if the present

voltage is less than the EOS and the scan is cathodic. At other

times, the scan continues.

If the scan continues after testing EOS then the BASIC flag

parameter is tested for differential or linear output. If differen-

tial, then the first data sample, stored in CURENT, is subtracted

from the pulse data sample. The result, or in the case of linear

output, the first data sample, is then offset by an amount stored in
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the OFSET parameter. The data point is then stored in the data file

pointed to by Pointer A and Pointer A is pushed up to point to the

next data storage location.

Next the data point is plotted on the strip chart recorder.

Final ly, the second delay interval parameter is tested for a zero

value. If the parameter is non-zero the value is loaded into its

counter, REGI, and REGI is counted down as before. A zero value

initially in the delay parameter or finally in REGI causes the INTRPT

subroutine to add the value of the PULSE parameter to the DAC16

register. This causes the end of the pulse. The between pulses

interval counter (REGII) is again set and the whole cycle begins

again, continuing until the EOS voltage is reached.

The master interrupt clock and, therefore, the data sampling

rate, are synchronized to 60 Hz for averaging purposes. Each point

taken in a sampling interval is summed together with other points in

the interval. When later the sum is taken into BASIC, it is divided

by the number of data points taken in the sampling intervals. This

provides data averaging of the ADC12 output. The number of points

taken in a sampling interval is determined by the BASIC parameter

ITYM. Therefore, the amount of averaging is operator controlled. If

this parameter is set for 16 (taking 16.67 ms or one 60 Hz cycle),

then the sampling interval lasts for one 60 Hz cycle. Averaging over

one 60 Hz cycle theoretically cancels out 60 Hz noise which is the

limiting electronic noise in the system. If 60 Hz noise is not

limiting in a particular experiment then the interval can be
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decreased. Decreasing the sampling interval can, in some cases, in-

crease the sensitivity of the measurement.

The hardware clocks inside the 5522's on the computer are 15 bit

countdown registers which count down once every computer cycle (1Ps).

This means that the largest time interval that can be timed by hard-

ware is 65.536 ms. Since there are many instances in a given experi-

ment where larger times are needed, for example the deposition time

of from 60 to 6000 s, a software clock is necessary.

The software clock is actually three clocking subroutines, each

of which can be entered from a program. The fastest clock, Mil li-

Second CLocK, uses the 6522 clock. Entry is made with the required

time in the Y, A registers (combination of Y and A registers to give

16 bits with the MSB in Y). A bit test loop is used to determine

time out and to perform the calculation of the MSCLK timing interval.

The time for the loop plus the initialization statements and exit is

26 ps. The 6522 requires an additional 1.5 us for overhead. There-

fore the time interval of MSCLK is 27.5 ps plus the number in the Y,

A register, the most significant byte in register Y. This gives a

timing range of MSCLK of from 27.5 ps to 65.5635 ms.

The second software clock, SECond CLocK, uses MSCLK to time its

intervals. Entry is made with the number of SECCLK "ticks" in the

accumulator. Each tick causes the number 39151 to be sent to MSCLK.

Therefore each tick is 39.151 + 0.0275 + 0.015 or 39.1935 ms. The

additional 15 0 is for the counting loop in SECCLK. SECCLK has 8 ps

of overhead so that its time interval is 39.1935 ms per tick plus
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8 Ps. The range of SECCLK is 39.2015 ms to 10.0335 s. The maximum

value is when zero is the entry number of ticks because after one

tick the entry is decremented before determining if it is zero. Zero

decremented becomes 255 and the clock continues.

The slowest software clock is MINute CLocK. It starts with a

routine to test for a zero entry and returns if such is the case.

This routine determines the shortest interval. After that MINCLK is

similar to SECCLK. The number of ticks is an entry value in the

accumulator. SECCLK is used to determine the value of one tick by

sending it the value 255. Therefore each MINCLK tick is 39.1935 X

255 + 0.013 (overhead per loop) us or 9.99436 s. The range is 17 us

to 17 its + 9.99436 s X 255 + 6 us (overhead of counter routine) or

42.4760 minutes. The combination of these three software clocks is

enough to satisfy the timing needs of most any experiment.

The background subtraction routine is essentially a double pre-

cision data file subtractor. It resides in ASMB language and there

are no entry parameters. The routine expects, however, that OFSET

has been stored and that the end of the sample file has been stored

in location E816. The routine also expects the sample file to start

at location 60016 and the background file to start at location 700016

(Figure 12). The data points are double precision with the least

significant byte stored at the lower address, i.e. LO byte, then HI

byte.

Upon entry from BASIC, the routine first initializes Pointer A

(Location EA16) to point to the sample file. Pointer B (location
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ED16) is initialized to point to the background file. A subtract

loop is then entered. The loop does a double precision subtraction

of the data words pointed to by the two pointers, Pointer A minus

Pointer B. Next, it adds the value of the offset to the most signi-

ficant byte of the result and stores the result back in the sample

file. The two pointers are incremented to point to the next data

point and Pointer A is checked to see if it is equal to the end of

file. If Pointer A is not equal to the end of file then the routine

loops back to do another subtraction.

The peak locator routine is in two sections, residing partly in

a BASIC section and partly in an ASMB section. The function of the

ASMB section is to locate the peaks in the background subtracted

sample file and fill a peak file at location F80016 with the sample

file locations of first, the initial encounter with a peak, (i.e. the

leading foot), then the peak top, and finally the trailing foot for

each peak found. The BASIC section functions are to call the back-

ground subtraction and then the ASMB section. Next, the BASIC pulls

into a BASIC file those sample points which are not part of some

peak. It uses the peak file to determine which points to chose. The

end of the peak file is marked with a zero. If the first location in

the peak file is a zero, then there are no peaks in the scan that are

detectable. The BASIC section will then print a "NO PEAKS" message

and return to the PSYM monitor.

The BASIC section must make a few decisions in picking the base-

line points with the peak file. First, it determines if the leading
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foot of the first peak is also the first data point. If it is, then

the leading foot is discarded because there is no baseline resolution

and BASIC looks for the leading foot of the next peak. If the first

leading foot is not the first point then all the points from the

beginning of the sample file to the first leading foot are stored in

the baseline file. After retrieving the next leading foot from the

peak file the BASIC section backs up one to retrieve the trailing

foot of the previous peak. It then decides if the two feet are the

same (i.e. no baseline resolution). If they are the same, then it

ignores the feet and goes for the next leading foot. If they are not

the same, the BASIC section loads every point between the two feet

into the baseline file before continuing on to the next leading foot.

When the peak file sends back a zero for next leading foot, the

end of the file has been reached. There are still, however, the

baseline points between the end of the data file and the last trail-

ing foot. After picking up the last trailing foot and the end of the

data file (Location E816), BASIC decides if they are the same. If

they are, then the point is discarded because there is no baseline

resolution. If they are different then the BASIC section picks up

the points between and stores them into the baseline file.

After the baseline file has been set up, the potential/current

(X/Y) points are adjusted from ASMB format to BASIC format using the

various experimental parameters. This leaves the currents in mA and

the potentials in V versus Ag/AgCl.
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The next part of the BASIC section is a POLYnominal regression

FITting routine. It takes the X/Y points in the baseline file for

each peak (i.e. the points for the leading and trailing feet) and

calculates the best curve through them with a first, second and third

order polynomial fitting routine. It also calculates a standard

error of the fit. By comparing these errors, the BASIC section

determines which line to use in its estimation of the baseline under

each peak.

Next, the BASIC section calculates the baseline current value

associated with each peak top stored in the peak file. The resulting

peak heights, their potentials and the potentials of the associated

peak feet are next printed out of the terminal. The BASIC section

then returns control to the PSYM monitor.

The ASMB section of the peak locator handles the large data file

and does those mathematical operations involving mostly addition and

subtraction. Only those operations involving higher mathematics are

done in BASIC, (i.e. POLYFIT because of the speed considerations).

There are, basically, three parts to the ASMB section. The first

part makes a first derivative file of the sample file after perform-

ing a five-point running average smoothing routine. The second part

forms an inflection file from the first derivative file. The third

part of the ASMB section of the peak locator routine uses the inflec-

tion points stored in the inflection file to assemble the peak file.

Entry into the ASMB section requires two parameters from the

BASIC section which are pulled from the computer stack upon entry to
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the ASMB. In addition, Pointer A is set to point to the beginning of

the sample data file and Pointer B to the beginning of the baseline

data file. The first derivative part is entered next and writes its

derivative file over the background file which erases it. However,

since the background has already been subtracted from the sample,

erasing the background file is a matter of saving memory space.

The first derivative part proceeds by averaging the first five

points of the data file. Because each point in the data file can be

the sum of as many as sixteen 12 bit numbers, without a differential

subtraction, summing the five double precision numbers could overflow

the double precision sum. Thus the five-point averager subroutine

uses triple precision. After the summing of the five points, the

result is divided by five. This is done by subtracting five from the

sum in a loop and counting the number of times through the loop

before a result of less than five is achieved. The count is incre-

mented or rounded up if the remainder is three or greater.

The result of averaging the first five points is returned to the

first derivative part where it is temporarily stored in CURENT. It

is now a double precision number due to the division. The first

derivative part now enters a loop where, first, Pointer A is incre-

mented to point to the next data point. The five point averager is

again called and returns its results. By incrementing Pointer A to

the next point, a running average is performed, i.e. the average now

consists of the second through the sixth points instead of the first

through the fifth points. The previous average, in CURENT, is then
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subtracted from the current average to form the first derivative.

The derivative is stored in its file, pointed to by Pointer B. If

the end of the data file has not been reached, determined by checking

location E815 for the end of file location, then the program loops

back to pick up the next average, first storing the most recent

average in CURENT.

The inflection part of the ASMB section of the peak locator

routine uses the first derivative file to determine when the slope of

the scan becomes zero or changes sign. These points are inflections

and can be used to determine the presence of peaks. The first deriv-

ative part finds the slopes of the scan. The inflection part finds

the inflection points.

There are some difficulties to be considered. First, due to the

digital nature of the scan, a peak top or trough may not be marked by

a zero slope. Therefore it is also necessary to check for changes in

sign. Second, broad flat baselines with zero slopes must be dis-

tinguished from the zero slopes of troughs in order to determine,

correctly, the feet of the peaks. This is done by using a BASIC

parameter which gives a maximum value for the number of consecutive

zero slopes that, above which, can no longer be considered a trough.

Also, because of the digital nature of the data, small slopes (+ 1)

are accepted as zero slope.

The flow of the inflection part is diagrammed on Figure 15. The

program moves along the inflection file, using Pointer A. Because it

must look for changes in sign, it must store the previous slope
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Figure 16. Inflection Operation. a. No trailing
inflection within boundary, trailing
foot set to same distance from top as
leading foot. b. Zero slope but signs
of slope on either side same so ignored.
c. Both trailing foot of first peak
and leading foot of second peak same so
ignored. d. Zero slope but too wide,
ignored. e. No trailing inflection
point so EOF taken as trailing foot
since it is closer to peak top than
the leading foot, but because the
trailing foot is the same as EOF, it is
ignored.



Figure 16. Inflection Operation.
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temporarily. Some initialization is necessary to start and when it

starts the program is looking at the second slope, the first being

already stored. As it slides down the file, the program tests for

slopes between -1 and +1 and/or changes in the signs of larger

slopes. Small slopes, + 1 or 0, are observed with a routine which

determines the locations of the ends of the small slope region. If

the region is too big, then the zeros are considered baseline and

ignored. Otherwise, the zeros are considered an inflection point and

the location midway between the ends is taken as the location of the

point. These points, and those found as points where the signs

change, are manipulated by another routine which determines whether

the inflection point is a peak top or a trough by comparing the signs

of the slopes before and after the inflection point. If the pattern

is a plus followed by a minus, the point is a peak top and an inflec-

tion flag is zeroed. If the pattern is a minus followed by a plus,

the inflection point is a trough and the flag is set to ones. If the

signs are the same the point is a flat shoulder and is ignored.

Finally, the inflection point is stored in the inflection file at

F40016 pointed to by Pointer B. The inflection flag value is stored

just before the corresponding point.

The final part of the ASMB section of the peak locator routine

actually performs the function of locating the peaks. It uses the

inflection file and stores its results in the peak file. There are a

total of nine different decisions to be made and the order in which

they are made is usual ly important (Figure 16). The program uses a
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BASIC parameter giving a maximum distance from a peak top to its

closest inflection troughs. If the troughs are outside this range

then they cannot be considered as the peak feet. In order to pick

the feet in that case the program determines if perhaps the trough on

the other side of the peak is within the boundary. If the answer is

yes and that trough is one of the peak's feet, then the other foot is

chosen as being an equal distance away on the other side. This

assumes symmetric peaks. If neither trough was inside the bound-

aries, the boundary limits are considered the feet of the peak.

The rest of the decisions occur because of end-of and beginning-

of scan effects. If there are no troughs between a peak top and a

file boundary, the computer must treat the file boundary as a trough,

(i.e. check it to see if it is within the peak boundaries). If there

are troughs, then the file boundary is the foot.

The peaks are done one at a time starting with the first one in

the inflection file. The first foot in the scan is stored first in

the peak fi 1 e, fol lowed by the peak top and then the trailing foot.

Since anodic stripping is the usual method BASIC considers, the first

foot is called the cathodic foot and the trailing foot is called the

anodic foot with respect to the peak top. All the subsequent peaks

are stored in this way until the end of the inflection file is

reached. Then the end of the peak file is marked with zeros and

control is returned to the BASIC section.

The computer plots the results of the baseline subtraction and

the peak locator on the strip chart recorder using an ASMB program
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called CHART. It requires a value specifying the number of SECCLK

ticks between each point plotted. This is determined by the length

of the plot on the chart recorder. Since entry is general ly from

BASIC, the routine looks for the tick value on the computer stack as

a BASIC-passed parameter. It assumes that the file is at 600016 and

the end-of-file address is at E316. It also expects the peak locator

peak file at F80016 to be valid and end with a zero.

During the course of execution, CHART calls seven subroutines

shown in Table II. The routine starts by calling subroutines STAKPL

and START to pull the tick value off the stack and store it in memory

and also initialize various other parameters. Then it sets Pointer B

to the start of the peak file and Pointer A to the start of the data

file. The next section serves to initialize the position of the

chart pen. The pen is first zeroed, the chart is started, and then

the pen is dropped down to touch the paper. After a suitable wait of

10 s to establish the chart zero, the pen plots the first data point,

waits two times the tick value for the chart to respond and then

plots a one inch high tic mark, starting at the first data point and

ending at the first data point. This one inch mark lasts for one

tick value and serves to mark the beginning of the plot.

The CHART routine next enters a loop which does the actual

plotting of the data points. It starts by waiting one tick value at

the previous position of the pen. Then it checks the peak file to

see if the data point pointed to by Pointer A is a peak foot or peak

top. If the data point is a foot, then an upward pointing quarter
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inch tic mark is plotted. If the data point is a peak top, then a

downward pointing tic mark is plotted. If the data point is neither,

then the data point alone is plotted. Finally, Pointer A is incre-

mented to the next data point and the Pointer A is compared to the

end-of-file address. If the file end has not been reached the rou-

tine loops back.

After falling out of the plotting loop at the end of the data

file, the routine makes another one inch tic mark to indicate the end

of the plot. The routine is finished by a return to zero, lifting

the pen and stopping the chart.
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EXPERIMENTAL

In the experimental section the solution preparation is first

discussed. Next, the procedure for optimization of DP timing para-

meters is presented. Finally, the steps necessary for bringing the

PSYM instrument up are reviewed.

Solution Preparation

Special care must be taken to prevent either contamination or

adsorption losses of analytes because of the sensitivity of the PSYM

and of the trace concentration level of the metals in the samples to

be analyzed. To reduce contamination, house deionized water was

passed through a Millipore MilliQ water purification system to pro-

duce ultrapure water denoted henceforth as Millipore Water (MW). All

containers were soaked at least 24 hours with 10% (v/v) HNO3 to

desorb any metals from inner surfaces. All containers were dedicated

to a single solution so that any adsorption/desorption processes were

at equilibrium. All metal solutions were made in polyethylene volu-

metric flasks. Solutions containing less than 1 mg/L metal were

prepared and used on the same day. The cell itself was made of

Teflon as were all its interior parts, other than the two Vycor frits

and the working electrode.

An acetate buffer solution was made up 3.4 M in acetate by

diluting 98 mL of HAc and 92.9 g of KOH to 500 mL with MW. The pH of

this buffer was calculated to be pH 6.2. This buffer was used as an
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inert electrolyte for all experiments and for pH control. Typically,

50 mL of sample or blank to be analyzed was spiked with 100 pL of the

3.4 M buffer so that the final solution was a 6.8 mM acetate buffer.

The test metal solutions analyzed contained the big four (B4)

metals for ASV analysis: Zn, Cd, Pb and Cu. A 1 L B4 stock solution

that was 100 mg/L in all four metals was made from the nitrates of

the four metals. For daily use, the 100 mg/L B4 stock solution was

diluted to 1 mg/L or 10 pg/L and stored in a 100 mL polyethylene

flask. All other concentrations were made directly in the cell via

spiking the 50 mL of the 5.8 mM acetate buffer with a small volume of

the lmg/L or 10 pg/L B4 solutions with an Eppendorf pipet or Hamilton

syringe.

The Hg solution used for pre-plating the TMFE was made from

triple-distilled Hg. The Hg was further cleaned by immersion in 10%

NaOH through which was bubbled 02 for 24 hours followed by a similar

treatment using 10% HNO3 instead of NaOH. A 0.4 M Hg solution was

made by dissolving 8.0 g of Hg in 7 mL of concentrated HNO3 and

diluting to 100 mL with MW. The acid maintained the pH of the

solution below pH 2 and prevented a white Hg precipitate from forming

in the concentrated solution. The 0.4 M Hg solution was stored in a

glass volumetric flask capped with parafilm at 4 °C and replaced

every three months. The plating solution was made from 1.5 mL of the

0.4 M Hg solution, 100 pL of 6.8 M buffer and 50 mL of MW.

The gas scrubbing bottles for the N2 outgassing system were

filled with two different solutions. The downstream bottle contained
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the standard 6 mM buffer solution. The upstream bottle was filled

with a VC12 solution which minimized the -2 ppm 02 in the N2 by

reduction to H20. The VC12 solution is made by heating 2 g of NH4V03

and 25 mL of concentrated HC1 in a 50 mL beaker on a hot plate under

a hood until boiling. This boiling solution is added to -50 mL of

amalgamated Zn in the gas scrubbing bottle fitted with a stopper.

This mixture is shaken and after approximately 15 minutes, the final

violet color of the VC12 is produced. The bottle is then filled with

MW and fitted in the gas scrubbing system. When the solution turns

to some other color (i.e. blue, green or brown), it needs to be

replaced. If the level of the VC12 solution falls below the level of

the Zn, 10% HC1 is added.

The stock EDTA solutions used in the speciation studies were

0.079 and 0.0079 mM solutions and were made from reagent Na2EDTA.

The HA solution used in the speciation studies is a commerical pro-

duct from Chemicals Procurement Labs. A stock solution of 344 mg/L

was made.

Willamette River samples (WRS) which were analysed were taken

off the bank at Willamette Park, Corval lis on October 10, 1983 in

three 1 L polyethylene bottles which had soaked for 36 hours in 2.5 M

HNO3. The WRS were immediately placed in a refrigerator at -4 °C

until used.

The pH of various solutions was measured with an Orion Research

701A meter, an Ingold shielded pH electrode (cat. #505507) and a B&J

SCE reference electrode and the results are shown in Table V. The
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meter was used in the mV mode and calibrated with pH 4, 7 and 10

buffers.

Table V. Solution pH

Solution pHb

6 mM Buffer 5.51

6 mM Buffer + 4.06
Acid Spikea

6 mM Acetic Acid 3.45

WRS 7.93

WRS + 5.79
6 mM Buffer

WRS + 3.90
6 mM Acetic Acid

a250 pL of 5.3 M HNO3 added to 50 mL of 5 mM buffer

b to + 0.02 pH units

Optimization of DP Timing Parameters

The general operation of the instrument was described in some

detail in the software subsection of the Instrumental Section. Some

specific points about optimization requires more discussion.

During the course of the system/optimization, it was necessary

to independently optimize the values of the parameters FREQ, WIDTH

ITYM and DLAY. This required defining two other time intervals in

the waveform labeled G and G' (variable D in the BASIC software
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program) in Figure 17. These time intervals are actually calculated

by the software from the values for WIDTH, ITYM, DLAY and FREQ. The

value of G determines a delay time before data acquisition after the

start of a pulse and hence how much of the sampled pulse current is

due to capacitive current and how much is due to faradaic current.

The magnitude of G was optimized first by setting ITYM to 1 ms, WIDTH

to 40 ms and FREQ to 12.5 Hz to produce a squarewave. Then the value

of DLAY was varied from 0 to 36 ms to vary the value of G from 39 to

3 ms. The value of WIDTH was optimized with to take advantage of the

replating current occurring when the pulse ends while making the

pulse as short as possible. The length of time spent at the pulse

voltage (WIDTH) determines the amount of material available at the

electrode surface to be replated. The values of G and G' were set

equal to the optimum value (13 ms) while the values of DLAY and FREQ

were varied in a way to keep a square wave pulse train as WIDTH was

varied from 15 to 90 ms. The value of G' was next optimized by

varying FREQ from 21 to 56 Hz with the constant optimized values of

WIDTH (15 ms) and G and with ITYM set to 1 ms. The value of G'

determines how long after a pulse the non-pulse current sample is

taken and so determines how much replating faradaic current is ob-

served and how much is end-pulse capacitive current.

The value of ITYM was optimized to see if the signal averaging

Would help. The value could be varied only over a small range (i.e.

1-4 ms) because of the optimized values of DLAY, FREQ and WIDTH ( 1

ms, 16 Hz, 15 ms, respectively, i.e. G' > 0, G > 0). The value of
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ITYM could not be varied symmetrically around 1 because ITYM can only

be powers of two since it is averaged in ASMB language. The value of

DLAY was 1 ms for ITYM = 2 and 4 ms. For ITYM equal to 4 ms, G' and

G decreased to 41 and 11 ms, respectively.

General Operation Procedure

The procedure for bringing the PSYM instrument up for a day's

use is as fol lows. Turn on the central power switch and load the

Master Tape. Three programs are contained on Master Tape. The BASIC

enhancements package and the ASVOS ASMB language routine are loaded

using the SYM Supermon. The ASVOS BASIC program is loaded after

entering BASIC. Upon typing RUN, the software is ready to go.

Turn on the N2 tank (5.5 psi) and adjust the flow to 0.5 L/min.

If the outventing stopcocks have been used during the off period to

vent the VC12 solution, then switch these stopcocks to direct N2 flow

through the VC1 2 solution and buffer gas scrubbing bottles to the

cell. Refill the buffer reservoir of the flow pump with a fresh 2 L

of 6 mM buffer. Check for adequate N2 flow through the buffer reser-

voir, then turn on the flow pump. Turn the manual vacuum switch to

computer control vacuum and enter VAC into the computer. Observe the

evacuation of the cell soak solution (100 mL of 6 mM buffer) into the

waste fl ask. Enter FLOW then 100 and observe the flow of 100 mL of

buffer through the pump lines into the cell. Turn on the high pres-

sure air line that feeds the Hamilton injector and 3-way wash valve

for the wash solution to 60 psi. Enter EJEC and observe 15
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injections of the Hamilton syringe which cycles a 1 mg/L B4 solution

through the lines into the cell. If the injector solution is to be

changed, first EJEC 10% HNO3 solution and then EJEC the new injector

solution. Enter VAC to empty the cell and then remove the cell from

the cell top. Switch to manual vacuum and use MW to rinse the cell.

Empty the cell with the vacuum pipet tip. Use a 1 mL syringe to

vacuum out both half cells and refill the half cells with fresh 3 M

buffer solution. Remove the Ag/AgC1 reference electrode from the 3 M

KNO3/sat'd AgC1 storage solution, rinse with MW, place in its half -

cel 1 and vacuum out the excess buffer. Attach the reference el ec-

trode to the circuit. The interior 3M KNO3/sat'd AgC1 solution of

the Ag/AgC1 reference electrode should be changed weekly, using

commercial filling solution.

Wet a small patch of green polishing felt and deposit on it

about 1/9 inch of 0.25 pm diamond paste. Enter GCE, 180 into the

PSYM and press the felt to the now rotating RDE for 3 minutes with

firm pressure using the forefinger. When the RDE stops, wipe with a

Kimwipe wetted with MW until the polishing compound is removed.

Replace the cell into the cell top, switch back to computer con-

trol led vacuum and type FLOW, 50 to dispense 50 mL of 6 mM buffer

into cell. Use an Eppendorf to spike with 1.5 mL of Hg plating

solution. Enter TMF then GO to plate the TMFE. The TMF command

merely loads default values into the parameter array. At this time

the values of any parameter may be changed by entering the parameter

name. During the TMFE plating, pressurize the wash reservoir with <
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6 psi. Be sure the clamp holding the stopper is on before pressuriz-

ing. Switch the stopcock for flow only after pressurizing. Check

for leaks at the reservoir and at the computer controlled valve.

After GO has finished enter VAC, WASH, VAC once more and finally FLOW

50 to introduce the 6 mM buffer into the cell for analysis as a blank

or for spiking with a B4 stock solution before analysis. If a dif-

ferent sample is to be analyzed such as WRS, then skip the FLOW 50

and add manual ly. Type ASV to replace the TMF default parameters

with DPASV default parameters, then after changing any individual

parameters as desired, type GO to do the analysis.

To shut down, follow the start-up procedures in reverse, leaving

100 mL of buffer in the cell. Switch the outgassing stopcocks to the

vent position.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results and discussion section is divided into two subsec-

tions, characterization and optimization studies and speciation

studies. In the first subsection, the results of initial studies are

first presented. These preliminary studies were carried out during

the design and construction of the PSYM instrument to guide the

selection and modification of instrument configuration and procedures

and to compare different instrumental configurations. The PARC sys-

tem, consisting of the PSYM or PARC electrochemical cell system with

the PARC 174A, was employed for some studies to test the cell system

independently from the PSYM waveform generation and data acquisition

components. Use of known working commercial components proved useful

for debugging the PSYM system and provided data to assess the advant-

ages and limitations of the PARC system and the complete PSYM system.

Different electrodes including the HMDE, the stationary TMFE

with the PARC GCE as the support and the rotating TMFE with the PSYM

RDE as the support were used to evaluate the best electrode for later

studies. Different modes of operation were also tested to provide

data for selection of the operation mode to use in later studies.

Modes of operation evaluated include voltammetry and ASV with both LS

and DP scan waveforms.
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The effect of varying the value of several instrumental

parameters such as scan rate and outgassing time (TGAS) and the

design of components provided initial optimization information. The

familiarization also made it easier to determine later if results

obtained were due to the chemical system studied or due to instrument

components that were malfunctioning or used to their limit.

Next, the optimization of the PSYM for DPASV is discussed.

Finally, calibration, precision and detection limit data obtained

with the optimized instrument are presented. Test metal B4 solutions

were used in all the above studies.

The speciation subsection is concerned with application of the

PSYM to samples containing test metals and ligands. The ligands

tested were EDTA, HA and ligands/particulates in the unfiltered WRS.

DPASV was used to carry out pseudopolarography and titrations of the

above ligands with selected test metal ions.

Characterization And Optimization Studies

Outgassing Studies

A critical problem observed using the PARC system is illustrated

in Figure 18. Improper sealing of the cell top allowed 02 to diffuse

back into the sample solution and resulted in high background cur-

rents. Results similiar to the curve in Figure 18 were obtained if

the N2 flow rate above the solution was significantly less than 0:5

L/min.
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Figure 18. Effect of Cell Top on Residual Current.

a, improperly sealed cell top; b, properly

sealed cell top; PARC system, HMDE, LSV,

rate = 10 mV/s.
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Effect of Scan Mode and Scan Rate

An experimental comparison between LS and DP scan methods was

carried out. The LS waveform and mode of data acquisition is

simpler. The DP scan method is more complex to implement but theo-

retically should provide better detection limits and a simpler base-

line from which peak data are extracted. There is some disagreement

in the literature (220) about which scan mode provides best sensitiv-

ity for TMFE's.

The two scan modes were used with both normal vol tammetry and

ASV modes of operation on B4 solutions. The three different

electrodes, the HMDE, the stationary TMFE, and the rotating TMFE were

employed with both the PARC and the PSYM systems. Vol tammetry was

not done with the TMFE's because thin films provide no advantage

compared to the HMDE for this mode of operation. The comparison

studies required that the PSYM parameters such as HYTE, FREQ, STEP

and PLATE be kept the same as the analogous settings of the PARC

174A.

Table VI summarizes the detection limit data for the different

modes of operation and scanning with different electrodes for both

the PARC and PSYM systems. Here a practical detection is defined as

follows. For the set of experimental conditions given, the

sensitivity (Rf and recorder sensitivity) was adjusted so that the

residual current measured for the blank never changes more than one

inch on the chart recorder during the potential scan. PLATE for the

ASV mode was set at one minute for maximum sample throughput. The
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rotating TMFE was rotated at 1000 rpm. Spikes of B4 solution were

added to the blank solution and analyzed. The practical detection

limit was defined as the concentration that would produce at least

three out of four distinguishable peaks.

Table VI. Practical Detection Limits (LS

Operation
Conditions Mode

vs DP)a

Scan Mode
LS DP

(117L) Tug /L)

HMDE/PARC Voltammetry 100 10

HMDE/PARC ASV 5 0.5

Stationary TMFE/PARC Voltammetry 50 5

Rotating TMFE/PARC ASV 20 2

HMDE/PSYM Voltammetry 200 20

HMDE/PSYM ASV 1 0.2

Stationary TMFE/PSYM ASV 50 0.5

Rotating TMFE/PSYM ASV 20 0.5

a Scan Rate = 10 mV/s, pulse period = 0.5 s = 1/FREQ, PLATE = 60 s,
HYTE = 100 mV, for PSYM, DLAY = 0 s and ITYM = 16 ms.

Because the Pb peak is generally the smallest in the B4 sample, the

limits are mostly established by the disappearance of the Pb peak.

Sometimes either Zn or Cu peaks were diminished due to interference

from H+ reduction or Ng oxidation, respectively, and so were not

allowed to set the limit.

This empirical definition for the detection limit was used

instead of the more conventional detection limit definition based on

the standard deviation of the blank because of the difficulty in
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establishing a valid blank standard deviation. The fluctuations in

the baseline value from run to run were sometimes greater than an

observable peak height. For ASV, the detection limit also depends

upon PLATE. No metal peaks were observed in blank runs.

Table VI indicates the detection limits with OP scanning are

lower than those for LS by about one order of magnitude. This is due

to DP's ability to better discriminate against capacitive current and

to replating between pulses. Because ASV involves a preconcentration

step, it is expected to provide better detection limits even with a

PLATE of just one minute.

The PARC system was used in single/multielement studies to

establish the identity of peaks and the method of manual measurement

of ip. Figure 19 shows that the overlap of peaks is much more severe

for LSV than for DPV, and this is alio true for LSASV and DPASV. The

manual method of finding the ip's are also demonstrated. For LSV,

the Cu, Pb and Zn ip's can be measured from the leading foot of the

peak. However, the tail of the Pb peak is under the peak top of the

Cd peak and makes it difficult to measure the ip accurately using the

leading foot.

The effects of scan rate on LS versus DP scanning modes are

illustrated in Figures 20, 21 and 22. The effect of increasing rate

in the LS mode is to increase ip while substantial ly decreasing

resolution. Theory indicates that ip is proportional to (rate)1/2.

The effects of increasing rate were entirely different for the DP

mode. Using the PARC 174A, increasing the rate decreased ip and the
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Figure 19. Voltammograms, with LS and DP. a, LS mode,
2 pg/mL B4; b, op mode, period = 1 s,
HYTE = 50 mV, 100 pg/L B4; PARC system
HMDE, rate = 10 mV/s, voltammetry mode;
dotted lines extrapolated or interpolated
baselines from which measured ip data are
made.
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Figure 21. Effect of Scan Rate on DPASV.
20 ug/L B4, HMDE, PARC system, PLATE = 90 s,
HYTE = 100 mV, period = 0.5 s.
a, rate = 2 mV/s; b, rate = 10 rnV/s
c, rate = 100 mV/s
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FREQ = 2 Hz.
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resolution. Using the PSYM, increasing the rate has no discernible

effect on either ip or peak resolution. At a scan rate of 100 mV/s,

data resolution deteriorates because the STEP size (50 mV) is

approaching the width of the peak. The difference in behavior bet-

ween the PARC 174A and the PSYM during the DP operation is because of

the slow response time of the analog memories used in the DP mode of

the PARC (a 110 ms time constant versus 0.1 ms for the PSYM)(221).

Effect of Type of Working Electrode

The difference in performance characteristics between the two

types of mercury working electrodes, the HMDE and the TMFE's (sta-

tionary or rotating), were next evaluated. The experiments outlined

in the previous section provided the data necessary to make the

comparison. Table VII is a rearrangement of the data in Table VI to

emphasize the electrode comparison. The detection limits for the two

types of TMFE's are paired. In every case the HMDE gave better

detection limits. This may be because diffusion of metals in and out

of the HMDE keeps the currents from dying off as fast. Diffusion in

the TMFE is a negligible factor because of the small thickness. The

distance reduced metal can diffuse through an HMDE is much larger, at

least the radius of the drop and at worst the length of the capil-

lary. This diffusion limited current can prolong the faradaic pulse

current such that a current measurement later in the pulse determines

more current than without this diffusion limited current. Current

measurement earlier in the pulse would negate this effect.
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Table VII. Practical Detection Limits (HMDE vs TMFE)a

Operation
Conditions Mode HMDE TMFE

(TIT /E1 FITT)

LS/PARC Voltammetry 100

LS/PARC ASV 5 50/20

DP/PARC Voltammetry 10

DP/PARC ASV 0.5 5/2

LS/PSYM Voltammetry 200

LS/PSYM ASV 1 50/20

DP/PSYM Voltammetry 20

DP/PSYM ASV 0.2 0.5/0.5

a Same Conditions as Table VI.

A common problem with TMFE's is the formation of intermetallic

compounds in the film which strip at different potentials and cause

considerable error. The larger volume of mercury in the HMDE reduces

intermetallic compound formation. Intermetallic interference between

Zn and Cu in a TMFE is illustrated in Figure 23. Addition of Cu to

the Zn sample reduces the Zn peak by -80% and results in a double

peak at anodic voltages. No similar effect was observed for the HMDE

as expected. The two scans in Figure 24 il lustrate a problem with

resolution for the HMDE due to its greater volume. At sufficiently

high scan rates, in the LSASV mode, diffusion through the larger

volume of the HMDE causes tailing of the peaks which is not observed

in the TMFE.
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Figure 23. Intermetallic Interferences with a TMFE.
a, 200 pg/L Zn; b, 200 pg/L Zn and Cu;
in 6 mM buffer, TMFE, PARC, system, LSASV
mode, PLATE = 60 s, RATE = 10 mV/s.
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Figure 24. Effect of Electrode Type on Resolution.
a, rate = 14.5 mV/s, HMDE, 200 pg/L B4;
b, rate = 16.7 mV/s , TMFE, 40 pg/L B4;
PSYM, LSASV , PLATE = 60 s.
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Effect of Voltammetric Instrument

Table VIII shows the practical detection limits in Table VI,

arranged to compare the PARC and the PSYM systems. The detection

limits for the PSYM and the PARC instruments are about the same in

most cases. The PSYM provided significantly better detection limits

for ASV experiments in some cases but not in others. This comparison

is somewhat artificial as the parameter values tested were those

available on the PARC. The PSYM has much greater range inmost of

its parameters values. For example, HYTE can only be set on the PARC

for 5, 25, 50 and 100 mV while with the PSYM it can range from 0 V to

10 V in 0.305 mV increments. The parameter values were not the

optimum values for the PSYM.

Table VIII. Practical Detection Limits (PARC vs PSYM).a

Operation
Condition Mode PARC PSYM

(1.7r) 4-WC)

HMDE/LS Voltammetry 100 200

HMDE/LS ASV 5 1

HMDE/DP Voltammetry 10 20

HMDE/DP ASV 0.5 0.2

Stationary TMFE/LS ASV 50 50

Stationary /DP ASV 5 0.5

Rotating TMFE/LS ASV 20 20

Rotating TMFE/DP ASV 2 0.5

a Conditions Same as Table XI.
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Figure 25 shows the effect of pulse height on ip in the DPV mode

at the HMDE. Theory predicts (222) that ip is proportional to the

function (F(HYTE)) defined as:

(1 -a )/(1 + a) where a = exp ( n X HYTE)
58.3 my ---r-

This predicts that a plot of ip vs HYTE will approach a plateau for

larger values of HYTE while a plot of ip versus (1 - a )/(1 a )

should be a straight line. The excellent experimental capabilities

of the PSYM are demonstrated by the experimental results matching

theory over a broad range of HYTE values. The nonlinearity observed

with the PARC system indicates that it does not accurately report ip

for larger HYTE's due to the larger time constant.

The initial studies with the PARC system resulted in several

modifications in the cell design, such as a tighter cell top, more

efficient outgassing, larger half cells and a tighter sleeve for the

glassy carbon rod. Such problems would have been much more difficult

to isolate and solve if the PARC system had not been available.

Furthermore, the comparison studies pointed out advantages and

disadvantages of the PSYM instrument. The DP mode was shown to be

superior to the LS mode, especially when considering the fact that

the DP mode was not optimized on the PSYM. The TMFE's were shown to

give better resolution than the HMDE. The better sensitivity with

the HMDE would not be observed if the stripping current was sampled

closer to the application of the pulse in the DP mode. Finally, the

PSYM was shown to be more flexible and easier to operate as all the

timing is automated with the PSYM. The PARC requires some manual
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Figure 25. Effect of Pulse Height on Peak Height.
a, PSYM system, Zn; b, PARC system, Zn;
c, PSYM system, Cd; d, PARC system, Cd;
metal 5 pg/L in 6 mM buffer, HMDE rate =
10 mV/s, FREQ = 2 Hz, DPV mode; PARC
ip x 40, one determination per point.
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timing for ASV. The much larger time constant of the PARC compared

to the PSYM limits the advantages of the DP mode with the PARC,

particularly at high scan rates and HYTE's.

Glassy Carbon as a Support for the TMFE

Since it was decided to use a rotating TMFE for further studies,

the characteristics of the glassy carbon (GC) support are critical in

proper functioning of the PSYM instrument. The GC should play the

role of an inert, conductive support for the TMFE. However, several

problems with GC were observed. The GC used in the RDE exhibited

higher residual currents even when well polished, compared to the

commerical PARC GCE as shown in DPV scans of the bare electrodes

(Figure 26).

Apparently, the PARC GCE has fewer electroactive sites then the

RDE glassy carbon. Eventual ly, a source of GC was located which

produced an RDE with much lower residual current. When the GC's are

preplated with Hg, the active sites on the GC are covered and resid-

ual currents are reduced and more similar between the two GC's.

Figure 27a shows that Hg must be plated at voltages (EDEP) more

cathodic than 0.15 V. Figure 27b indicates that for stripping with a

preplayed TMFE, Hg oxidation is observed for potentials more anodic

than 0.05 V. Also shown is the phenomenon of split peaks for a metal

stripped off a bare GCE.

Another problem with the GC was the lack of good adhesion of the

TMFE to the surface of the GC. This was observed mainly as irrepro-
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Figure 26. Residual currents with GCE's. a, PARC GCE; b, RDE; PARC system,
LSV, 6 mM acetate buffer, rate = 10 mV/s.
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Figure 27. Voltammetry of Mercury with GCE's.
a, RDE, LSV, 0.4 mM Hg; b, LSASV,
PLATE = 60 s, EDEP = -1.2 ,11,44 mM Hg;
PARC system, rate = 10 mV/s.
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ducibility of TMFE sensitivity. (i.e. different metal ip with each

new TMFE). Tiny Hg droplets were observed in the bottom of the cell

due to Hg falling off of the GC. Also, streaks or areas of exposed

GC were observed to appear in the previously uniformly gray Hg film

after use. Gas bubbles from outgassing could sweep across the film,

dislodging Hg droplets. Therefore, the gas inlet tube was raised

above the level of the film.

Ideally, when changing solutions, the surface of the GC is

completely covered with a drop of solution. Sometimes the surface

was only partial ly covered and the solution surface tension swept

away the TMFE from the nonwetted GC surface. Better adhesion of the

solution drop was achieved by scratching the polished surface of the

epoxy sleeve around the GC, but a better solution to the problem is

needed.

Optimization of Parameter Values

Optimization of a specific technique is general ly done by

holding all parameters constant but one and finding the value of that

parameter which gives the "best" response. This is continued until

all parameters are optimized. The assumption is that the parameters

are all independent and their optima do not depend on each other.

With DPASV using the staircase type of pulse train, parameters such

as scan rate are functions of other parameters such as STEP and FREQ.

Since some parameter values cannot be varied independently and the

optimum value for some parameters may not be independent of other
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parameters, it was decided to optimize using a simplex method.

A manual modified sequential simplex optimization (222) was used

initially for eighteen parameters related to both plating of the TMFE

and to DPASV analysis. Three runs were made for each set of para-

meter values with a 5 ug/L B4 solution. The signal-to-noise ratio

(S/N) was calculated for each metal where S is the mean ip and N is

the standard deviation of the ip's. The response S/N used for optim-

ization was the average S/N for the four metal peaks (i.e. the square

root of the sum of squares of the four individual S/N's). The

computer command routine AUTO was employed to automate the three

analyses plus the parameter input.

The simplex technique was chosen as a faster method than that of

analyzing every possible combination of parameter values. However,

after some experience in the use of the simplex, it was decided that

an eighteen parameter simplex would take approximately six months to

converge on an optimum condition. It was therefore necessary to

reduce the number of simplex variables to a set judged to be poten-

tially dependent on each other. This set consisted of the parameters

which determine the stripping waveform and data acquisition timing.

Results from the uncompleted 19 parameter simplex were useful for

choosing reasonable starting parameter values.

Many of the parameters assumed to be independent of all other

parameters were optimized individually before conducting the simplex

optimization for the suspected dependent parameters. These para-

meters are listed in Table IX in the order they were optimized along
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with the range of parameter values investigated and the optimum

parameter values chosen. Five of these parameters are related to the

plating of the TMFE. The only ASV parameters optimized independently

were TGAS and HYTE. For each value of each parameter, three runs

were made with the AUTO command on a 5 pg/L 64 solution and the mean

ip for each metal was calculated. The mean ip's, precision and

resolution were considered in choosing the optimum parameter values.

Param

Table IX. Optimization of Independent Parametersa

Optimum
Range Units Value

TMF Plate

TMF EPREb

TMF TGAS

1,150,300,600,1200

-0.1,0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,1

0, 120

(s)

(V)

(s)

150

0.1

0

TMF RPM 500, 2000 (RPM) 2000

TMF EDEP -0.5, -1.3 (V) -1.3

HYTE 10,100,125,150,200 (mV) 125

ASV TGAS 0, 60 (s) 60

a Pulse frequency, 20 Hz; STEP, 5 mV; PLATE, 60 s; analysis rpm,

2000.

b The preconditioning time (TPRE) was set to 60 s for this study and

finally chosen to be 0 s.

The value of PLATE and [Hg] determine the TMFE thickness. The

value of ip was relatively constant for PLATE > 150 s with [Hg] =
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16 mM. Therefore, a PLATE of 150 s was chosen as the best compromise

between sensitivity and time. Higher [Hg] solutions were unstable,

producing white or yellow precipitates in the cell. For more dilute

[Hg] solutions, the PLATE value was increased up to 600 s. Larger

PLATE values can cause other problems. With a thicker TMFE, film

stability decreases, resolution decreases, interelement effects de-

crease, and peaks shift anodically (i.e. it becomes more difficult to

distinguish the Cu peak from the Hg oxidation peak). For the value

of TMFE preconditioning voltage (EPRE), no significant effect was

observed. Thus the value of TMFE EPRE was set to 0.1 V and TPRE was

set to zero to save time.

The rotation speed of the RDE (RPM) was finally set to 2000 rpm.

Lower rotation speeds only increase the time necessary to plate the

same TMFE thickness with the same [Hg]. The TMFE EDEP was final ly

sat to -1.3 V as suggested in the literature. A more positive value

of TMFE EDEP produced no significant difference.

Increasing the HYTE value was found to increase signal to a

plateau as predicted by theory and shown in Figure 28. A value of

125 mV was picked as the optimum HYTE due to problems with resolution

between the Pb and Cd peaks. This value of HYTE provides near the

maximum calibration sensitivity. Since the Pb and Cd Ep's are typi-

cal ly less than 200 mV apart, a value of HYTE of 200 mV causes

stripping current contributions from Pb when the prepulse potential

is at the Ep for Cd and thus produces a positive error. The loss in

resolution is illustrated in Figure 29. The vol tammograms in 29a



Figure 28. Dependence of Peak Height on Waveform Pulse Height.
a, Zn; b, Cd; c, Cu; 6, Pb; FREQ = 16 Hz,
STEP= 7.5 mV, PLATE = 60 s.



Figure 29. Effect of Pulse Height on Resolution.
a, HYTE = 125 mV; b, HYTE = 200 mV; same conditions
as Figure 28.
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also illustrate the sample, background and background corrected

scans. Also note that the corrected scan shows the Cu peak clearly

even though it is masked in the Hg oxidation peak in the uncorrected

scan. Only the corrected vol tammogram is shown from this part on.

The outgassing time before metal plating (TGAS) was set at 60 s since

an oxygen peak was observed when TGAS = O.

After optimization of the independent parameters just discussed,

a simplex optimization was run of five of the ASV parameters. The

values of the final five parameter symplex are given in Table X. The

simplex was stopped when the response S/N was greater than 50 for all

points. The final values chosen were mid-range values except for

DLAY and ITYM which were chosen to minimum values. The final scan-

ning waveform corresponds to a scan rate of 120 mV/s with a 125 mV

pulse of 15 ms duration and about a 25% duty cycle. The current is

sampled near the end of the pulse.

To obtain a better understanding of the effect of the waveform

parameters, the dependence of ip on each parameter was studied.

Table XI compares results of the five-parameter simplex and the

manual optimization of those same parameters. In all cases both

optimization techniques indicate similar optimal parameter values.

Because of the interdependence of the waveform parameters, the

optimization procedure was complex and is described in the experi-

mental section. The dependence of ip on DLAY is shown in Figure 30

for a fixed width of 40 ms. There is a broad maximum. For very

short DLAY, the time of current sampling is near the end of the pulse
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Figure 30. Dependence of Peak Height on Delay Time. a, Zn; b, Cu; c, Cd; d, Pb;
FREQ = 12.5 Hz, WIDTH = 40 ms, PLATE = 60 s, STEP = 7.5 mV, HYTE = 125 W.,
error bar = ± 1 std. dev.of three runs.
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STEP

(mV)

FREQ
(Hz)

Table X.

WIDTH
(ms)

Final Simplexa

DLAY ITYM
(ms) (ms)

Response
(S/N)

1. 7.5 16.2 15 1 4 65

2. 7.4 16.5 15 1 4 120

3. 8.0 15.5 15 2 4 91

4. 7.2 16.5 15 2 4 350

5. 8.1 16.2 14 1 1 140

6. 7.4 15.5 14 1 1 77

Final
Values

7.5 16 15 1 1

a Other parameter values set to optimum values indicated in Table IX,

PLATE = 60 s.

and the faradaic current has decayed significantly with loss in

measured ip. For large values of DLAY, the current sampling is at

the beginning of the pulse. A loss in measured ip is observed per-

haps because the response of the faradaic pulse current actually

reaches a maximum between 3 and 12 ms after application of the pulse.

Very large values. of DLAY cause the current to be sampled before the

faradaic current has reached its maximum value.

For the parameters DLAY, FREQ and WIDTH, the simplex chose a

parameter value in a region with a smaller standard deviation within

the maximum range. Because the range of ITYM was restricted by the

other parameter values, ITYM was checked at only three values of 1, 2
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and 4. Although a greater number of current samplings per pulse

might be expected to improve precision through signal averaging, no

improvement was observed. The value of STEP was tested at 2, 7.5 and

15 mV and no significant changes were noted. The optimum value was

chosen as the fastest rate without loss of resolution (i.e. for large

STEP, loss in data resolution).

Table XI. Manual Optimization of Waveform Parameters

Simplex Manual PARC

Param. Values Values Values

FREQ (Hz) 15 [50 - 20 -] 2

STEP (mV) 7.5 [2,7.5,15] 5

WIDTH (ms) 15 [15 - 50] 57

ITYM (ms) 1 TO - llja 17

DLAY (ms) 1 [0 - 111a 0

a Calculated from optimum range [9 - 30] (FREQ = 12.5, WIDTH = 40,

ITYM = 1), and optimum values of WIDTH and ITYM.

Figure 31 shows the dependence of ip on WIDTH for a square-wave.

Some loss in ip is observed at large WIDTH because a significant

fraction of the metal stripped during the pulse has time to diffuse

away before it can be replated after the pulse ends.

The dependence of ip on FREQ with WIDTH = 15 ms is shown in

Figure 32. Here the value of FREQ determines when the non-pulse

current is sampled. There is significant loss in sensitivity for

FREQ > 45 Hz (pulse period < 22 ms) because the non-pulse current is



Figure 31. Dependence of Peak Height on Pulse Width. a, Cu; b, Zn;
c, Cd; d, Pb; squarewave, G = 13 ms, PLATE = 60 s, STEP =
7.5 ms, HYTE = 125 mV, error bar = 1 std. dev. of 3 runs.
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Figure 32. Dependence of Peak Height on Pulse Frequency. a, Cu; b, Pb;
c, Cd; d, Zn; WIDTH = 15 ms, ITYM = 1 ms, PLATE = 60 s,
STEP = 7.5 mV, HYTE = 125 mV, error bar = ±1 std. dev. of
three runs.
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sampled close to the end of the pulse, before the replating faradaic

current has reached it's maximum. Also, since another pulse is

applied immediately after the current sample there is much less time

for replating.

Table XI also shows the optimized PARC parameter values deter-

mined in the characterization experiments. The major difference is

in the scan speed parameters (i.e. the scan rate, 10 mV/s vs 120

mV/s). Due to the superior data acquistion system allowing a much

smaller time constant, the PSYM can do scans 10 times faster. Even

though the estimated practical detection limit of the optimized PSYM

is just a factor of 2 lower than the PARC, the increased speed makes

possible the many background subtracted scans necessary for most

speciation studies.

Calibration Curves

Although the literature describes problems of TMFE saturation

and intermetallic compound formation when using the TMFE at metal

concentrations above -10 ug/L, calibration curves were run to charac-

terize the film response.

Figure 33 shows a calibration run of B4 for metal concentrations

from 1 to 100 ug/mL. Each point is the mean ip for five identical

runs. In all cases curvature is noted, particularly for Zn and Cu,

the two intermetallic compound metals. Breaks in other calibration

curves caused by the instability of the TMFE were noted.
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Figure 33. Calibration Plot Over a Large Concentration Range. a, Cu; b, Cd;

c, Pb; d, Zn; PLATE = 150 s, see figure 35 for precision.
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Figure 34 shows a calibration curve over the 0.5 - 10 pg/L

range. Behavior was more linear in this lower concentration region.

The curvature at 10 pg/mL is due to the changing of the TMFE from a

Hg electrode to an amalgam electrode during plating at this higher

concentration.

Precision Characteristics

Figure 35 shows how the precision of the data taken in the

previous calibration run in Figure 33 depends on concentration.

Above 5 pg/L, the relative standard deviation for a given element is

relatively constant and is limited by the reproducibility of mea-

suring the faradaic current. Figure 36 shows a signal versus time

study for repetitive runs on the same solution. No significant

drifts were observed. Each repetition took approximately ten min-

utes.

Table XII presents a precision study of solution handling and

TMFE preparation. The precision of three successive runs on the same

solution is compared to the precision of three runs each on three

solutions using the same TMFE and to the precision of three runs each

on three different TMFE's. The results show that changing solutions

causes little additional imprecision. However, the preparation of

the TMFE is the largest source of irreproducibility.
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Figure 34. Calibration Curves for Lower Concentrations. a, Cu; b, Zn; c, Cd;

d, Pb; PLATE = 150 s, error bar ±1 std. dev. of three runs.
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Figure 36. Time Dependence of Peak Height. a, Cu; b, Zn;
c, Cd; d, Pb; PLATE = 60 s, 5 Pg/L B4.
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Table XII. Precision Study of TMFE Preparation
and Solution Handling.

Condi ti onsa Rel. Std. Dev. of Metal ip (%)
Ln Gd PS Cu

Same solution, same TMFE 2.5 3.5 8.6 10

3 runs

Changing solutions, same 6.6 4.9 6.2 9.1

TMFE, 9 runs, 3 changes

Different TMFE's 58 39 37 41

9 runs, 3 TMFE's

a 5 g/L B4 solution

Detection Limits

Single point standard additions of 50 pL of 100 pg/L B4 stock

solution were made to four blank solutions of 50 mL to increase the

metal concentration by 0.1 pg/L. A PLATE of 30 min. was used and

the results are shown on Table XII. Metal peaks could be observed in

the blank voltammograms due to contamination. In all cases, the

standard addition increased the ip. The mean and standard deviation

in the blank metal concentrations are reported. The detection limits

were calculated as the concentration yielding twice the blank stand-

ard deviation. Even though sensitivity is less for Cd and Pb, the

detection limits are lower due to the lower standard deviations.

Figure 37 shows blank, sample and baseground subtracted scans

for the blank and the standard addition solution. Since ASV detec-

tion limits are set by the blank signal, the values on Table XIII
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Figure 37. Voltammograms for Detection Limit Study.
a, 6 mM acetate blank solution; b, blank plus

spike of 0.1 pg/L B4, PLATE = 1800 s, optimized
parameters, BOS = -1.15 V, EOS = 0.35 V.
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determine the operational detection limits for the PSYM instrument

with the buffer used.

Table XIII. Detection Limit Data

Average
Ele- Blank Addition Blank Blank Std. Detec-

ment Signal Signal Concen- Concen- Dev. tion
tration tration Limit

(NA) (pA) (pg/L) (pg/L) (pg/L) (pg/L)

Zn 4.2 10.3 0.07 0.12 0.05 0.1

6.9 10.6 0.18

3.9 8.4 0.09

3.1 5.1 0.16

Cd 1.2 4.1 0.04 0.05
1.5 3.7 0.07

1.1 3.1 0.05

0.7 1.9 0.05

Pb 2.1 7.5 0.04 0.06

2.4 3.8 0.07
0.9 3.6 0.03
1.5 2.9 0.11

Cu 28.4 42.8 0.22 0.11

5.6 30.7 0.10

6.4 17.5 0.06
5.4 14.8 0.06

Speciation Studies

0.01 0.02

0.04 0.09

0.07 0.1

The speciation experiments conducted with the PSYM instrument

were designed to demonstrate the ability of the PSYM to perform

speciation studies routinely and automatically. The speciation tech-

niques demonstrated are those in general use which have come under

question concerning problems with complex lability, electrode adsorp-
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ti on and direct reduction of metal complexes. The techniques were

tested on B4 solutions, on B4 + EDTA solutions, on B4 + HA solutions

and on a Willamette River Sample (WRS). For all these studies, the

optimum parameter values, shown in Tables X and XI were used and EDEP

and PLATE were varied.

Initial Studies without Complexing Agents

Pseudopolarography, where a series of ASV analyses are run over

a range of EDEP, was used on a 1 pg/L solution of B4 in a survey

mode. The ip's for Zn, Cd, Pb and Cu were plotted individually

versus EDEP and approximate E1/2 values of -1.03, -0.66, -0.52 and

+0.03 V, respectively, were obtained. A typical pseudopolarogram for

Zn is shown in Figure 38. The large spacing of EDEP (50 - 100 mV) in

the survey mode does not allow the waves to be characterized quanti-

tatively. The precision was noted to be good at EDEP values positive

of the wave but poor on top of the wave (i.e. id). However, the

survey mode does allow one to obtain approximate E1/2 values in a

reasonable time (24 hr) for ultratrace concentrations and establish

required EDEP's for other experiments. The PSYM ability to obtain

all the data automatically after user input, frees the operator for

other work.

A more detailed pseudopolarogram was run for 1 pg/L Cu in ace-

tate buffer over an EDEP range encompassing its wave as shown in

Figure 39. Three runs were made for each EDEP value with a 10 mV

resolution. The order of EDEP values run was random. The plot of
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EDEP versus log (ip/(id - ip)) shown in Figure 40 indicates reversi-

ble behavior. A least squares fit to this plot gives n = 2.0783 (sn

= 1 x 10-4) and E1/2 = +0.0374 V (sE = 8 x 10-4 V) where s indicates

the standard deviation. The diffusion limited plateau was reached

by -0.02 and -0.04 V was chosen for later studies as the EDEP for

free Cu.

Studies with EDTA

EDTA is a ligand commonly used in speciation studies because of

its relatively well defined characteristics (i.e. structure, chela-

ting ability, known 6's and kf's with metal, and purity). It also

can be a serious pollutant. EDTA is often used to test the complexa-

tion capacity titration techniques using Cu. However, the reliabili-

ty of the technique has been questioned because the 6 values calcu-

lated from the titrations are in error. This error has been attrib-

uted to both labile complexes (i.e. fast dissociation kinetics) and

to directly reducible complexes. Further study of the Cu-EDTA system

is certainly important.

The general strategy in these studies was to run DPASV scans of

1 pg/L Cu solutions at an EDEP value of -0.04V with PLATE = 300 s.

These scans were run with and without EDTA to determine the effect of

[EDTA] on the ip of free Cu. Next, pseudopolarograms were run with

selected EDTA concentrations.

Enough EDTA was added to a 1 pg/L (1.57 x 10-8 M) Cu sample to

reduce the observed peak height at EDEP = -0.04 V by 50%. This
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condition is denoted 50% titrated solution and required 1.18. x 10-7 M

EDTA. No Cu wave is expected as calculations using = 5.5 x 10 12

for Cu-EDTA show [Ce2] = 0.013 ng/L.

The pseudopolarogram of a 50% titrated solution is shifted

cathodically as shown in Figure 41. The plot of EDEP versus log

(ip/(id - ip)) (Figure 42) shows n = 4.563 (sn = 0.001), indicating

an irreversible reduction, with E1/2 = -0.062 V (sE = 0.003 V).

Because free copper gave a reversible reduction, the wave cannot be

due to labile Cu-EDTA. The reduction wave is due to a quasi-labile

complex or to direct reduction of the complex. The theory of polaro-

graphy predicts that a kinetic controlled reduction current should

cause a shift in E112, a reduction of the slope of the wave front

(observed quantitatively as an increase in the n value), and a de-

crease in id. Direct reduction of a metal complex should also pro-

duce a different E112, a large n value, but not a significant drop in

id.

In the next experiment, copper was added to a 6 mM buffer solu-

tion in two spikes (each corresponding to 0.5 pg/L after dilution)

to establish sensitivity. This was followed by successive spikes of

EDTA which decreased the ip at EDEP = -0.04 V until the signal

reached zero as shown in Figure 43. It required 3.15 x 10-7 M EDTA

to reduce the Cu ip to 5% of the free Cu (1.5 x 10-8 M) value and

this condition is denoted as 100% titrated.

The pseudopolarogram under these conditions is shown in Figure

44 and the wave is shifted even more cathodically than the 50% tit-
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Figure 42. Reversibility Plot of a 50% Titrated Cu-EDTA Solution.
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rated solution. The plot of EDEP versus log (ip/(id - ip)) shown in

Figure 45 gives n = 4.933 (sn = 0.001) which is significantly larger

than the value for the 50% titration condition. The value of E1/2 =

- 0.167 V (sE = 0.003) extracted from this plot shows a large nega-

tive shift from the 50% titration condition. These data are also

consistent with the formation of a quasi-labile complex. The Elp is

shifted, the n value is increased and id is less for the Cu-EDTA

complex (14 A) than for the free Cu (19 iA) (89).

The most common ASV speciation technique involves the measure-

ment of the concentration of acid-exchangeable complexes by adjusting

the pH. To demonstrate this technique, EDTA was added to give a cell

concentration of 1.57 x 10-10 M to a 1.18 x 10-8 M 34 solution at the

acetate buffer pH and then analyzed by DPASV with a 5 min. deposition

at EDEP = -1.3 V. Next, the pH was adjusted to pH 2 with HNO3 and

then analyzed again. DPASV scans were also run at both pH's without

the addition of EDTA.

Several problems arise when using the PSYM at higher ionic

strength. The potentiostat circuit oscillates making the noise much

higher than at lower ionic strengths. Also the mercury oxidation

wave moves cathodically while the 1-1+ reduction wave moves anodically

obscuring the Cu and Zn peaks, respectively. Therefore, for samples

with higher electrolyte concentration (> 0.01) such as the pH 2

samples, only Pb and Cd peaks are measurable.

The results summarized in Table XIV indicate the following. An

EDTA concentration of 1.57 x 10-6 M in a 1 pg/L B4 solution complete-



Figure 45. Reversibility Plot for 100% Titrated Cu-EDTA Solution.
Same conditions as Figure 44.
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ly suppresses all peaks even at EDEP = -1.3 V. The Cd and Pb EDTA

complexes are at least partially acid labile. Because the sensitivi-

ty for the free metal changes with pH, it is difficult to make

quantitative statements. The ip's for Cd and Pb are higher in the

lower pH solution with EDTA compared to the solution without EDTA.

This indicates that the TMFE sensitivity changed between experiments

or that the presence of EDTA affects the calibration sensitivity.

Several articles in the literature warn about assuming the same

sensitivity for different media.

Table XIV. Effect of pH on Cu-EDTA Solutions.a

Peak Current (II A)
Solution Element Sample Blank Corrected

(11 A) (p A) (P A)

B4 Zn 12.5 + 0.46 2.8 + 0.4 9.7 + 0.6
Cd 10.07-+ 0.04 0.19- 9.88-+ 0.04
Pb 6.4 + U.03 0.29 6.11 T 0.03
Cu 6.4 -+- 0.6 0.7 + 0.3 5.9 +D.6

B4 + Acid Zn
Cd 3.4 + 0.4 0 3.4 + 0.4
Pb 4.4 T 0.5 0 4.4 -T 0.5

Cu - - -

B4 + EDTA Zn 0 2 + 2
Cd 0 0- 0

Pb 0 0 0

Cu 0 0 0

B4 + EDTA Zn - -

+ Acid Cd 5.1 + 0.4 0 5.1 + 0.4
Pb 6.7 --r- 0.6 0 6.7 -+- 0.6

Cu - - -

a 1.18 x 10 -8 M B4, 1.51 x 10-6 M EDTA, Acid pH 2 with HNO3 + std.

dev. (for 3 runs.)
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The dependence of sensitivity on pH was studied further.

This is shown in (Table XV). The sensitivities were calculated using

three measurements at each of two concentrations. In all cases the

sensitivity of the instrument to a particular metal decreased with a

. decrease in pH. The pH's were adjusted with acetate and acetic acid

at 6 mM concentration. The change in sensitivity points out the

necessity of calibrating every sample even if the only difference is

a pH change.

Studies With Humic Acid

Adsorption of organic materials onto the surface of the mercury

electrode is another serious problem with ASV speciation techniques.

To demonstrate this problem, solutions containing HA were studied.

HA is the label applied to an amorphous group of large, organic, weak

acids isolated from natural waters. Although the structures of HA

are not well defined, HA has been used in numerous speciation studies

as a major chelator in natural systems. Its ASV speciation charact-

eristics have been described as labile, quasi-labile or absorptive

depending on the source.

A technique similar to medium exchange was employed to study the

effect of HA on the electrode. The cell containing 6 mM buffer was

spiked with Cu solutions to produce cell concentrations of 1 - 5

pg/Lof Cu. After each spike, a DPASV scan was made with a 5 min

PLATE and EDEP of -0.04 V. The calibration slope was determined to
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be 3.58 + 0.07 IA Lug -1. Next, a titration of the 5 pg/L Cu

solution was

pH

Table XV.

Metal

Change in Sensitivities with pH.

Sensitivity Intercept

(u A Lg-1) (,1A)

5.51 Zn 2.8 + 0.2 14.2 + 0.7

Cd 6.19 + 0.08 1.5 + 0.2

Pd 2.91 + 0.08 1.5 + 0.2

Cu 5.05 + 0.08 4.2 + 0.2

3.45 Zn 1.08 + 0.05 1.05 + 0.2

Cd 1.08 + 0.02 0.92 + 0.06

Pd 1.08 + 0.05 0.4 + 0.2

Cu 0.44 + 0.03 0.11 + 0.08

done with HA (Figure 46). The solution was successively spiked with

HA to produce cell concentrations of 0.1 - 0.5 mg/L of HA. Over this

range of [HA] the ip for Cu decreased and leveled out at approxi-

mately half of its starting value. Finally, the Cu-HA solution was

removed and replaced by the 6 mM acetate buffer. The Cu spiking

procedure was repeated and the calibration slope was reduced to 1.7 +

9.1 'IA L g-1. The loss in calibration sensitivity of over 50% due to

HA with the TMFE indicates blockage of the TMFE by absorbed HA which

did not desorb into the clean blank.
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If the effect of HA adsorption is a simple loss of sensitivity

then standard addition can be used to determine the calibration slope

in the presence of HA and thus al low the determination of Cu in a

sample. A kinetic study was done on the Cu-HA system to determine

how long the electrode must be in contact with HA before its absorp-

tive effects reach equilibrium.

The ip for 5 pg/L Cu was monitored at two different EDEP's

after the addition of HA to a cell concentration of 1 mg/L with a

PLATE of 300 s. An initial reduction in ip was observed after addi-

tion of HA but the signal leveled out within the first 10 to 20 min

as shown in Figure 47. Subsequent samples where adsorption is

suspected (i.e. HA or WRS) were allowed to equilibrate with the

electrode for at least 10 minutes. The ip's were larger with the

more cathodic EDEP's which indicates that some of the Cu is

complexed.

Pseudopolarography was done on the Cu-HA system. An HA concen-

tration of 1 mg/L was added and is a typical HA concentration in

freshwater samples. The Cu concentration was 5 pg/L. This is

slightly higher than typical environmental levels, 0.5 to 3 ilg/L.

This higher Cu concentration allows the time consuming pseudopolaro-

graphy experiment to be carried out in a reasonable time since PLATE

can be reduced from 5 to 1 min. The TMFE was equilibrated with the

Cu-HA for over a half hour to ensure the adsorption of HA onto the

TMFE had established equilibrium.
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The pseudopolarogram and reversibility plot are shown in Figures

48 and 49, respectively. The plot of EDEP versus log (ip/(id - ip))

yielded a value of n = 6.194 (sn = 0.001) indicating an irreversible

reduction. The value of E1/2 was + 0.020 V (sE = 0.003 V) which is a

small negative shift from free copper. These data indicate that in

addition to HA adsorption occurring in this sample there is the

possibility of a quasi-labile complex, a directly reduced complex or

even an adsorbed reduced complex.

An acid lability study of 1 pg/L B4 solutions with and without

HA was attempted. The results were very inconsistent.

Studies with a Natural Water Sample

The last type of sample tested was from a natural source, the

Willamette River. Since this is a natural sample, quasi-labile com-

plexes, reducible complexes and adsorption can all be expected.

Pseudopolarography was done for Cu in the WRS solution with a 5

minute PLATE. Pseudopolarograms of Cu-EDTA and Cu-HA showed only

negative Ein'S and the values for EDEP were selected with this in

mind. However, the pseudopolarogram and reversibility plot in

Figures 50 and 51, respectively, show a slight positive shift in E1/2

from the value of 0.037 V for Cu so that the values of EDEP did not

cover the full wave. With data for half of the wave (EDEP = -0.30 V

to 0.08 V), values for n = 9.00 (sn = 0.01) and E1/2 = 0.10 V (sE =

0.01 V) were calculated using the plot of log (ip/(id - ip)) versus

EDEP. The large n value indicates an irreversible reduction while
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the positive shift in E1/2 could indicate reduction of a Cu complex

that is adsorbed onto the electrode surface.

A titration of WRS with spikes of B4 solution was conducted as

shown in Figure 52. The cell concentrations of B4 ranged from 1 to 5

p g/L. PLATE was reduced from 300 to 75 s for the 2-5 1.1 g/L concen-

trations as a means of reducing sensitivity and the ip's were later

scaled to the sensitivity used for the WRS. Figure 52 indicates that

the ip's from Cd, Pb and Cu are reduced at lower concentration addi-

tions of B4 due to complexation. The higher concentration points

were fitted to a line and the slopes used to estimate the ASV mea-

surable metals and the intercept is used to estimate the complexation

capacity as shown in Table XVI. Results for Zn were difficult to

interpret since a linear region was not observed. Possibly the Zn ip

increases for the addition producing a cell concentration of 2 g/L

due to reduced intermetallic effects with a decreased PLATE. Titra-

tion plots with higher cell [B4] exhibited reduced slopes and non-

linearity.

Studies of acid lability of the WRS solution were inconsistent.

Sample composition appeared to vary within 24 hours of sampling even

with storage at 4 °C.
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Table XVI. Metal Concentrations and Complexation
Capacities for a River Water Sample

Metal Concentrationa
Approximate

Complexation Capacity

Zn

(pg/L)

4.0 + 0.6

(pg/L)

Cd 0.32 + 0.04 1

Pb 0.15 + 0.02 1

Cu 0.40 + 0.07 1

+ 1 Std. Dev.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this research, a microcomputer automated anodic stripping

voltammetry instrument was developed. A single-board microcomputer,

the SYM, was dedicated to this purpose and interfaced to an in-house

designed and built potentiostat/cell system with a rotating glassy

carbon disc working electrode.

The instrument provides many unique features that enhance the

use of voltammetry in terms of capability and ease of use. User

input of numerous parameters allows flexible control of most aspects

of a voltammetric experiment including the voltage waveform applied

to the cell, the timing and mode of data acquisition, the voltage and

time intervals involved in plating a TMFE, in pre- and postcondition-

ing of an electrode, in outgassing, and in the voltammetric scan, and

the speed of rotation of the rotating TMFE. This degree of control

allows almost any type of voltammetric experiment to be conducted.

Because the parameter values for up to 30 runs can be initially

input, a study where one or more parameter values are changed for

each run can be carried out in an automated fashion without user

attention. This frees the operator for other tasks and was found

particularly useful for precision and optimization studies and

pseudopolarography.

The data handling capabilities of the PSYM greatly reduce post-

analysis time since the data are manipulated and presented in a more

useful form. The background scan option in ASV experiments allows
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peak data to be subtracted from a large variable residual current

baseline. Baseline fitting techniques applied to the background

corrected voltammogram are used to report directly the height and

voltage of stripping peaks.

Computer control of the cell system allows outgassing of oxygen,

addition of solutions to the cell, evacuation of the cell solution,

and washing of the cell to be accomplished in a faster and more

reproducible fashion. In particular, automatic injection of stand-

ards into a buffer or sample solution in the cell simplifies standard

additions, generation of calibration curves, and titration experi-

ments.

The characteristics of the PSYM were determined and compared to

theory and to those of a popular commercial instrument. Also, the

performance of the HMDE and the TMFE were compared. Use of the PARC

system allowed for easier troubleshooting of the cell system and

pointed out problems with the outgassing system and the counter

electrode half-cell. Scan rate was observed to affect the resolution

and ip of DP with the PARC due to its large time constant while the

PSYM's response agreed with theory. Resolution was worse with the

HMDE but reproducibility was worse with the TMFE. The large time

constant of the PARC also decreases the enhancement of ip with pulse

height. The time constant proved to be the greatest determinate in

the optimum parameter values chosen for the two instruments. The

smaller time constant of the PSYM al lowed the use of higher pulse

frequencies, higher pulse heights and much faster scan rates and
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resulted in shorter analysis times. Sampling of the faradaic current

nearer to the application of the pulse increased calibration sensi-

tivity.

Calibration curves with the four metals established linearity

below 5-9 pg/L as expected. Intermetal lic compound formation and

TMFE saturation serve to limit the range of linearity, particularly

for Zn and Cu, with the TMFE. Two detection limits were determined,

for different conditions. For long deposition times, the limit was

set by noise in the blank to be between 0.05 and 0.1 pg/L for the

four metals. For short deposition times, the limit was a practical

one set by the minimum metal spike required to give a noticeable peak

and was -0.2 pg/L for Pb.

The precision in the analysis system was primarily limited by

the reproducibility of producing the TMFE. Also a given TMFE was

observed to be mechanically unstable. This caused a slow decrease in

TMFE thickness with time and resulted in a slow increase in the

inter-element effect over many runs.

The PSYM was used to demonstrate the ASV speciation techniques

of acid-exchangeable complex determination, complexing capacity tit-

ration and pseudopolarography. The problems of quasi-liability,

direct reduction of metal complexes and organic absorption onto the

working electrode were demonstrated with samples of EDTA, humic acid

and Willamette River water. The technique of pseudopolarography

proved most useful for detecting shifts and irreversibility in metal

reduction waves due to complexation for pg/L concentrations of
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metals. Acid lability studies were less successful because of the

change in the calibration sensitivity with pH. The restricted range

of linearity with a TMFE restricts the use of standard addition and

complexation capacity titration techniques. Exchange of solutions

demonstrated that the sensitivity of the TMFE is significantly

affected by adsorption of the HA onto the TMFE.

Results obtained suggest further studies and improvements. The

potentiostat circuit should be modified to avoid the instability of

OA's observed when working with higher electrolyte concentrations.

Circuitry or software should be added to well the operator when the

I/V converter OA overloads. For one minute deposition times, readout

resolution limits the detectability. The gain cannot be increased

because the residual current then overloads the I/V converter. Cir-

cuitry could be added to input a current to the I/V converter summing

point to buck out residual current and allow higher gains to be used.

The present RDE exhibits some precession which may affect the

hydrodynamics of TMFE formation and metal plating. The rotation

drive of the RDE should be rebuilt to al low for a belt drive, more

spacing between the bearings and metal support as opposed to

Plexiglas support. A method of better securing the TMFE to the GC

needs to be developed.

The addition of other peripherals to the SYM computer would

greatly increase its computational and display ability. A disk

system, a graphics terminal and an X-Y plotter would allow for more

powerful software, more room for raw data, for a filing system, for
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interactive graphics and for better data readout. Software for im-

plementing the Kalman filter would allow more precise location of the

peak height and position. Fast Fourier transform methods could be

used for noise reduction. More room for data would allow acquisition

of data points along the entire pulse including before and after.

pulse. This stored data could be later analyzed for electron trans-

fer reversibility, organic adsorption, lability kinetics, etc.

Since environmental samples are quite complex, as has been dis-

cussed, a standard speciation approach is needed. This approach

should consider how to use the various available techniques in a log-

ical order to obtain the maximum amount of information in the minimal

amount of time. It is suggested that pseuodpolarography be used

first to find the proper EDEP for further experiments and to estab-

lish from shifts and the shapes of waves the presence of complexed

metals and their nature. It is also critical to run standard solu-

tions of metals after the working electrode has been in contact with

the sample to ascertain adsorption effects on sensitivity.
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APPENDIX I

POWER SUPPLIES

Four identical power supplies for the ADC12, DAC16, DAC12 and poten-

tiostat modules were constructed based on the circuit diagram shown in

Figure Al. The power supply provides +15 V at 70 mA and +5 V at 270 mA.

The computer power supply is based on standard design and is detailed

in a in-house hardware wok (223). It supplies 8 V, unregulated at 16 A,

and +12 V and +5 V regulated at 1.5 A, 1.5 A and 3 A, respectively.



Figure Al. MiniPower Supply Circuit Diagram. T, Signal transfor-
mer MPL 1215; C 1, 3600 uf; C2, C3, 750 uf; C4, C5,
C5, 1 uf Tan.; CH, Rf choke, Stackpole 571393; Il, +5V
regulator (7805); 12, +15V regulator (7815); I3,15V
regulator (7915); 01, 02 3 A diode; D3, full wave
bridge retifier, 1A; Sl, DPDT switch; R, 270 .

210
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APPENDIX II

POTENTIOSTAT DATA

Table AI indicates the feedback resistors and capacitors avai 1 abl e on

potentiostat board for 0A3 and the corresponding computer code for changing

the gain. Capacitor values are selected for a 0.1 ms time constant.

Table All indicates the functions of the dip switches for control of

the potentiostat connections .

Table AI. Potenti ostat Current Gains

Rf Input Code R

(S2)

Cf
(df)

2000 0.01 10000

10 0.1 1000

20 0.2 500

50 0.5 200

100 1 100

200 2 50

500 5 20

1000 10 10

Table AII. Manual Switches of Potentiostata

Dip switch Number Function

1 Dually Cell
2 Dummy Cell
3 Reference
4 Counter

5 Working

aAll switches closed with ON condition
Normally switches 3-5 are ON
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APPENDIX III

ADC12 CONNECTIONS

Table AIII indicates the edge connector pinout for the ADC12 module.

Table AIII. ADC12 Connections

Pin Number Function

M Data Bit 4

N Data Bit 5

P Data Bit 6

R Data Bit 7

S Data Bit 8 (0)

T Data Bit 9 (1)

U Data Bit 10 (2)

V Data Bit 11 (3)

X Start

Mode

Z GND

1 +5 V

2 +15 V

3 -15 V

10 Analog in

11
Jumper for Trimpot Adjust

13
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APPENDIX IV

DAC12 DATA

The DAC12 module is based on a design detailed in in-house

circuit book (224). Table AIV indicates the switch positions for

selecting the range.

Table AIV.

Switch Settings for DAC12 Output Rangea

Range (V) Switch No.

3 4 5 6 7 8

+ 10 1 0 1 0 1 0

+ 5 0 0 1 0 0 1

+ 2.5 0 1 1 0 0 1

0 + 10 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 + 5 0 1 0 1 0 1

a 1 = closed, 0 = open, switches 1 and 2 not connected.
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APPENDIX V

COMPUTER BOARDS

Tables AV, AVI and AVII indicate the switch positions for

addressing the RAM boards, the I/O board and the EPROM board, respec-

tively. The EPROM board circuit is detailed in the in-house KIMM

hardware manual (225).

Table AV.

Switch No.

3 2 1

Switch Configurations for RAM Boardsa

Memory Start @ Memory Ends @

0 0 0 0000 1FFF

0 0 1 2000 3FFF

0 1 0 4000 5FFF

0 1 1 6000 7FFF

1 0 0 8000 9FFF

1 0 1 A000 BFFF

1 1 0 C000 DFFF

1 1 1 E000 FFFF

aSwitches 1, 2 and 3 for address lines 13, 14 and 15, respectively.
Switches 4-6 set to position 1, 1 = off, switch toward board,
0 = on, switch away from board.
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Table AV I Swi tcn Configurations for EPROM Board a

Key Number Address Block Selected

1 0000-1FFF

2 2000-3FFF

3 4000-5FFF

4 6000-7FFF

5 8000-9FFF

6 A000-BFFF

7 C000-DFFF

8 E000-FFFF

aA different key on each of the 8-key piano switches is used for each
8K block. Only 1 key on each switch should be in the closed
position, toward the board.

Table AVII, Switch Configurations for I/O Board.a

Switch No.

Left Bankb

A13

Right Bankb

All A10A15 MA Switch No. Al2

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

2 0 0 1 2 0 0 1

3 0 1 0 3 0 1 0

4 0 1 1 4 0 1 1

5 1 0 0 5 1 0 0

6 1 0 1 6 1 0 1

7 1 1 0 7 I 1 0

8 1 1 1 8 1 1 1

a -C1 ose (1) switches for desired address, al 1 other switches must be
open.

bWith component side up.
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APPENDIX VI

SYM I/O LINES

The connections to the optically isolated SYM I/O lines are pre-

sented in Tables AIX and AX. The I/O Amphenol connector pinouts are

indicated in Figure A2.



Table AVIII. SYM 1/0 to DAC16

a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h. i. J.

(A801) BPAO 0 1 18 9a 101 013 Kt D 1

1 3 2 19 10a 81 015 10b E 2

2 C 3 20 Ka 111 017 Lb F 3

3 12 4 21 La 91 018 lb H 4

4 N 5 22 Ma 71 019 Yb J 5

5 11 6 23 Pb 201 021 21b K 6

6 M 7 24 Cb 161 023 Zb N 7

7 10 8 25 Bb 141 024 18b N 8

BCA1 E 9 014 6b P 9

.BCA2 4 10 016 8b R 10

(A800) BPBO L 14 6 16b 241 020 17b S 11

1 9 15 7 14b 231 07 2a T 12

2 K 16 8 13b 211 09 Ba V 13

3 8 17 9 12b 191 011 la H 14

4 J 18 10 5b 181 08 Fa X 15

5 7 19 11 3b 171 010 Da r 16

6 H 20 12 2b 151 022 19a L;U Strobe
7 6 21 13 lb 131 C Output

BCB1 F 22 A +15 V
BCB2 5 23 5 Rb 221 B -15 V

GNO I 13 3 Ab (13-18) GI (13-18) GO Jb 1-22 GND

Nb (1 9-24) GI (19 -24) GO Xb
Ila (7-12) GI ( 7-12) GO 3a

9a
+5 v A 12 16 4b (13-18) VI (13-18) VO llb Z +5 V

15b (19-24) VI (19-24) VO 20b
Ja ( 7-12) VI ( 7-12) VO 22b

Aa
Ca

a., SYM 6522
d., lower vec
indicates boa
01, G-GND, V-
corresponding

#2 I/O lines; b., SYM auxiliary application connector pin no.; c., PSYM SPORT Amphenol pin no.;
for cage back Pmphenol for DAC16 pin no.; e and h., 01 board edge connecter pin no., letter
rd, a-01 chips no. 1-12, b-01 chips no. 13-24; f. and g., 01 chip no. ('indicates input side of
+5 V, 0 indicates output side of 01; 1., DAC16 board edge connector pin no.; J., function of
pin no.



Table AIX. SYM 1/0 to ADC12 and Potentiostat

a. b. c. d. e. f. 2. h._ i. J.

(A001) APA 0 14 1 13 Tc 030 01 14a E SYM #1

1 4 2 12 Uc 026 05 13a F SYM 02

2 3 3 11 Sc 028 04 Sa L SYM A

3 2 4 10 2c 031 06 Ta M SYM B

4 5 5 9 Bc 033 03 Pa N SYM C

5 6 6 8 lc 035 (1-6) GO 15a 6 GND

6 7 7 7 Ec 036 (1-6) VO Ra A +5V

7 8 8 6 Fc 032 Na

(A000) APB 0 9 14 25 14d 471

1 10 15 24 12d 431 k. 1.

2 11 16 23 20a 1 301 Vc -M 80- 4

3 12 17 22 Va 61 261 21c N 5

4 13 18 21 Ya 31 281 20c P 6

5 16 19 20 Za II 311 Mc R 7

331 Lc S 8 (0)

7 15 21 18 Xa 51 351 Kc T 9 (1)

GND 1 13 3 3c (31-36) GO 361 Nc U 10 (2)

15c (25-30) GO 321 10c V 11 (3)

22a (1-6) G1 047 Zd X Start

Nd (43-48) GI 043 Yd Y Mode

+5 V A 12 16 Wa (1-6) VI (31-36) GI 11c 22 GND

15d (43-48) VI (25-30) GI 22c

Ac (31-36) VO (43-48) GO Xd
Cc (31-36) VI Jc 1 +5V

Rc (25-30) VO (25-30) VI We

Nc (43-48) VO 20d
22d

a., SYM 6522 #1 I/O lines; b., SYM application connector pin no.; c., PSYM APORT Amphenol pin no.; d., lower
vector cage back Amphenol for potentiostat/ADCI2 pin no.; e. and h., 01 board edge connector pin no., letter
indicates board, a-01 chips no. 1-12, c-01 chips no. 25-36, d-OI chips no. 37-48; f., and g.,01 chip no.
indicates input side of 01, G-GND, v- +5 V, 0 indicates output side of 01; i., potentiostat edge connector
pin no.; j., function of corresponding potentiostat pin no.; k., ADC12 edge connector pin no.; 1., function

of corresponding ADC12 pin no.
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Figure A2. PSYM I/O Ports. APORT and BPORT tabulated
in Tables AIX and AX, configured like
EPORT except APORT missing control lines
and APB6; FPORT configured as EPORT but
not used (9E01 - FPA, 9E00 - FPB); DPORT
configured as SYM-Terminal Connector (T);
a, control box switch no. 1; b, chart pen
remote; c., chart drive remote; d, wash
valve; e, control box switch no. 2; f,
injector; g, control box solenoid no. 2;
h, control box solenoid no. 1.



GND +5V CI
8
7

7
6

6
5

5
4

4
3

3
2

2
1

CPORT

13 12 11 10 '9 8 T

pin no.

6 5 4 3 2

25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 IS

CI 7 6 5 4 3 2 I

a. b. c. .12 II 10 9
V

DACI2 bit no.

OND +5V C2 CI T 6 5

13 12 II 10 9 8 T 6

EPORT pin no.

1 : DAC 12 bit no.
0 CPA (AC01)

I

14

0 CPB (ACOO)
strobe: DAC 12

d. e. f. g. h.
4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2
0 EPA (9C0I)

25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14

C2 CI 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 0 EPB (9C00)

1

Figure A2. PSYM I/O Ports.
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APPENDIX VII

PROGRAM LISTINGS



5 b1114130.101.P131101.813001.A11501.11150/.01511):C1,1.1142:C2,10

If 81,15125/.1125,25).60110.01191

15 FORJ,0TI1151READOIJI:NEXIJ

20 C3.111002C4,.305:POKE39939.255:PONE39937.1116USUE05:001050

25 41111,21011:6111,60211121,-1.15t6131.1.445:A14),1601151.125

30 618)=10:619/.1161101,7.501111,60:4161,.2516171,15
35 4112.1:A1131,1tA1141,.1161151,11:11(161,11:14(17) ,.1

40 61201,250001:6.1636:6118),2208A11914-1.30_111.211.1
45 8050810:605111235:RETURN

50 1NPW1 ":A$08505530011050
55 IFA40"60"6018215
60 FORK,11014:1081,01019:6131411(-1.31:NEXIJ

65 60511070:NEXIKsK=K-ItREION4

70 IFA191,10RA191,20RA(9) .4801080
75 1FA(9100601041910161HEWRIII1 *OAD 114M":141URN

Of 0,4191:R=I111161111//C411S=A111//C2:1,A112)4C3/C4
85 U,A(131/C210,61141413/C4:41,41151/C2:X=01116//C2

90 9,411171K3/C4:L=A419/4C3/C4:2,111181:A,A11),C21605111255

95 IFA(II<I1ORAM>36001HENFRINVOAP 1411":RETURN
100 IFA111:11084111)255111HENPRINI"BAD PLATE":81FIURN

105 IFA121<-11086121n2THENPRINT"OAD D05"tREIURN
110 PINTIA(2) C3/C41,C=INtIA131/3E,INTIA(5) /C4/
115 IFA(31/41171-619)THFOFRINT"BAD DELAY"'REIURN
121 G,INTIA(711-INTIA19)1-114116(31)

125 DrINI1C3/614)/-1011111-C-INTIA1711
130 IFAIW-10086161>C2INENPRINVOAD EN"sREIURN
135 F,A(614L3/14

141 RESTORE:FORJ=01015:8EADBID:NEX1J:6010155
145 PA14100.10,200.21.9.500.49.6.1000.100
150 BAIA 1..1,111.1.20.1.97.50.4.63

155 180I,11017SIEF2:1F418141116010165

160 NMI
165 11,11-1/t2:J=0:1FA(81<:0A,01,17111ENFI(INF"OAD RF",REIURN

171 0451141"F1100".A.D.C.O.E.F,8,14.M.R.S,I.O.V.U.X.(.2.L.,1)

175 GOSUB955
180 F,1168510-0141/10-118,2A0864:1F104/08112A08161.0)6010195
I85 4011.910-1.0:60588255:0,3:114:7,2-64

190 1,1115,119,90=0:L=9:3,00010170
195 Or7A0D16:1,0:01HENGOSUO1125
2111 0,110-1,18/AND0:IFIKAIIHENG0SUB4110

205 0.1.10-1,181610411F00111HENG05116290

211 MORN
215 IFA40-8F5E1"6010265
220 PRINT"OFF5E1 = ":13:'.":1NPUIA

225 IFA 0091'411961flENFRIMI"OAD OFFSET":0010220

230 IFATIIIHENOFIURN

235 0,633,8:645813"F000".0.J1:811UAN
240 FORC,01020:FORI,010114-11:111.0,40.00EXTIINEXTUREAURN

BASIC PROGRAM

245 FOR1,11010-11.111.C1=JsNEXTIREFURN
250 FOR1.01010-1111NPUIJ:1(1.C),J:NEXTI:REIURN

255 8210105161.1-3610/4.43095.25440=70,858(3"F0011".0.J1
260 FORJ,090C3:11EXIJAEIURN
265 IFAlks"RFM"G010275

270 C,0:685118250:REIURN

275 IFAS('"EGAS-6010285
280 C,12:80cUP210:kETURN
285 IFA40"CHAR1'0010295
291 4,4131,79C31/0) /39.2,1FA:ITHENA,1

293 J=21A=USR(1"1014".A.DeREIUFN
795 IFAS IPAS"6810301

C.11:00802511:RETURN
305 IFAIWEPRE"6010315
311 C.14010S10250:RETURN
315 IFAIWIIIVO0T0323
320 C=13$00SUB2511tRETURN

325 IFAIWIS"00T0335
330 J.110.18)AN012710,111,005111245eRETU0N

335 IFAII<>"01"0010345

340 J.1.( 0.111)0R1211:C*10:00SU1245:RE1URN

345 IFASWEDEP'00T0355
350 C.19$60SUP250:REIURN

355 IFASWPLATE"0010365
360 C=1:60SU1250:REIURN
365 IFA40"0711"0010375
370,C=15:60SUI2511111URN

375 IFA1101105"00T03115
380 C=2:00$110250,11E1URN

385 IFASWEW0010395
390 C.600SU1251101E1URN
395 IFASWPEAg"6011:1775
400 C.1.(11-1,20) /11K-1,C2/111.35/111(-1.C21:1=1

405 J=9:A=USAWF1W.C.A,As1=2323005000110:E=N-2:J=2067200.57344
410 1=J:0081101100:1F11=00010460

415 IFM<>57344THEN0N:001°431
420 .1*.I*6$1,110E0070 490

425 60T0410
430 00:1FJ0286726070440
435 P5734410070445
440 I.J-2160SUB0000.11
445 IF0<.00010420
450 11(1).110111=141:1F10.060T0420

455 11002100T04511

461 IFJ.211672111ENPRDWNO PEARS'100T04711

465 04:11070430
470 11.1111-1.101AN103211F11.01HENREIURN

475 IF( E-11)>I00THEN1/2501A=1E-0/216010405



488 11.1E-0/2:A.58
485 FORI.OTOU:0(1)=0.2*INT(IsIA/5011:NEXT
470 1F1-1>51THENU.511:A.1-1:0010580
495 U.1-1:6.51

5/1 FORJ=11011:L.011011.1,016/50111:GOSUD810

515 01.11.1.111-1,2/.(1.-57344)/LIK-1,C21/1C321

511 P01.(01-0-204014.001/(1.(K-1,0)0E41:NEXTJ
515 11.0:E=0:0.J-1:FORI.IT00:11=0*PII)sE.E+0111

528 NEXTIA.1:FORF.IT03:H=F-10.2018.J+F:0=1+0
525 R.0:2=11/R:AIJI=Z:FOR1.1100:1111)=2:NEXI

53/ L=1:A11/4/R:S.011.11:FOR1.1100:A(0.11.0111-411)
535 S.S+A(8411.A10):T.P(11-811)0.8,A18411TINEXI
540 TFG.ITHENRETURN

545 0.8:241/01AIJ.11.1:FOR1.1100:0(111R(1/*20(641):NEXT
551 'FF=18010611
555 FORI=ITOO:A(1.1) =1:NEXT:L*2:X=2
560 IFT.ITHENPRINT-OVERLOAD"IRETURN

565 A1110(141/R:D.O:FOR1.1100:8.1.0(1)0A18+1/*A1G+1):NEXT

57/ AIX1=8/UsS=1:11.8

575 FORI.IT0D:A(8+11.10(11-A(X)1*A10.1)-AIN:X14A(PI)
580 S=S+A(1+1)*A(8+11:11.110(8+1)0(PM-R(11) :NEXT
585 R.0:11.811.8184:6=1:2=11/11:AIJ4X).2

59/ FOR1=1I00:11111.1111)+2,A(041):NEXT:IFL=F8010600

595 1 .L.1:X.X41:8010560

600 ONF0010605.610.620
605 C111.A(2)-AIII*A131:C(2 0131:8010645
611 CI3).11(4)-A(1)01514A16MA111*A(2)-A1311
615 041.11(51-A(6)*(AIII+A(2)1:C(5/.4(61:00T0645
621 C161=A16)+A(11*A(21s1A(81-A13) 0A19))+A(1)*(4(5)019 -A(7)1

625 C16/..C(6)411141.:1A(31A19) -A(8)1

630 1.4(1) .1A(2101311.61210A(31-A14) -A151

635 C171.A17/-A(81.1A(1)+A(21)0(V).:
641 C1111.11(8)-A:9141A111.6121.A(3)1:C(9).A(91

645 FORI=ITOF.1:A.A.1:NEXT:V.11:FORI.1100:7=1:C.A-F-2
658 FORJ=ITOF.117.14C(Cf.1)4111,1J-1):NEXTJIDI .P(11-Y
655 V=1,0411( 1) 1(1) :NEXTI:IFIO-F-11.OTHENRETURN

661 G(F)=SOR(7/10-F-1)1:NEXTF
665 IF011)4(2)AND8111,0(3)1HENA=1
671 IF6(1),.0(2)AND8121:613/1HENA=2:0070688
675 A.3

688 FORX=1T048STEP6

685 1.28672+X:6OSU18011:1F,148010728
691 DIX/3+11.1.(K-1.21 41(11-573441*LIN-1.C2/),(2*C3)

695 1...28674+X:80SUB801

700 A( X/6.1)=11K-1.2).:111-573441411K-1.C211/(243)

705 L=M:GOSU88110

711 GtX/641).(0-0-21481,44.881/ILIK-1.8ME41:L.28676*X:GOSU88/0
715 DIX/3.21.1.1K-1.21.118-573441.1(K-1.C21)/(24CD:NEXTX

720 IFX.ITHENRETURNONAGOT0725.730,748
725 FOR1.1101(X-6)/6.1118(1)4111-C111-C(2)*A111:NEXIIGOT0750
73/ FORI=ITOM-61/6.11:0111.8(11-C(3)-04)*A111-C1510.111411111
735 NEX1:00T0750
748 FOR1.110M-61/6.1/
745 0(11411)-C(6)-07).6(11-C(81*AIII*AIII-C19).(A11).3):NEX1
750 FOR1.110((X-6)/6.1)
755 IF6IIIME-4/LIK-1,81)60107711
761 PRINT"PEAK AT " :0(1):" V., HEIGHT = ":8111*C31" NICROAMP."

765 PRINT" CAIN. FOOT AT ":1111.2-11:"V., ANOD. F007 AT ":11(1421:"V."

770 NEXTI:RETURN

775 IFAW"INF"8010815
760 A10)=211111tA(1/.6101A(2)=0:A(31.1:4(4) .31,A15/.1110161..1

785 A(11) ..I.A(9).1:A(11).5:4111)=0:417)=61A(12/..10113)=0
791 11116).501(17)=.116(18)=64:41191=-1.31/1(14)..11A1151.0

795 6121)=2111:101:6.3584:80SU8810:805U1235:RETURN
810 IFL<OTHENL.L+65536

105 N.PEEK1L411.2564PEEK(L):RETURN
011 FOR1.11T0111-11:FORJ.1110212L(1..1).AIJI:NEXTJ:NEXTI:RETURN

115 IFAIWSTEP"6010825
120 C.C2:80SU8250:RETURN
025 IFA60"FRE0"0070835
830 C.4:8060625/:RETURN
135 IFASWHYTE"G0T0845
141 C.5:80S08250tRETURN
145 IFAW"UIDTH"8010855
151 C.71GOSUP251:RETURN

155 IFAt<>"DLAY"GOT0865
161 C=3:8000825111RETURN

165 IFAS<:"IITM"GOT0881
171 PRINT-INTEGRATING ":1( 11,9);" CYCLES. CHOSE 1.2,4,8.16 CYCLES."

875 C=9:80614251:RETURN
888 IFAS,;"RF"GOT0890

881 X=21sINPUTI:FORT=11017STEP2
882 IFT.P(1)INENJ.81141):C=8:X=.116080245:7.X
885 NEXTIOFX=20THENPRINT"DAD.RF":8ETUPN

891 IFA60"EPOS1 "6O109110

895 C.171809118250:RETURN

?Of IFA4::"TPOST"G0T0910

9115 C=16:80SUD250:RETURN
?If IFAW"ZONE"GOT0921
915 C =2/:60511825 /:RETURN

921 IFASWRUNS"0010931
925 INPUTNIG0SU8241tRETURM
930 IFA60"ASV"8010940
735 00SU825:RETURN
941 IF1160"GCE"GOT0950
945 INPUT"TIMEN ":10=1/C2:J.4:0=USRIA"F0118".T.JHREIURN



951 IFAt "0FF"6010960

955 .1=5:AASR1A"F001",J1:RETURN
960 IFAs. "DATA"60101.00

965 INPUT"SNARPNESS4 ":5:11.1

971 DEFFNAU11,.C3. EXPi-.5tIII-ID/S1921:FOR1=0T0511STEP2

975 8.2FNA175/4NA(29 0).1.5+FNA1270142.54FNA(410)+11-256192s5/256
veo PO7E57344+I.D-(INTID/256/)s256
985 P09E57145+1.10.(8/256):NEXT1

991 1.5714441:PORE232.1-11111(1/2561/*256:POKE233,1N111/256)
995 FORI.1 T0511:P01128672+1.1INEXTI:P=256sRETURN

1010 IFAS, "FLOU"60101121

1115 INPUT"ML ":M
1010 M.111/30)4361:A=PEEK1399371:POKE39937.A4
1115 70121.0TON:FORPIT0100:NEXTJ:NEVII:POREJ9937oURETURN
1020 IFAS(',"VAC"GOT01035

1025 A.PEEK139937)1POCE39937,A+2:FORI.OT011:F0RJ.1170C3:NEXTJ

1131 NEXIIIP0XE39937.A:F0RJ=0102001INEXTJ:RETURN
1135 IFAS:)"NJEC"G0T011155

1041 A.PEEK1399371:P0RE39937,A+4
1145 FORJ=0T0C3*2:14EXIJ:P0CE39937.A

1150 FORJ=0102000:NENTITRETURN

11155 11AS,:"BUCK"601011911

1061 E=L(11.6):FORJ=01040965TEP2

1165 A.L111.2/*IL11 .C2)4J//120C3H1FA.)ETHENRETURN
1071 1=2048-1(C( 0)+C(11)+114101*AtAsS11114A931*2.049E54L(N.211)

1175 IFIAITNEN1.0

1180 IF1)4095TNENI.4195

1085 POKE28674#J.1-(1011/256)/t256:PORE28675+J.(INT11/256))*2rNEXTj
1099 IFAt:"DUC60101110
1195 C01.Ci61:C110/.07):6101=08/:81101.091
1110 J.L40.181AND3200SU61175
1115 .1=( NOIDAN6(Li0.18)0R32):C=18:60508245:RETURN
1110 1FAt:,"DACR"G0T01130
1115 .1.1.10.181AND16:00SU61175

1120 .1.(NOTDAND(1.61.18)0016)a.18:G05U8245:RETURM
1125 .1.11:A=USR(6 "F010".J):RETURN

1130 IFAt:'.-"MULT"00T01145

1115 PRINT"DUCKING CURRENT MULTIPLIER IS ":1.11.211

1140 10111"NEU: A ":i10.211tREIUR0
1145 IFAt"FIT"60701161
1151 J=L11,18/AND8:60SUR1175
1155 .1.1NOTJAAND(110.16)0R81:C=18:G0SUb245tRE7URN

1160 IFAI: "PLOT"GOT01185
1165 J=L10,18,6ND4:G0511111175

1171 J.1NOIDANDiL10,1810R41:C=18:GOSU8245:RETURN
1175 IFJ=OTNENPRINT"ON":RETURN
1180 PRINT"OFF"IRETURN
1185 IrAt. "AUWG6T01260

1191 FORJr1T022:READStJ).110.J,:NEXIJ:9ESTORE
1195 INPUT"NEU PARAMETER 11.VALUE: ":A.D:IFA=160101205

1210 TIO.A1.8:80T01195
1205 G05U878100SUD1251:60SUI160:G0SUD1025:G0SU91275:G0SU11025:11.50
1211 GOSU81111:00SUD25:80SUB125516081460:60SUR1440:60SU860:110.0/.2
1215 INPUT"TMF ":Att8080781:G05 U11251:60SU860:60SU81025:G0SU81275

1223 808141025t11=5/;GOSU11/111COSU11041005UP252GOSUDI255:GOSUD60
1225 111.11.111,01-1111110,11/m180101215

1231 RETURN

1235 DATA 1,61,11,2011,11,1,19,-1.3.14,.1,13,0,17,.1,16,0
1241 BATA 11,61.1,211.401,17,-1.104,A,13.11,16.107,A
1245 BATA 15.1,5000,90,4,21,11,3,7,25
1251 FORK.IT08:C=S11111J=1( 0.1:):00SU8245:NEXIKIRETURN

1255 FORK=9T0221C.S1101.1.411.K100SU8245:NEXTK:RETURN
1261 1FASO"EJEC"601012711

1265 F0RI.11015:808U81141:NEXTItRETURM
1270 1FAW"UAS11"00101285
1275 A.PEE1U3993710011E19937.A416:FORI.01.032:FORPOTOC3
1280 NEXTJ:NEXTI:P0RE39937.A:RETURN

1285 RETURN
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ASMB PROGRAM

PAGE 011111

LINE 1 LOC CODE LINE

PAGE 0002

LINE N LOC CODE LINE

OM 1111 ..1F /1i 0057 F011 DO FB Co OP (POINT*)

0003 Fill :ASYOS USR FUNCTIONS 0158 F114

0004 FOOD APARA001 0059 F014 :MAIN ASVOS ASMB PROGRAM.

01105 Fill APDAPA-I 0061 F014 A9 C6 C2 ASYOS JSR START

0116 FM APADD.APA+2 0061 F#17 D# F5 LDA N19

0007 F000 APIDDAPD+2 0162 F/19 E6 CLO

#1108 Fill DPAs$48,1 0063 Ff1A AO 38 A5 JSR STAKPL

1009 Fil# BPDDPA-1 0064 F/18 81 ES AF BIT STAK+34

OM FM IPADD.DPA*2 0165 F120 Al 12 DVS STAR1

0011 Pill B911110.11141+2
0166 Ff22 91 AF LDA MOO

0112 FM CPAAACII 0067 F/24 A5 82 C8 JNP 5TAR2

1113 FIlil CPD.CPA-1 0068 F127 E5 Ill STAR1 LDA *DEO

0014 Fill CPADDCPA+2 0069 F#29 91 AF SIAR2 STA POINTA+1

1115 F1100 CPBDD.CPI.2 011711 F028 A5 II LDX Ill

0016 Fill EPA./9C01 0071 F028 DI 62 LDY 111

0/17 Fill EPIIEPA-1 0172 F02F C8 II AF JSR DASDAC

0018 Fill EPADD.EPA+2 0073 F132 85 iF LDX 122

1119 Fill EPIDD.EP1+2 0074 F034 A9 00 LDY *23

0020 FM FP0169E01 0175 F/36 85 Cl 85 JSR DASDAC

0021 F000 FPI.FPA -1 0076 F039 C2 CB LOX 126

0122 Fill FPADDFPA+2 0/77 F/38 68 AA LDY 027

11123 F0f0 FPIDDFPB+2 0078 F038 85 D4 68 AR DASDAC

1124 PIll PCRSAIII0C 1079 F040 85 B5 LDX 032

0125 F.00 POINTA.SEA MI F042 DI AF LDY M33

1026 F000 POINT)./EC 0081 FM 91 DE DO JSR DASDAC

1127 Fill POINTC.SEE 0082 F047 06 CB LDX 136

1128 FI00 EOF.SEB 083 F049 BA D1 LDT 137

0129 F000 1NTVEC.iFFFE 0084 F048 AF 91 07 JSR DASDAC

0130 Fill TiLLC$ACO4 0085 F04E 4C BA LDA 00

0131 F000 ACRC1AC011 0086 F050 2F 4C 53 STA FPA

0032 F000 T#CNC.OACOS 1082 Ff53 22 C8 LDA 113 /00111100

0133 Fill IFRC.OACOD 0088 F055 A5 C2 05 STA FPII

0134 MI IERC.$ACIE 0089 F158 Cl 18 Fl INC FPS"

0/35 MO TIILLD.4AG04 0090 F058 OA 20 92 DEC FPD

1136 Fill TOC1111.$4805 0/91 F115E 3/ BA 65 LDA STAK+6

0/32 F01111 ACRD.$411011 0092 F/61 14 AA 98 STA REGII

0038 MO IFRO64811D 1093 F/64 A4 72 65 LDA STAR+7

0039 F000 ACCESS. /8186 01194 F167 15 86 Cl STA REGII+1

0040 FM DUMPT8E82 0095 Ff6A C6 IF Dl LDA STAK+34

0041 FM P1.11464E 0096 P068 CA 85 ZRA 12111000000

0142 Fail P2.$A64C 0097 F06F C2 A2 05 STA FLAG

0043 Ffi# P3.$464A 0198 F072 A5 95 LDX 12

0044 F#011 ILOOP.$044112 0099 F024 10 01 LDY 13

0045 F/00 BASICD14C 01110 Ff76 CA A5 96 JSR DASDAC

0046 Fill 0101 F079 1# 02 CA LDA STAR+1/

0047 FM :USR FUNCTION ENTRY. 0102 F117C CA 86 78 COP STAX+2

0048 F000 26 22 85 ENTRY STA EX 0113 Fl7F A9 if 20 LDA STAKOI

0049 F113 81 TYA 0104 F/82 9D 31 BA SIC STAK+3

0051 F1104 84 ASL A 0105 F085 65 A8 ICS COMETI

0E1 FOSS 82 TAY 0106 F087 85 97 LDA Of

0152 FI16 A9 II E6 LDA TABLE.Y 0107 F1189 98 65 A9 STA ELF+1

0053 FM C2 A4 STA POINTA 0108 FIBC 85 98 BEG COMM

0I54 FOP Cl INT 0109 FINE AB *5 CONETI LDA DOFF

0055 F011C Ff 05 88 LDA TABLE.Y 0110 F090 47 60 84 STA ELF+1

0056 FINF 91 AB STA PUNTA.' 0111 F/93 72 11 AF CONET2 LDA STAK+22
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LINE N LOC CODE LINE

0112 Ft96 85 78 88 STA DPA 0167 112C 85 14 21 MANI BIT ELF

0113 1199 Bi AF 85 LDA STAK+23 0168 F121 FI 2D BPL SCAN1

0114 Ft9C 79 A9 10 JSk STROP 0169 1131 85 SEI

0115 1191 85 AD LDA 12111110C 0171 1132 9E 84 9F JSR ZERO

0116 F1A1 A2 ff Al STA APB 0171 1135 4C 74 29 LDA CPB

0117 F1A4 ft BA LDA 1210111111 0172 1136 21 25 AND 1%11011111

0118 FfA6 1A AA 96 STA APB 0173 113A 31 A5 9F STA CPB

0119 FfA9 2A A8 11 LDA CPB 0174 113D 48 A5 9E LDA STAK+32

9120 FOAL A4 06 ORA 0710900999 0175 F141 48 20 BF STA IPA

0121 1040 Cl 26 C2 STA CPB 0176 1143 2C 20 74 LDA STAK+33

0122 MI 91 11 LDA I:UMW 0177 1146 28 68 85 JSR MOD

0123 1093 18 8A 65 STA EPA 0176 1149 9E 68 85 LDA STAK+30

9124

0125

1196

11119

78 AA 90

65 79 A8

LDA STAK+20
JSR MINCLK

9770
ele0

F14C

F141

9F AO 02
DI 9E 85.

AAR NINCLK
BIT SIAN+34

0126 F1BC DI 93 LDA II/00000ff 0181 1152 97 AA DVC NOVA2

0127 1/BE C6 AD Dl STA EPA 0182 F154 CS 11 LDA POINTA

0128 FOCI E3 61 AS LDA STAK+26 0183 1156 9E 10 STA EOF

0129 FIC4 It Ff 13 STA DPA 0184 F158 99 85 LDA POINTA+I

9130 F1C7 20 E6 33 LDA STAK+27 0185 115A 98 C8 STA E0F+1

0131 FICA 21 66 32 JSR STROH 0186 115C 91 97 48 NOVA2 LDA BPA

0132 FOCD 38 A5 83 LDA STAK+24 0187 FISF 88 11 000 15FF

0133 Mt ES 81 AB JSR NINCLK 0188 F161 FA TAY

0134 FOD3 A5 84 E5 LDA STAK+36 0189 1162 A4 98 20 LDA DPB

0135 F1D6 82 A2 Of STA IPA 0191 F165 Al ROL A

0136 1119 86 11 85 LDA S1AK+37 0191 1166 39 AS BCS DACBSI

0137 FIDC 12 84 13 JSR STROB 0192 1168 CB SEC

1138 11111 A: 91 4C LDA GM 0193 F169 49 A5 DCS DACBS2

0139 FfE2 11 3A A4 AR NINCLK 0194 1161 CA DACBSI CLC

0141 FfE5 19 A9 ff LDA CPB 0195 116C 41 DACBS2 ROR A

0141 FOES Ff ED AND 0201111111 0196 116D 91 9E
E0142 FfEA A6 8A ES STA CPB 0197 116F 85 CA CB JC1,11: :TIC

0143 FfEb Di A2 42 AR ZERO. 4198 F172 101 9E 85 STROP STA PRP

0144 FfFt 16 2C A2 LDA STAK+28 0199 F175 CB A5 LDA 11$E0

0145 1113 21 4C 55 JSR NINCLK 0200 F177 98 48 A5 STA PCRB

0146 1116 22 20 25 LDA 31A74+2 0201 117A 97 48 LDA 118D0

0147 11119 31 21 EA STA IPA 1212 Ft7C 21 71 29 STA PCRB

0148 Ff50 30 20 08 LOA STAK+3 0213 F171 68 RTS

0149 FfFF 2C A9 81 JSR STROB 0214 1180

0151 111: 85 14 LDA 1571 0215 F180 :ZERO STRIP CHART RECORDER

0151 1104 21 EA 2D JSR SECCLK 0216 F181 85 ZERO CLD

0152

0153

1117

1119

20 74

21 20 CS

LDA 12111100001

ORA 31A11+14

0217

0208

1181

1183

9E 68

85 91 21

LDA 111FF

STA CPA

0154 111C 2C A9 AC STA APB OM 1186 C9 ff LDA 11211911111

0155 F111 20 CD 2C LDA CPB 0211 1188 Ft 13 40 STA CPB

0156 F112 48 AS ORA 1211110000 0211 FIBS D6 2C 68 INC CPB

0157 F114 98 48 A5 STA CPB 0212 F180 85 CA 68 DEC CPB

0158 F717 97 48 SCAN LDA 0612 0213 1191 85 RTS

0159 1119 AS C8 48 STA TOLLC 0214 F192

0161 1110 A5 CA LDA 4211110011 0215 1192 :PLOT DATA ON STRIP CHART

0161 FIIE 48 20 88 STA ACRC 0216 119: CB Al CHART LDA It

0162 1121 27 4C LDA 02110110094 9217 1/94 00 68 91 JSR STAKPL

0163 1123 93 31 AT STA IERC 0218 1197 9E 68 C8 JSR START

0164 1126 9F CLI 0219 119A 91 9E LDA 0$70

0165 F127 21 CD LDA 14 0221 119C 68 CS STA POINT1+1

0166 1129 2C 19 80 STA TOCHC 0221 119E 91 9E LOA N9
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2222 :1A0 68 C8 STA POINT) 0277 F21A 62 95 SBC ( POINTA).Y

0223 F1A2 4; 9E .6 JSR ZERO 0278 F21C 01 AS RNE PLOTS

4224 PIA: 28 91 LDA 111 9279 F2IE 13 95 LEA POINTA+1

4225 F1A7 9E 60 20 JSR MINCLK 0280 F220 82 INY

0226 F1AA 74 26 LDA 10 0281 F221 48 If SEC (POINTB).Y

0227 F1AC Ai Of STA POINTA 4282 F223 86 64 BEG PLOT6

0228 FIAE 28 CO LDA IMO 2283 F225 84 PLOTS SEC

4229 F1118 36 68 STA POINTA+1 4284 F226 85 84 LDA POINTA

0231 FIB: 66 AY LDY MO 0285 F226 Cf 88 LDY 114

4231 F164 FF Al LDA (POINTA).Y 0286 F22A 84 II SBC (POINT11.9

023: F1)6 Of Ff 12 STA CURENT 0287 F22C 86 67 BNE PL0T7

0233 F119 A6 INY 0288 F22E ES ES LDA POINTA+1

0234 F18A D4 A4 LEA (POINTA).Y 0289 F230 ES INY

2235 F16C BS 80 AO STA CURENT+1 0291 F231 86 66 SBC (P0INT61.9

0236 FIBF 84 AI 20 JSR PLOT 0291 F233 60 46 ONE PLOT'

0237 FIC2 34 32 LEA 8114 0292 F235 13 CLC

0238 F1C4 86 B2 84 JSR SECCLK 0293 F236 48 49 LDA POINT)

0239 F1C7 13 85 61 LDA CURENT 0294 F238 FF 38 ADC 86

0240 FICA 68 CLC 0295 F23A 65 83 STA POINT)

0241 F1C6 A2 22 ADC 11$94 0296 F23C A4 84 LDA P0INT6+1

0242 FICD 86 OD 86 STA CURENT 0297 F23E 10 01 ADC MO

0243 F1D0 OE 85 BF LDA CURENT+1 0298 F240 88 C4 STA POINT6+1

0244 F1D3 84 CO ADC 81 0299 F242 82 PLOT4 CLC

0245 FIBS 85 82 86 STA CURENT+1 0301 F243 90 11 LDY MO

0246 F1D8 63 AO FF JSR PLOT 0301 F245 DO 14 LDA (POINTA).Y

0247 FIDB C8 61 6F LDA SIAM 0312 F247 CS 81 ADC 11)76

0248 FIDE Ft OC CS JSR SECCLK 0303 F249 Of 01 85 STA CURENT

0249 F1E1 OD Ff LDY If 03/4 F24C 83 INY

4251 F1E3 14 CS LDA (POINTA).Y 0305 F24D 84 84 LDA (POINTA).Y

0251 FIES OE DO F3 STA CURENT 0386 F249 85 85 ADC Of

2252 F1EB C9 INY 0307 F251 84 86 AA STA CURENT+1

0253 F1E9 22 FO LDA (POINTA).Y 4318 F254 68 61 A2 J0P PLOTS

2254 FIE) It 18 84 STA CURENT+1 0309 F257 OC PLOT6 SEC

0255 FLEE 61 98 65 JSR PLOT 0310 F258 A5 13 LDY Of

2256 FIFI BF 85 Cl PL0T2 LDA STAB 0311 F25A 30 66 LDA (POINTA1.Y

1257 F1F4 Ad CO 90 JSR SECCLK 0312 F25C 20 66 SIC 0$78

02513 F1F7 81 EB LDY 80 4313 F25E 32 AO Of STA CURENT

0259 F1F9 86 C2 LDA ( POINTA).Y 4314 F261 85 INY

0261 FIFE A5 CO BNE P1OT9 0315 F262 13 68 DO LDA CURENT+1

0261

0262

F1FD

FIFE

DO

16 98

INY

LDA (P0I11111.1

0316

0317

F265

F267

DO

87

A6

AS 88

SBC%ICIURENT+1
0263 F208 28 19 ONE PL0T9 4318 F26A 86 83 85 MP PLOTS

0264 F282 31 A6 )7 JMF PLOT? 0319 F26D 84 AO PLOT' LDY MO

0265 F285 A4 PLEIT9 SEC 0320 F26F If 84 LDA (POINTA).Y

0266 F256 CO 20 LDY MO 0321 F271 9F 84 9E STA CURENT

4267 F208 C6 33 LEA POINT* 0322 F274 A5 INY

0266 F211A A6 66 SBC ( POINTA).Y 0323 F275 81 A6 LDA (POINTA).Y

0269 F2IIC Ef 72 SAE PLOT) 0324 F277 82 85 AF STA CURENT +1

2270 F20E DO INY 0325 F27A 86 BO A9 PLOTS JSR PLOT

42'' F209 05 A2 LDA POINTA+1 4326 F278 69 A2 00 JSR PLUS

0272 F211 1C 42 SBC (9014181.9 0327 F280 OS 72 LOA POINTA

2272 F213 55 22 BEG PLOT4 4328 F282 86 73 CMP EOF

4274 F215 AS FL0T3 SEC 4329 F284 CS 66 LDA POINTA+1

3275 F216 DI 95 LDA POINTA 0330 F286 Ff 05 SIC EOF +1

0276 F218 00 AS LDY 82 0331 F288 20 07 ICS STAR6
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0332 1728A 33 Ff r7 JhP PLOT2 0387 FMK PI 72 AA STA INTVEC

433: F26D AP STARE CLC 0386 F309 C8 LDA 11,INTRPT

0334 728E 87 85 A3 LDA CURENT 0389 F311 72 CS 64 STA INIVIC*1

0335 7291 AS 7D ADC vs9A 0390 F314 90 RTS

4336 F293 A6 76 85 STA CURENT 0391 7315

0337 F296 72 86 73 LDA CURENT+1 0392 F315 16 STAKPL ASL A

43;6 F299 64 80 ADC 411 0393 F316 DI TAY

0335 F291 DO 44 CS STA CURENT41 0394 73I7 16 TAY.

0340 F296 7F 18 05 JSR PLOT 0395 F316 64 83 D60 PULEND

0341 9241 20 FD 32 LDA STAN 0396 F31A 31 PULGIN PLA

0342 F2A4 FO F3 85 JSR SECCLK 0397 F318 IA CS BO STA STAK.X

0343 F2A7 As SEC 0398 F316 90 PLA

0344 F2A8 86 A9 A9 LDA CURENT 0399 F31F le DO 94 STA STAK+I.X

0345 F2Ab 03 85 SBC ilS9A 0490 F32: 64 DEX

0346 F2Ab A3 A5 A6 STA CURENT 041t F323 AF DEX

0347 F2D8 A6 AC 64 LDA CURENT#1 4402 F324 90 10 BPL PULGIN

0348 F2b3 82 DO SBC 111 0403 F326 86 AF 85 LDA STAK+1.y

0349 7215 07 C5 61 STA CURENT+1 0404 F329 DO PHA

0358 F218 D0 03 4C JSR PLOT 0415 F32A A5 72 A6 LDA STAK.Y

0351 F2DP 46 33 LDA OSIA 0406 F326 73 PHA

0352 F2DD 85 72 86 JSR SECCLK 4417 732E 85 PULEND RTS

0353 F2C0 73 A0 00 JSR ZERO 0448 F329

4354 F2C3 11 72 LDA #1 8499 F32F 96 86 9F BASDAC LDA STAK.X

4355 F2C5 AA C8 B; JSR NINCLK 04111 9332 AS A3 EOR ISFF

0356 F2CS 72 08 CO LDA CP1 0411 F334 85 A5 AS STA STAK.X

0357 F2Cb DI 72 AND 1219011110 0412 F337 A3 18 65 LOA STAK.1

0356 F2CD 65 A8 85 STA CPS 4413 F33A 72 EOR ISFF

0359 F2D1 68 RID 0414 F33C 72 ROL A

0360 F2D1 0415 F33D 90 12 ICS BSDAC1

0361 F2D1 0416 F33F E6 SEC

0362 F2D1 :AHD SUBROUTINES 0417 F340 73 A6 DCS BSDAC:

4363 F2D1 Cl PI START LDA 80 $416 F342 73 BSDAC1 CLC

0364 F2D3 72 65 A9 STA APADD 0419 F343 Al BSDAC2 ROR A

4365 F2D6 85 A4 STA POINTA 0428 F344 00 60 A5 STA STA1.1

0366 9288 28 If LDY 610 0421 F347 9F RTS

0367 F2DA D3 8A 30 TART STA REGI-1.1 0422 F348

0368 F288 DO DEY 0423 F348 15 96 FO NINCLK STA EX

0369 F2DE C8 DI DIE TART 4424 F343 F5 AS BNE MCLKI

0370 F261 72 At 00 STA ELF 0425 F340 AS RTS

0371 F2E3 9A 69 LDA 01FF 0426 F346 29 04 MCLKI LDA 81FF

0372 72E5 05 65 7: STA APBDD 4427 F350 4A A8 85 JSR SECCLK.

0373 F2E8 85 72 98 STA BPADD 4428 F353 AS DI 9E DEC EX

F26b 02 Ea 73 STA PPBDD 0429 F356 65 AF BNE MCLKI

0375 9266 46 73 64 STA CPADD 0430 F358 85 RTS

0376 F2F1 AT Di 14 STA CP1DD 0431 F359

0377 F274 C5 AS FO STA EPADD 0432 F359 AA SECCLK TAX

0378 7277 BA 28 07 STA FPADD 0433 F35A A5 DO SCLK1 LDY 1198

0379 F2FA 33 70 F3 STA FFDDD 0434 F35C 69 if LDA 11469

0380 72FD BI 72 LDA #2 0435 F356 85 AD A5 JSR NSCLK

0381 92FF 31 35 STA POINTB 0436 F36I 83 DEX

0362 7301 CB B1 LDA 0170 0437 F362 A6 B4 BNE SCLK1

0363 7383 72 18 STA POINTD+1 4438 F364 85 RTS

0384 7305 38 C6 LDA 020010,001 0439 F365

0385 71117 DI 72 Ff SIA APB 0441 1365 A8 66 A9 NSCLk STA TOLLS

0386 930A 26 CS LDA s:INTRPT 0441 F36B 20 DD LDA 1201011000
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4442 1364 21 44 45 STA ACRE 049' F3FI 08 AO Of STA SUM+1

0443 7261, CF 45 A6 STY TOM 0498 1314 BI 02 PLA

0444 F370 91 9E AA ASCLK1 BIT IFRb 0499 F3F5 72 RTI

0445 1373 16 A9 BVC ASCLK1 0504 F316 48 C8 BI T3 LDA DATCTL

0446 F375 A5 RTS 4511 F3F9 7: AA DEO TA

0447 F376 0512 931b C6 81 72 JSR IDATA

0446 F370 49 INTRPT PHA 0512 1311 AB 68 28 DEC DATCTL

0449 137' C8 91 91 LDA TOLLC 0504 1401 DO 13 DNE 03

0450 F374 4C 64 3: LDA REGI 0505 1403 14 84 DO JSR NOVA

0451 137D 45 BS BNE Ti 0506 1406 OF 14 83 LDA SUM

0452 F37F 48 45 B4 LDA RE6I+I 0517 1409 DO 01 48 STA CURENT

4453 1382 46 20 8E0 T2 0508 F40C 18 65 83 LDA 5UM+1

4454 1384 64 2C 20 DEC REGI+1 0509 1401 85 83 90 STA CURENT+1

0455 F387 76 26 68 Ti DEC REGI 0511 F412 12 E6 84 LDA STAK+4

4450 9384 85 89 8NE 01 0511 F415 AB 86 DNE 134

0457 F38C 68 85 CO LDA REGI+1 0512 F4I7 7: 84 73 LDA STAK+5

0458 F381 AO 00 811 01 0513 F4I4 60 C4 DNE T3A

0459 F391 81 114 CLC 0514 F41C 66 Dl 11C JAP T4b

4460 1392 BF 18 71 LDA BPA 0515 F411 C5 67 Di T34 LDA STAK+4

4461 9395 84 90 05 ADC STAX+8 0516 F42: 06 85 66 STA REGV

4462 F398 42 IA 4C STA SPA 0517 F425 E9 /3 85 LDA STAK+5

0463 F398 35 22 21 LDA DPP 0516 F428 67 Af ft STA RE0V+1

0464 139E B9 31 20 ADC STAH+9 05t9 1421 61 03 PLA

0465 F3AI BA 33 45 JSR STROP 0521 F42C 20 RTI

0466 F3A4 AO A4 LDA 0321 F42D Et 34 84 T4 LDA RELY

0467 1346 Al 20 EA BIT STAK+34 0522 F430 48 A9 DNE 144

0468 F3A9 33 20 BEG T11 05:3 1432 11 20 Cl LDA REGV+I

0449 F3Ab CC 13 LDY MO 0524 1435 31 68 DEO T5

0471 F3AD AS BF LDA (POINTII.Y 0525 F437 Ai 00 91 DEC RESV+1

0471 F3111 44 CO 20 STA FPA 0326 143A 82 68 68 T4A DEC REGV

0472 F362 EA INY 0527 143D 4C OA DNE 04

0473 1383 33 20 LDA (POINT11.Y 0528 F431 32 20 Al LDA REGV+1

4474 F3D5 OA 32 4C STA FP6 0529 1442 34 DI DNE 04

0475 9316 9F 2F Af INC FP8 0531 F444 Af T41 SEC

0476 1388 00 111 IF DEC FP$ 4331 1445 96 90 04 LDA PPA

4477 F311 48 C6 11 JSR PLUSH 0532 1448 81 AO AA SIC STAK+8

0478 F3CI BF 44 C6 T11 LDA 5TAK+6 0533 14411 96 48 84 STA DPA

0479 F3C4 PI BF 48 STA REGII 0534 F441 48 20 Cl LDA DPP

4480 F3C7 68 86 72 LDA STAR+, 0535 F45I 31 45 Af SIC 5TAK+9

0481 F3CA 84 73 48 STA REGII+1 0536 F454 44 Al 20 STA BPI

0482 F3CD FO Cl PLA 0537 1457 EA SEC

0463 F3CE OA RTI 2538 F458 33 68 48 LDA DPA

0484 F3CF 48 88 111 T: LDA REGII 0539 14511 68 18 65 SIC 51A8+18

0485 F3D: 72 91 DME T24 0540 F451 72 85 72 STA BRA

0486 13D4 85 98 DO LDA REGII+1 0541 1461 90 02 EA LDA BPB

4487 F3D7 18 66 BEG T3 2542 1464 73 96 20 SBC 51A0+19

0486 F3D9 18 65 85 DEC REGII+1 0543 F467 CC 33 4C JSR ST OE

0489 F3DC 85 85 90 124 DEC REGII 0544 F464 04 32 20 LDA 51A6+12

0490 F3D1 02 E6 ONE 02 0545 1466 Al 34 DNE T4C

0471 F311 86 60 20 LDA REGII+1 0546 1461 18 FI AO LDA STAK+13

0452 F3E4 76 2B EINE 02 0547 1472 49 11 FINE 74C

0493 F3E6 AS b4 44 LOA 5TAI9+16 0548 F474 4C 46 34 J49 T58

0494 F3E9 85 85 72 STA DATCTL 1549 1477 Al 11 85 T4C LDA STAK+12

0495 F3EC 84 73 LDA MO 0550 1474 15 24 Cl 57A RE$III

0490 F3E1 20 16 34 STA SUM 0551 1476 Of C9 29 LDA SIAK+13
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0552 ;484 P8 46 20 S14 REGIII+1 0607 F505 14 46 73 LDA STAK+5

0553 F483 CO 04 PLA 0646 F508 86 CB BNE 166

0554 ;484

0555 ;46:

21

20 DE 34 15

RTI

LBO, REGIII

0689 F544

0610 rsse

94 11 ES

86 75 48 168

JMP TIA

LDA STAK+4

0556 F486 20 Al BNE T5A 0611 F514 44 B1 74 STA REGI

055' F464 34 FO 44 LDA REGIII+; 4612 951: 46 49 08 LDA STAk-P5

0555 F481 CA BA BEG 16 0613 1:16 7: 74 20 STA RE51+1

0559 F48; 46 16 4 2 DEC REGII1+1 4614 F:10 C7 06 PLA

0566 7492 66 Fl Al 114 DEC RE= 0615 F5I4 00 RTI

0561 9495 64 66 BNE 05 4 616 F516 24 PLUS) CLC

0562 F497

0563 F494

49 FF CS

BS 9i

LDA REGIII+1
BNE 05

4617 F511

4618 F5IE

C4 34

66 Af A13411:

POINT)

4564 F491 61 AS 115 1511 LDA STAK+16 0619 F520 Of 91 STA POINT)

0565 FOF 80 AD 20 STA DATCTH 0620 F522 74 46 LDA POINTB+1

0566 F4A2 CS 2C LDA MO 0621 9124 CI A4 ADC MO

0567 F4A4 68 48 68 STA SUM 4622 F526 C2 86 S74 POINTB+1

0566 P4047 85 A5 60 STA SUMst 0623 F520 CA RTS

0569 F444 68 05 PLO 4624 F529

0574 F448 66 RTI 0625 1529 84 CB DELAY LDY M9

0571 F4AC AA 68 es 16 LDA STAK+10 0626 F521 60 LI DEY

1572 F4AF 44 68 8: CMP BPA 0627 952C 20 71 DPL Li

0573 9412 Al AS A5 LDA STAK+11 0626 F52E 28 RTS

0574 F415 48 98 48 SEC BPB 0629 F52F

0575 F4I8 AO 00 ICS COMET 4634 F52F 24 38 IDATA LDA 1110400041

0576 9484 84 60 21 LDA ELF+I 0631 9531 35 24 C) ORA STAK+14

0577 F48D C: 34 BPL OUTS 0632 F534 2C 4C DE STA APB

0578 F4BF 4C '66 801 09 0633 F537 34 45 86 JSR DELAY

0579 140I 30 28 E3 CDME7 LDA ELF+1 4634 F534 34 9C 45 DEC AP)

0584 F4C4 33 A: )PL 09 4635 F530 61 C9 91 INC Ap8

4581 F4Ce 40 86 141 OUTS 4636 F540 DO 96 24 JSR DELAY

0582 1408 11 46 09 LDA MIFF 4657 9543 68 3A A5 LDA APA

0583 F4CA 60 20 C: STA ELF 0636 F546 44 44 15 STA DATA

0584 F4CD 34 PLA 4639 F549 84 IC LDA 4214440011

0585 ;4CE FO RTI 0640 9548 85 ID 64 ORA STAK+I4

4586 14CF 08 Ai OUTS LDA If 0641 F54E A5 ID 48 STA APB

0567 9401 44 61 72 STA ELF 0642 F551 AS IC 48 JSR DELA1

4588 14D4 48 4C E6 . .JSR IDATA 0643 9554 20 38 35 LDA APA

0589 F4D7 34 4C 80 DEC DATCTH 0644 F557 AI Of B1 STA 8414 +1

0590 F4DA 2F 20 BNE 06 4645 9554 IC 48 LDA 4110444101

0591 F4DC C3 40 24 JSR NOVA 4646 FSSC 66 85 IC ORA STAK+14

0592 F4DF 71 26 20 BIT STAK+34 0647 F55F 68 85 lb STA APE

0593 F4E2 FD 2E TOL T6A 0644 0562 41 66 LOX

44

0594 F4E4 46 84 DI JSR SUER 0649 F564 30 104102

0595 F4E7 FO 46 85 JMP T6C 4654 F56: 20 2C 35 LSR DATA

0596 F4EA 4C C9 if 16A JSR NOV2 0651 F568 04 AO 60 ROR DMA.?

0597 F4ED 24 C2 34 T6C LDA CURENT 0652 F568 91 DEX

0598 F4F4 DO 03 LDY 40 0653 F56C IC 60 BNE 104142

0599 F4F2 4C 36 STA (POINTA).1 0654 F56E 24 2C 35 LDA DATAo

0604 94F4 56 INY 0655 F571 86 CLC

0601 1495 AO CA A4 LDA CURENT+1 0656 Fr: 179 A: ff ADC SUM

0612 F4F8 CI 46 STA 190INTA).Y 9657 F575 20 C9 ff STA SUM

4603 F4FA CI 64 C2 JSR PLUS 0656 FS'S 114 03 24 LDA DATA

4604 9490 A6 72 86 JSR PLOT 0657 95711 32 35 Be ADC SUM+I

460: F540 CA IS 65 LDA STAN+4 0660 FS7E 9A AO 00 974 3014+1

4646 F543 7: 85 BNE 168 4661 F58I BI RT5
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LINE

PAGE 4013

A LOC CODE LINE

PAGE 0114

LINE N LOC CODE LINE

4662 1582 1,7!7 F5F0 38 49 FF LDA SUK+J

0003 1582 :PLOT DATA STORED IN CURENT. 0718 7513 65 A6 85 SBC CURENT+I

0004 158: 1C 4S 9A PLOT LDA CURENT 4719 F5F6 CO B9 14 STA CURENT+1

4005 1565 25 99 LOP MIFF 0720 F5F9 NOV2 CLC

4666 1567 Fe F8 61 STA CPA 0721 FSFA F5 04 85 LDA CURENT

000' 1584 49 El Al LDA CURENT+1 4722 FSFD 85 89 83 ADC SET

40,66 F58I 3C 4C EDP 111111 07:3 16116 II F5 63 STA CURENT

i069 1581 A6 ASL A 3724 F613 85 64 6, LDA CURENT+1

4071 1590 35 2e AND 4264011110 4725 1616 02 II FS ADC SET+1

0671 F572 5; 36 084 12011100ff 4726 1409 12 SS 63 STA CURENT+1

067: 1594 AS Bo 49 STA CPB 0727 FAR 19 RTS

0672 F597 FF 85 Bo INC CPB 0728 FAH II II 15 NOVA LDA STAK+16

0674 F59A 45 BE 85 DEC CPB 0729 F611 II NOVI LSR A

0675 F59D OF RTS 0730 F611 85 82 PEO NOV3

0676 F59E 0731 F613 if 03 24 LS8 SUA+1

0677 F59E AS 81 GCE LDA 11 0732 F616 BA 36 Al ROR SUN

0676 F5A0 4C Ai 35 JSR STAKPL 0733 F619 Of 98 18 JP1P NOW

0679 F5A3 20 OC 37 LDA SUE 0734 161C 46 NOV3 RTS

0681 F5Ae 90 3C 20 STA EX 0735 1618

0681 F5A9 59 38 LDY 11>GCE1 0736 161D 82 RPM CLD

068: 1548 DO 03 LTA 114OCE1 0737 FOIE 80 4A LDA 01

0683 F5AD 4C C9 8NE GCE? 0736 F624 A6 13 86 JSR STAKPL

0684 15AF 39 DEI 0739 1623 82 A6 LOA l$FF

4685 FSBC A6 GCE2 DEX 0741 F625 /4 86 83 STA CPADD

0680 F581 CO TYA 0741 1628 46 15 86 STA CPBDD

468' 151: 86 PHA 4742 1628 64 46 CO LDA STAK

0686 1583 46 TXA 4743 F62E Be B5 84 STA CPA

4689 F594 A: PHA 0744 1631 Co 69 08 LDA STAK+1

0690 1585 B9 AS LDA 111168 0745 1634 C9 ASL

0691 F517 89 PHA 074e 1635 20 DO AND U10111111

ao: F586 AE Fl LDA SITE 0747 F637 E4 49 Of STA CPB

0693 F584 CE PHA 0748 F63A 85 81 85 INC CPB

0694 F588 38 ES BI JNP RPM 4749 F630 66 60 65 DEC CPB

9695 F5IIE Ff 24 96 GCE1 LDA CPB 0750 F640 46 RTS

0696 1511 12 84 ORA 03100011001 0751 1641

469' FSC3 81 A4 BE STA CPB 075: 1641 :PEAK HEIGHT CALC.

4698 F5C6 84 be 49 LDA EX 0753 1641 85 CO PEAK LDA 0$70

0099 F5C9 FF 69 oe JSR MINCLE 4754 F643 AS 85 STA POINT8+1

4740 MC Al Of 84 LDA CPB 4755 F645 65 OD LDA IMO

0741 FICF ho 42 AND N201111111 0756 1447 85 PS STA POIN7A+1

0702 F5D1 11 De 04 STA CPI 0757 ;649 AS 84 LDA 42

4743 1584 AO RTS 4756 1648 65 BC 85 JSR STAKPL

4744 F585 00 84 OFF LDA 1210110101 0759 164E 84 AS LDA 00

0745 1587 CO 19 F9 ORA STAE+14 0766 F650 83 65 STA POINTS

0740 ;584 30 C' A8 STA APB 0761 F65: BB 85 STA POINTA

4747 1588 45 CO LDA N204104441 0762 1654 R3 AS 82 J5R AD

0706 F5DF So 01 20 ORA STAR414 4763 F657 6: BA 85 LDA SUM

0709 F5E2 25 37 24 STA APB 0764 F654 62 4C 77 STA CURENT

0714 75E5 BF RTS 4765 ;65D 36 69 61 LDA SUM+1

0711 FSE6 0760 F660 06 CI 26 STA CURENT+1

071: ;Mb 0767 1663 85 26 84 JSR PLUS

0'13 75E6 18 SOP SEC 0768 F666 26 83 26 CHI JSR AD

0714 15E7 S7 Al 81 LDA SUM 4769 ;669 8: 10 LDY NO

471 F5EA E1 89 Fi SBC CURENT 4770 Feeb F2 SEC

4716 F5ED 02 Al 89 STA CURENT 0771 F66C 36 ES B1 LDA SUM
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LINE

PAGE 0015

$ LOC CODE LINE LINE

PAGE 1116

LOC CODE LINE

0772 F66F Di C7 49 SIC CURENT 4827 F686 £6. TAY

0773 F672 FF 69 STA (POINTD).Y 0828 96E7 84 DO DIE CHI3.

0774 F674 01 INT 0829 F6E9 06 E6 B3 PI LDA STAK+2

0775 F677 85 01 90 LDA SUM+1 483f F6EC DO 02 E6 STA ELF

0776 F675 40 Eo $1 SEC CURENT+1 0831 F6EF B2 60 A2 LDA STAK+3

077 F678 F; 74 STA (POINT1).Y 0832 F6F2 OA 42 55 STA ELF+1

11778 F670 do 00 90 JSR PLUS 0833 F6F5 22 A2 75 PI2 JSR PLUS

0779 F680 02 A9 LDA POINTA 0834 F6F8 64 04 84 JSR TESTI

0780

4781

F682
P684

80 46

12 IS

STA POINTS

DEC POINTB

0835

0636

OFOB
F6FC

CO

B4 03

TAX

ENE TAU

0782 F686 B2 85 DEC POINT) 0837 FIFE 94 SEC

0783 F608 12 A9 IRE CHI2 0838 F6FF 04 1,4 f: LDA ELF

0784 F680 Of 91 INC POINT1+1 0839 F702 94 03 SEC

0785 F68C 02 09 80 CHI2 LDA SUM 0840 F704 64 01 94 FI6 ELF

0786 F689 46 B3 IS STA CURENT 0841 9707 02 AA 88 LDA ELF+I

9787 F692 B3 85 83 LDA SUMO 0842 F70A 94 01 SEC 40

0788 F695 AT 00 90 STA CURENT+1 0843 F7IC 69 08 30 STA ELF+1

0789 F698 0: A9 LDA POINTA 0844 F709 E8 Ff DNE PI2

0791 F690 80 46 CMP EOF 0845 F711 E6 E9 08 LDA ELF

0791 F691 84 OS LDA POINTA+I 0846 F714 AS AS DNE PI2

0792 F69E 84 85 SIC 809+1 0847 .F716 CO DO 3C LDA SUM

0793 F600 84 0 ICC CHI 0848 P719 48 BS FOR U010110000

0794 F6A2 00 9/ LDY Of 0849 F711 01 29 80 STA SUN

0795 F6A4 02 A9 STY POINTA 0850 F71E 56 01 ONE PI2

0796 96A6 80 46 LEA 1180 0851 F720 15 01 95 TAU BIT SUM

0797 F608 15 15 STA POINT) 0852 F723 /1 24 BVS CHI3

0796 F6AA 15 85 LDA 0170 0853 F725 48 A9 00 JSR TEST2

0799 F6AC IS 0 STA POINTA+1 0854 F728 90 TAX

0800 F6AE Of 90 LDA SOD 0855 F729 02 09 DMI CHI3

0801 FM 02 AS STA POINTD+1 0856 F72B 81 56 02 BIT SUM

0802 F6B2 80 46 CO JSR TEST1 0857 F72E 15 02 )PL TAO

0803 9615 05 TAY 0858 F730 95 02 LDA $099

0004 9686 CO 85 DIE CHI3 9859 F732 A9 00 90 STA EX

0805 F6D8 CO 60 A5 JSR LOC 0860 F735 02 09 891 RHO

0816 F6DB 86 49 FF JMP CHI4 0861 F737 80 56 TAU2 LDA 40

0807 FOIE 85 86 AS CHI3 JSR LOC2 0862 F739 03 15 03 STA EX

9808 FOCI .12 49 FF JSR LOC 0863 F73C 95 RHO SEC

0809 F6C4 85 B2 AS CHI4 JSR PLUS 0864 F730 03 A9 LDA POINT*

0810 F6C7 13 SEC 0865 F73F 00 90 02 SEC SUM+1

0811 FOGS 49 FF LDA POINTA 0866 F742 49 80 So STA REGII

0812 F6CA 85 B3 SIC 0196 0867 F745 04 15 LDA POINTA+1

0813 F6CC AS TAX 0868 F747 94 95 04

0814 FOCI BA 49 LDA POINTA+1 0869 F74A 68 08 4A TA :IEDGT'l.1

0815 F6CF FF 85 SSC $$8F 0871 F740 2S 90 02 LSR REGII+1

0816 F6D1 84 TAY 0871 F750 09 80 CS ROR REGII

0817 F6D2 05 TXA 0872 F753 DO CLC

0818 F6D3 15 49 CHF EOF 0873 F754 C4 78 de LDA 86N+1

0819 F605 FF TYA 0874 F757 81 00 00 ADC REGII

0820 F6D6 85 115 SEC E0F+1 0875 F750 If 00 AND 17.11111110

0821 9608 A5 CO BCC XI 0876 F751 13 7F SE SEA REGII

0822 F6DA 49 FF 85 JOT' PHI 0877 F75F 56 CO CB 79 DA SU0+2

0823 FIDD CO £6 CO XI JSR TESTI 0878 F762 80 13 98 ADC RE011+1

0824 F6EI DO TAY 0879 F765 OB CLC

0825 F6E1 IE E6 BED PI 0880 F766 e4 Si ADC 0$70

1826 F683 15 DO 00 JSR 1E512 0881 9768 76 36 93 STA REGII+I
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PAGE 0017 PAGE 0118

LINE N LOC CODE LINE LINE N LOC CODE LINE

0882 7766 10 82 LDY #4 0937 F7D8 45 85 20 STA REGI+1

0863 7768 38 AA 38 LDA EX 0938 F7E0 74 DEY

0884 F779 20 88 STA (POINT8).Y 0939 F7E1 37 CLC

0885 F772 35 1NY 0940 F7E2 AS 84 LDA (POINTA).Y

0860 F773 04 73 34 LDA REGII 0941 F7E4 20 F4 37 ADC STAR

0887 7776 81 CLC. 0942 F7E7 45 83 28 STA REGII

one F777 35 84 ADC 114 0943 77EA F4 INY

0889 7779 F3 34 STA (POINTU.Y 0944 F7Ei 3' 45 LDA (POINTA).Y

0890 P778 88 INY 0945 77E8 82 20 F9 ADC 5148 +1

0891 7770 80 89 00 LDA REGII+1 0946 7770 37 4C 5C STA REGII+1

0892 F777 80 89 ADC 10 0947 F7F3 39 SEC

0893 7781 31 72 STA (POINTI).Y 0948 7774 DO 03 LDA POINTA

0894 7783 17 CLC 0949 7776 4C 76 SBC N2

4895 7784 76 20 LDA POINTE 0950 7778 36 4A STA POINTA

0890 7786 76 39 ADC 13 0951 F7F4 89 80 LDA POINTA.1

0897 7788 Ft 12 STA POINTI 0952 F7FC 48 90 SBC 110

0098 178A 19 83 LDA POINTI+1 0953 F7FE 19 18 STA POINTA+1

0699 778C 4C 88 ADC 08 0954 7808 A5 79 LDY 110

0900 778E 2F AS STA P0INTB+1 0955 F8112 65 HD LDA (POINTA).Y

0901 F790 81 E9 7F JMP CNI3 0956 F804 85 79 AS STA CURENT

0982 F793 48 A9 !HI LDA 106 0957 7887 76 INY

0903 7795 80 85 STA P0INTA+1 0958 F808 65 BC LDA (POINTA).1

0984 7797 81 09" LDA *170 0959 7804 85 78 A5 STA CURENT+1

0905 7799 71 A0 STA POINTC+1 0968 7808 77 65 II JSR PLUS

0916 7798 37 20 LDY *180 0961 F818 85 77 LDA POINTA

0907 779D A8 35 STY POINTA 0962 7812 A5 76 CMP IMO

0906 F797 49 76 LDY 119 0963 P814 65 DA BNE YY

0909 F7A1 Al 37 STY POINTC 0964 7816 85 76 LDA POINTA.1

0910 F7A3 28 DC STA (POINT8).Y 0965 7818 A9 ff CMP NIP)

0911 7745 38 49 22 LDY II 0966 F814 90 82 )NE Y1

0912 F7A7 57 All LDA (POINTA).1 0967 781C A9 80 46 JNP KE

0913 F7A9 37 20 8E0 MU 0968 F811 76 85 76 YY LDA CURENT

0914 F7AB 91 35 A9 104 JSR AAA 0969 7822 85 76 A9 CMP REGI

0915 F7AE 5C TAX 0978 7825 ff 90 02 LDA CURENT+1

0916 F7AF Al 37 BSC NU 0971 7828 A9 80 46 SBC REGI+1

0917 F781 20 Ed 3D JMP GONE 0972 7828 77 05 ICS T7

0918 F714 49 NU CLC 0973 7828 77 85 77 JMP THETA

0919 F715 78 A9 LDA POINTA 0974 7830 A9 00 90 TT LDA CURENT

0920 F767 37 20 ADC 03 0975 7833 02 A9 LDY *0

0921 F7119 48 35 STA POINTA 0976 7835 Of 46 STA (POINTC).9

0922 7788 68 20 LDA POINTA+1 0977 7837 78 05 78 LDA CURENT*1

0923 7788 57 3B ADC *0 0976 F834 85 78 LDY *1

0924 77111 49 88 STA P0INTA61 0979 7113C A9 ft STA (POINTC).Y

0925 F7C1 Al 37 20 JMP 22 0980 783E 90 02 A9 JMP UU

0926 77C4. 59 38 D8 MU LDA STAN 0981 F841 80 46 PP LDY *4

0927 F7C7 13 4C AND 8211111110 0982 7843 79 85 LDA (9011114).9

0928 F7C9 58 38 20 STA STAK 0983 7845 79 8S STA (POINTC).Y

4929 77CC 84 SEC 0984 F847 79 INY

4939 77C8 38 49 LDY *1 0985 7848 A9 110 LDA (POINTA).Y

0931 77CF 00 85 LDA (POINTA).Y 0986 784A 90 82 STA (FOINTCI.Y

0932 7781 76 85 77 SEC STAN 0987 784C A9 80 ZV LOY NI

0933 7784 85 78 85 STA REGI 0988 784E 46 C8 LDA (POIN74).1

0934 F7D7 79 INY 0989 7850 05 1NY

0935 7788 45 Cl LDA (POINTA).Y 0991 F851 Cl 85 STA (POINTC$.1

0936 F7DA 28 F4 37 SBC STAN+1 0991 7853 CO 96 LDA iPOINT4,.Y
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PAGE 0019 PAGE 0021

LINE N LOC CODE LINE LINE N LOC CODE LINE

0992 F855 44 My 1047 F8C8 20 D9 39 STA SUM

0993 F856 DO A4 STA (POINTC).Y 1048 FliCE A9 INY

0994 F858 60 CLC (041 FBCF Co AO LDA (POINTA).Y

0995 F859 85 72 LDA POINTC 450 FBD1 38 42 00 ADC SUM+1

0996 1858 84 73 ADC 06 0051 F8D4 Be BF 20 STA SUm+i

0997 F8511 AO 04 STA POINTC 1052 F8D7 6F 39 LDA NO

4996 185F 81 72 LDA POINTC+1 1053 F8119 4C DF 38 ADC SUM+2

499* F86I 65 lit ADC NO 1054 F8DC 20 59 38 STA SUM,:

1009 F865 88 il STA POINTC+1 1055 18D1 Ff INY

iffi F865 72 85 IC JMP AN 1056 FRO 76 20 CPI 4110

1002 F868 88 81 72 RR JSR EEE 1057 F8E2 ES 39 DME ADD

1093 F868 85 TAX 1158 F8E4 AP Of LIIA 00

1004 F86C BB BE BNE THETA 1059 F8E6 38 ES 81 STA REGIII

1005 F86E 81 72 85 JMP ZU 1060 F8E9 85 11 20 STA REGIII+1

1006 F871 BE 45 86 THETA JSR DDD 1061 FRC 84 S2 SEC

1017 F874 85 IF AS JMP UU 1062 FRED 38 Ed DI LDA SUM

1008 F877 BE 09 80 ZU LDA REGII 1063 F8F0 FO DA SIC 15

1009 F874 85 BA LDY 04 1064 F8F2 A2 FC A9 STA SUM

1010 F87C 88 81 STA (POINTC).Y 1065 F8F5 fi A4 BA LDA SU11+1

1011 F87E 72 85 LDY IS 1966 FBFB C4 82 SIC 10

1012 F880 89 A5 D1 LDA REGII+i 1067 FIFA DO 10 A4 STA SUN.!

1013 F883 60 AS STA (POINTC).Y 1066 F8FD BB C4 113 LDA SUN+2

1914 F885 89 Fg IF JMP ZV 1069 F900 DO OA SE NO

1015 F886 18 65 CC LDY 114 1070 F9112 A4 BC C4 STA SUM+2

1016 F884 81 90 LDA EOF 1071 F905 84 CLC

1017 F88C 04 30 STA (POINTC).Y 1072 F986 DO 04 A4 LDA REGIII

1018 FOSE ID INY 1073 F909 BD C4 ADC Di

1019 F88F 18 2C LDA E0F+1 1074 F908 15 08 24 STA REGIII

1920 F891 if 14 STA (POINTC).Y 1075 FOOE 90 09 El LDA REGII10

1021 1893 69 80 85 JMP 28 1076 F911 95 79 ADC 10

1022 F896 bI DO 03 ZU JSR CCC 1077 F913 Fil 32 10 STA REGIII+1

1023 F899 4C 3C 36 UU JSR AAA 1078 F9I6 34 A9 01 LDA SUP1+2

1024 F89C AS TAX 1079 F919 28 BO BNE S2

1025 F89b BF 85 DEO ZS 1080 F918 OE 06 BD LDA SUN+1

1026 F89F 86 60 AS ZT JSR BIB 1081 F91E 26 BC 8N6 S2

1027 F8A2 86 TAX 1102 F920 26 BB 26 LDA SUM

1028 F8A3 49 FF BED PP 1083 F923 BA BO CNP 15

1029 F8A5 30 15 66 JMP ZU 1084 F925 E6 30 BCS S2

1030 F8A8 68 4C 38 ZS JSR FFF 1085 F927 CE 19 CNP 03

1031 F8Ab 36 Tax 1086 F929 E2 A8 BCC 53

1032 F8AC 4C Fl DEG CC 1087 F928 AS BD ES INC REGIII

1033 F8AE 34:1 20 DP MP ZU 1088 F92E 85 85 DHE S3

1034 F881 39 AA GONE LDY NO 1009 F930 ID AS BC INC REGIII+1

1035 F883 FO Ty* 1090 F933 ES 84 85 S3 LDA REGIII

1036 1884 10 18 STA (POINTC).Y 1091 F936 BC 45 81; STA SUM

1037 F886 69 INY 1092 F939 ES B3 85 LDA REGIII+1

1038 F817 92 BO STA (POINTC).Y 1093 F93C BB A5 DA STA SUM+1

1039 F889 F2 RTS 1094 F931 ES RTS

1040 F88A A2 Of AD LDY NO 1095 1940 B2 PLUS CLC

1041 F88C 86 Br 20 STY SUN 1090 F94I 85 84 LDA POINTA

1042 FBBF 118 35 66 STY SUA41 1097 F943 96 4C ADC 12

1043 F8C2 Di 10 E7 STY SUm+2 1098 F945 IC 39 STA POINTA

1044 F8C5 69 ADD CLC 1099 F947 49 80 LDA POINTA+1

445 FSCO 84 20 LDA ( POINTA).! 1100 F949 DO CE ADC NO

7946 FSC8 00 00 00 ADC SUM 1101 F948 OA OA STA POINTA+1
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,INE 0

1102

1103

1104

1105

1190

,47
ofe
1109

.110

1111

111:

1113

1114

1115

1116

1117

1118

1119

1120

1121

1122

1123

1124

1:25

1126
112,

1128

1129

1130

1721

1132

1133

1134

1135

1136

1137

1138

1139

1141

1141

1142

1143

1144

7745

1146

1147

1146

'149

1159

1151

II::

1153

1154
IISS

1156

PAGE 0021

LOC CODE

F94D IA

F94E iA

F94F OA OA

F951 85 CO

F95: 28 4C SC
F956 39 A:

F958 14 4C

F956 55 22 AS

F958 7 6 85 S2

F960 AS 77

F962 eS 83 AS

F965 78 85

F967 84 A5

P969 79 85

F968 115

F96C 4C 18

F96E 36

F9bF 85 72

F971 84 73 AO

F974 04 61

F976 72

F077 85 85 88

F97A 91 7:

F97C 85 84

F978 88 B1

F980 72

F911 85 83

F983 86

F984 81 72

F906 85

F987 Be 09

F989 11 85

F9811 12

F98C 88 91

F98E 72

F98F 95 8;

F491 84 CO 60
F994 A2 AC

F996 2C

F99' A: A7 Al

F99A 10 Fl

F99C 04

F998 46 99

F99F A4 9A 20

F9A2 88 39

F9A4 86 72 84

F9A7 73 AB

F9A9 .04 AS

F904 B5
F9AC 91 72

F9AE 88

F9AF AS 84

F981 91 72 88

F984 AS 13

11 91 72 88F96

LINE

AAA

AAA1

8311

8881

CCC

DDD

EEE

EEEI

FFF

RIB

CLC

LDA POINTA
ADC 13
STA SUM
LDA POINTA+1
ADC MO

STA SUM+1

LDA SUM

COP POINTB
LDA SUN +1

SEC POINT11+1

BCS AAA1

LDA 16FF
RTS

LDA AO
RTS

LDY 114

LDA RE6II
CMS (POINTA).Y

INT

LDA REGII+1

SiC (POINTA).Y
BCS 8381

LDA RIFF
RIB
LDA 10
RIB

LDA AO
TAY

STA (POINTC).Y

LDA ROE0
INY

STA (POINTC).Y
RTS

LDY AO

LDA REGI
STA ( POINTC).Y

INY

LDA REGI+1

STA (POINTC).Y
RTS

LDA 110

CHF P851

LDA 10E0
SIC REGI+1

BCS EEE1

LDA 114FF

RTS

LTA 00

RID

LDA EOF

COP REGII

LDA EOF +1

SBC REGII+I

PAGE

LINE 0 LOC

115' F989

1158 F989

iist F9118

1160 798E

1161 F9C0

11e: FFCI

1103 F9C4

1164 FFC6

7765 F9C9

1166 MB
1167 F9CE
1169 F9CF

1169 F98I

1170 F993

1171 F984

1172 F906

1172 F9D8

1174 F999

1175 F9D8

1170 F9DC

1177 F9DE

1178 F980

1179 FF83

1180 F9E4

1181 F9E6

1182 F9E9
1183 F9EC

1194 F9EE

1185 F9EF
FQFI

1187 POPI

1199 F9F6

1190 F9F7

1191 F9F8

1192 F9FA

1793 F9FD

1194 FA00

1193 FA02

1196 FA115

1197 FA07

1198 FA19

11°© FAIR

1200 FAOC

1201 FADE

1202 FAIF

1203 FAIL

1204 FA13

12115 FA16

1206 FA19

1207 PAID

1208 FACE

1209 FA20

1210 FA22

1211 FA23

0022

CODE

AS be

f° 7F

25

82 91

72

88 AS 111

91 72

84 CO 60
AS BE
e5 86 A2

05

85 118

95 BO

CA

Dl F9

86 CO

60

20 EB
39

A: ie

115 110

95 118 CA

DO

F9 96

CO 60 A5
DI Fl F11

16 Cl
90

P7

20

E2

DO 4C

70

36

AS 11

Fl 09 A5

86 2A A9
FF 81

02 A9 01

60 20

F8 39

85 82
A9

00 85
83

A: 88
AS 82

49 FF 2A
A9 00 85
115 85

34 86 DI

85 CO

85 b6

4C

13 36 46

LINE

FFFI

LOC

LOC:

LOC3

TESTI

ESTI

EST2

TEST:

ET3

ET1

LDA WI
RTS

LDA 11$FF

STA SUM

LDA POINTA
STA SU041
LDA POINTA.7
STA SUM+2
RTS

LDY

11(1110INTA).Y

TAY

891 LOCI
LDA IMO
RTS

LDA MO
RTS

LDY *0

LLA POINTA).Y(

REG

INY

LDA (POINTA).Y
STA REGI+1

BIT REGI+1
DPL E5T1

DEY

TYA

SEC

:171 ( POINTA).Y

TYA

IN)

SEC (POINTA).Y
STA REG/+1
LDA REGI

COP 12

LDA RE6I+1
SEC MO

BCS EST:
LDA 110

RTS

LDA 9$00
RTS

LDY 01

LDA (POINTA).Y

STA REGI+1

BIT REGI+1
PPL ET1

BIT SUM
DPL ET2
LDA 11410

RTS

BIT SUM
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PAGE 0023 PAGE 0024

LINEN LOC CODE LINE LINE N LOC CODE LINE

'212 FA26 bo of BPL ET3 1265 FORA DO 29 .008 REGI.GCE.OFF

'21: FA28 85 '4 ET2 LDA 80 1265 FABC BO 4o

.214 FA2A 84 RTS 1265 FADE B2 05

1215 FA2E 1266 FA90 82 BS .UOR STAK.RPN.0F5E7

1216 FAN :BASE LINE SUBTRACTION 1266 FA92 82 20

121' FAH '5 AO BASE LDA NO 1266 FA94 25 37

1218 FA2L 00 DI STA POINTA 1267 FA96 84 DB . .UOR PEAK.BASE

1219 FA2F '4 CS STA POINTB 1267 FA96 60 AS

1220 FA31 AA TO LDA NSE0 1268 FA9A

1221 FA33 C4 DI STA POINTA+1 1269 FA9A REGI *=*+2

1222 FA35 74 45 LDA 1270 FA9C REGII .=*+2

1223 FA37 B6 31 STA POINTB+1 1271 FA9E REGIII ..+2

1224 FA39 C2 E4 SBTR LDY NO 1272 FAAO REOV *=2+2

.225 FAH 11 SEC 1273 FAA2 DATCTL .. +1

I:26 FA3C DO 21 LDA (POINTA).Y 1274 FAA3 DATCTH ****1

1227 FA3E 81 74 SBC (POINTD).Y 1275 FAA4 DATA *.*+2

'228 F440 09 80 STA (POINTA).Y 1276 FAA6 CURENT *=*41

1229 FA42 CS INY 1277 FAA7 HURENT

1230 FA43 12 DO LDA (POINTA).Y 1278 FAA8 SUN sallpol

1231 FA45 IT CB SBC (POINT11.1 1279 FAAB SET *=642

1,232 FA47 11 74 STA (POINTA).Y 1280 FAAD FLAG 6= 41

1233 FA49 CS DEY 1281 FAAE EX *=s +1

1234 FA4A 83 CLC 1282 FAAF ELF =*+2

1235 FA41, DO 12 LDA (POINTA).Y 1283 FABI STAK ..*+50

1236 FAO C8 DI 74 ADC SET 1284 FAE3 .END

1237 FASO C5 84 STA (P0INIA).9

1238 FA5: DO INY

1239 FA53 OB C8 LDA (POINTA).Y ERRORS 0001 <0000>

1241 FA55 AT 7F CS ADC SETO
1241 FA5B CO DI STA (POINTA).1

1242 FA5A 74 ES 15 IN JSR PLUS

1243 FA5D FO 28 A5 JSR PLOD
1244 FA60 Bo SEE

1245 FA61 90 02 LDA POINTA
1246 FA63 49 FF SBC EDF

1247 FA65 4C FE DOE NOVA;

1248 FA67 39 A5 LDA POINTA+1

1249 FA69 81 TO SBC EOF +1

1250 FA6B 4A 38 BNE NOVA1

1251 FA6D E. RTS

1252 FAcIE AO 24 86 NOVA1 JNP SIITR

1253 FA7'

1254 FA71 :OFFSET OF DATA FOR DISPLAY.

1255 FA7' (0 OFSET CLD

1256 FA72 09 AA LDA 81

1257 FA74 AT FF 85 JSR STAKPL
1258 FA77 BB 20 CO LDA STA),

1259 FA7A 36 BA A2 STA SET

1260 FA7D 81 C9 F9 LDA STAK+1
1261 FASO 10 06 20 STA SET +1

1262 FA83 OC RTS

1263 FA84

1264 FAB4 37 84 TABLE .UOR ASVOS.ZERO.CNART
1264 FA86 BB 60

1264 FA88 AB A5


